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Lord Tennyson once sang 'My strength is as the
strength often because my heart is pure'. I may
for a moment make an amendment to the Great
Tennyson and say that 'my happiness despite my
physical pain and unhappiness, my happiness is
boundless, limitless because my happiness does
not consist naturally of my own happiness but
my happiness consists in the happiness of the
thousands of students young and old, boy and
girl who study in our vast educational campus'.
- Excerpt from the last speech by
Dr. K.V. AL. RM. Alagappa Chettiar -1957

Dedicated to my beloved mother

Dr. Mrs. UMAYAL RAMANATHAN

PREFACE

The writing of this biography of my grandfather Dr. K.V.AL.
RM. Alagappa Chettiar (referred to as Alagappa, Alagappan,
Alagappa Chettiar and Dr. Chettiar in various parts of the
book) has been one of the most challenging tasks that I have
experienced in life so far. There have been several books writ

ten on him focusing on his philanthropy and his vision in
education by founding the Alagappa group of educational
institutions in Karaikudi and Chennai. But what is missing
is paying tribute to his business acumen with which he built
a wide spectrum of successful business enterprises, his unre
mitting ill health that challenged him right through his life
as he kept surpassing every milestone that he set for himself
and his compassion for societal welfare. It was with his hard
earned money that he was able to establish the Alagappa
group of educational institutions investing an estimated
US$10,000,000 between 1943 and 1957, the replacement value
of which today exceeds US$3,000,000,000. His persistence to
provide education at the doorstep of the community led to
the establishment of primary, secondary, tertiary and profes
sional education, resulting in more than 3 million students
graduating from the various Alagappa institutions.
In 2007, I commissioned historian Mr. S. Muthiah to
write a biography on him to capture the untold accomplish

ments of this great person who passed away at a tender age
of 48 years. As many of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar's peers had
passed away, he essentially compiled a biography of record.
Valuable contributions were obtained by his research staff
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who combed the newspaper archives in major cities and
interviewed various persons. Subsequently, I restructured
the contents and got a group of ardent admirers including
faculty from Alagappa institutions who knew of him to
re-work the book. This has evolved over the years in various
formats.

It is now with great pleasure that I present to the read
ers thisBeautiful Mindencapsulating a saga of perseverance,
compassion and sacrifice of this legend from Chettinad.
Here is the life and times of a person who excelled in many
facets of life in spite of several shortcomings in his personal
health:
An astute student who took every opportunity to
stay in the forefront of his class with a clear focus to
succeed.
A socialite who networked and developed a strong
circle of friends who became indispensable to him
later on in his brief life.
An adventurer who got his pilot license in the United
Kingdom.
An intrepid businessman who diversified in multiple
market segments that included textiles, rubber, tin,
hotels, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, entertainment,
transport, real estate and insurance showing that with

diversification one can successfully brave the tides in
cyclical turns of industries.

A passionate person devoted to societal welfare as he
converted the rough terrains in his home town into
fragrant orchards of education and in the process
changed the lifestyle of the community for genera
tions to come.
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A visionary who had the foresight to campaign and
locate a prominent Central Government Institute in
the heart of his educational campus.
A philanthropist who gave away all his earnings
including his homes as a service to mankind.
As the grandson of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar, I deem it my
indebtedness and responsibility to present the life of my
grandfather as a complete biography. My grandfather has
been a great source of inspiration to not only his daughter
Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan, but also to those who knew him
and came to know of him. As his grandson and more so as a
person who has come to know his various contributions and
accomplishments, he is clearly my hero and I only wish that
the almighty had allowed me to spend more time with him so
that I could have imbibed his innate qualities.
In this book, I have presented factual information as well
as an estimation on his charitable contributions. Personal
anecdotes from those who knew him have been integrated
with appropriate photographs to provide body and flair to
this remarkable saga. A team of ardent admirers worked to
gather this information:
My sincere thanks and respect goes to my mother
Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan who recalled her cherished memo
ries with her father. She recounted the pomp and splendor of
her wedding celebrations, her love and respect for her father
as a young girl and in the later years when she shared the dais
with national leaders on his behalf. I take this opportunity to
dedicate this book to my beloved mother.
At the outset, I thank historian Mr. S. Muthiah and his
staff who researched and compiled valuable information on
Dr. Chettiar. The efforts were tireless as a lot of information
was gathered from newspaper archives and those who knew
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of him. Special mention needs to be made of his researchers
Ranjitha Ashok, Pala Palaniappan, Sashi Nair and Mr. RM.
Meyyappan.
I express my deep sense of gratitude to Mrs. Chitra
Kannan, who worked with me to restructure the contents of
the book, research and integrate content from various other
sources. Special thanks are due to Mr. N. Krishnamoorthy

for his insightful contributions. I thank my immediate fam
ily, my daughter Dr. Anita Radhakrishnan, my son in law
Mr. Chocku Radhakrishnan, my son Anand Vairavan and
daughter Devi Vairavan for their constructive suggestions to
enhance the reader experience. I appreciate services rendered
by Dr. Sudarkodi Rajendran, Dr. AR. Kasthuri. Ms. Tharini
Sridharan, Ms. Janani Rajendran, Mr. G. Naresh Kumar,
Mr. R. Subramanian and Dr. R. Swaminathan. I thank
Mr. Gokul Krishnan, Mr. Gopal Krishnan, and their team from
Ninestars Information Technology Ltd, Chennai especially
Mr. Srikanth for formatting the book and designing the cover
and 2 AdPro Media Solutions Private Ltd. Special thanks are
to Alagappa Alumni M/s. P. Rajasekar, Mr. V. Savariraj of
Alpha Builders and to ardent admirers, Mr. R. Gopalanathan
of Devi Lakshmi Construction and Mr. R. Subramaniam of
DL Vivaldi Center for their generous contribution towards
the publishing of this book. I thank all those who recollected
and shared their association with Dr. Chettiar and contrib

uted in one way or another to realize this book.
Philosopher, Sir C. Rajagopalachari aptly remarked,
"Dr. Alagappa Chettiar had given away freely. Students
should develop that quality, namely, giving money earned
for charity. Here is a book of life and students can learn from
him on how one can give to good cause, cultivate courage and
emulate the spirit of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar."
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As Dr. Chettiar said in his last speech "Right through
out my life, it has never been my habit to take things lying
down, I have always stood up for my rights, fought for them
and pleaded for them". As destiny would show that when he
was ailing due to his poor health and gripped with financial
constraints that he never gave up his ideals, but persisted on
all his undertakings and continued to give and do more for
societal welfare.
Coining the title for this book was quite a challenge.
'Alagu' means 'Beauty' and with his noble intentions as he set
out to focus on bringing prosperity to his community clearly
signified his was indeed a Beautiful Mind. As the reader
would surmise on reading this book, it is a saga of persever
ance, compassion and sacrifice.
This book is not merely a collection of facts but is imbed
ded with subtle messages that I hope in reading this book the

reader is inspired to never give up in life under any circum
stance, but keep moving positively towards set goals.

Thank you

Ramanathan Vairavan
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Author Mr. Ramanathan Vairavan

Mr. Vairavan, the grandson of Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar
was born in April 1948 in Chennai. He had his early edu
cation at Lawrence School, Lovedale and studied Chemical
Engineering at Alagappa College of Technology in Madras.
He went to the United States of America to pursue his post
graduate studies, obtaining his Master's degree in Biomedical
Engineering at Washington University and later a Master's
Degree in Business Administration.
He worked with the multinational company Hoechst AG
of Germany in various executive positions in research, prod
uct development and manufacturing, sales, marketing and
management in Germany, Singapore and the United States.
In 1998, he founded Caldon Biotech in California, a company
engaged in the manufacturing and distribution of clinical
diagnostic reagents and instrumentation. He also co-founded
AutoGenomics Inc., a biotech company that has developed
a novel technology that can be used to assess disease signa
tures with novel genomic and proteomic markers in the area
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of genetic disorders, cancer and pharmacogenetics. With the
discovery of genes and their link to various disease states
this technology has the versatility to revolutionize the way
patients are diagnosed, monitored and managed, leading to
the era of personalized medicine.

Mr. Vairavan has been actively involved in enhancing the
quality of education and the infrastructure of the institutions
both in Chennai and Karaikudi. He established the Alagappa

Institute of Information Technology to promote IT educa
tion to students, the Alagappa Performing Arts Academy
to enable students of performing arts to obtain a Bachelor's
degree in Bharathanatyam, Vocal, Instrumental Music and
Vasthu Science. He formed an organization in the United
States named Alagappa Foundation Inc. with the objective to
form a worldwide organization of the alumni of the various
Alagappa Colleges and schools in Chennai & Karaikudi and
establish synergies to support the various Alagappa institu
tions through financial and technological support.
It is now his mission to follow the footsteps of his grand

father to further the cause of education and establish a Medical
College in Karaikudi. By keeping pace with technological
advancements his goal is to bring global prominence to the
Alagappa institutions by integrating innovative research with

novel academic programs.
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A Rich Communal Heritage

A

prosperous banking and mercantile community
'Chettiars' have long been known for their prolific finan
cial dealings. Their name derived from the Sanskrit word
'Shreshti', meaning a member of the merchant guild,
there are more than thirty different Chettiar communities.
'Nattukkottai Chettiar' commonly known as 'Nagarathar'
is one among them. Referred to as the pioneers of modern
banking, they originated from Cauvery Poompatinam under
the Chola Kingdom in Tamil Nadu, the southernmost state
of India.
Being successful merchants, their wealth and influ
ence grew rapidly. Their trading skills and business acumen
attracted the Pandya King, who offered them a vast land area
to settle down. They accepted this offer and build their homes
across 96 villages, which collectively became 'Chettinad' the land of Chettiars. These villages were then classified into
seven Vattahais or Pirivus (divisions).
As flourishing businessmen, Nagarathar travelled across
South East Asia and went to Sri Lanka, Burma, Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia and Vietnam making significant contri
butions to the economic, social and cultural infrastructure in
1
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those countries. As a result of the demise of the British Empire,
the end of World War II and the independence of Burma,
Nagarathar lost most of their assets overseas and were forced
to return home.
By the late 1940s and early 1950s, the wealthy Chettiars
and a few others with the foresight and wisdom, had invested

in India and helped their community revive from the down
fall. Even though they lost their fixed assets abroad, they
transferred their funds back to the motherland to invest in
industries that included Education, Engineering, Fertilizers,

Film, Finance, Plantations, Publishing and Textiles.

CHETTINAD

The Map of Chettinad

(Courtesy: Mr M. Meyyappan Jr., The Bangala)
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Helping this resurrection considerably, K.V.AL.RM.
Alagappa Chettiar, the focus of this book, set up a string
of educational institutions in Karaikudi, the heartland of
Chettinad.

Chettinad famous for its cuisine and temples of sculptural
beauty is laden with art and architecture and well-known
for antique shopping. This region includes the renowned
Educational Town 'Karaikudi' which is considered as its
un-baptized capital. The mansions here are known for their
striking architecture, characterized by elaborate teakwood,

The Palatial home of Chettiars - Inner View
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rosewood, satinwood and granite pillars, enclosed court
yards around which the family rooms are built, paintings
on the ceilings and doorways with intricate carvings repli
cating those in temples. A mixture of lime, egg-white, pow
dered eggshells and seashells were used to polish the floors
and walls of these mansions for a shiny-white mirror finish.
Diamond, gold and silver found their way to Chettinad from
across the globe.
Those richly embellished mansions come alive when
families gather for a celebration or a function. The mem
bers of this community retain their connection with their
villages, that to them are 'Ooru', 'home' or 'native place'
in that expressive Indian English phrase. No matter how
competitive their relationship outside Chettinad is, a kin
ship has been fostered by a time-tested system that goes
back to the nine temples, the original settlers in Pandya
Nadu had formed. The nine temples, in historic sequence
are, Ilayathankudi, Mathur, Vairavanpatti, Iranikovil,
Pillaiyarpatti, Nemam, Iluppakkudi, Soorakudi, and
Velankudi. Of these temples and temple pirivus (divisions)
who take their names from their respective temples, the first
two have seven sub-pirivus each, Vairavanpatti has three
and the others none.
Tradition forbids marriage within the pirivu or even the
sub-pirivu. When a girl gets married, she becomes a mem
ber of her husband's pirivu. Adoption is virtually manda
tory among Chettiars if a couple does not have a son, and it
must be from the same pirivu or sub-pirivu. Attendance at
all family functions is mandatory for the close relatives and a
token contribution (moi) is gifted on the occasion recording
the participation of the kinsmen. Any personal problems,
property and financial disputes as well as transgressions of
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tradition in a family are settled by the conclave of elders of
the temple pirivu and their rulings are considered binding.
Comments by the pirivu elders on any issue have a salutary
effect.
The community deeply rooted in the Hindu tradition
contributed to build over 100 temples. A respected commu
nity committed to the principles and practices of unmatchable business transactions and unquestionable transparency,
its foundations were impeccable planning and implementa
tion. Education was patronised by the community but not
considered indispensable. Into this community, which was
astute in business and conservative by nature, was born
K.V.AL.RM. Alagappa Chettiar, in the Mathurpirivu, and
the Mannoor sub-pirivu, the second oldest and the largest
in membership.
His home village was Kottaiyur, seven kilometres east of
Karaikudi, which had a Chettiar population of around 3000,
and relatively ahead of other villages, with some medical
facilities as early as 1928 and a
primary school by 1940.
Alagappan was born to
K.V.AL. Ramanathan Chettiar
of Kottaiyur and his wife
Umayal Achi of Karaikudi
on April 6, 1909. The couple
already had an elder son,
Ramanathan, aka Sethu and
two daughters, Unnamalai
and Valliammai.
Alagappa Chettiar's

family initials are K.V.AL.
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K.V.Al.Rm. House at Kottaiyur

RM. The initial K stands
for Karuppan Chettiar,
son of Meiyyan Chettiar.
Karuppan Chettiar had three

sons, the youngest of whom
was Veerappa Chettiar.
The second initial V stands
for Veerappa Chettiar.
Veerappa Chettiar had six
sons, the fourth of whom
was an Alagappa Chettiar.
Hence the initials K.V.AL.
This Alagappa Chettiar
had no sons and adopted
the son of his younger

brother Muthiah and named
him Ramanathan Chettiar.

Alagappan and his brother
Ramanathan
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Ramanathan Chettiar had three sons, the youngest of whom
was another Ramanathan Chettiar who had two sons,
Ramanathan Chettiar and Alagappa Chettiar - protagonist
of this biography, whose full name became K.V.AL.RM.
Alagappa Chettiar.
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An Astute Student

In1915, Alagappan started his schooling at Sri Meenakshi
Sundareswarar Vidyasala in Karaikudi, to which he would
go by bullock cart every day. At home, he was tutored in the
Chettiar way of accounting - a forerunner of the double entry
system - and in becoming adept in mentally calculating num
bers down to one part of 192,12 pies at the time making one

anna and 16 annas (or 192 pies) making a rupee. He was being
prepared for the traditional Chettiar business of financing.

Sri Meenakshi Sundareswarar Vidhyasala,
Karaikudi - school he studied
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As soon as he had passed his school finals in 1925, his
father insisted he join him in the Federated Malay States
(FMS) and learn the family business at the K.V.Al. kitangi
(home-cum-place of business). A reluctant Alagappan,
who had begun to dream of college, headed for the port of
Nagapattinam, north of Chettinad, to catch a steamer for
the FMS. Fortunately for Alagappan, he fell ill as soon as he
boarded the ship and he was forced to disembark when the
captain erroneously diagnosed his high fever as the prelude
to small pox, then rampant in India.
Returning to Kottaiyur, Alagappan telegraphed his
father pleading for permission to continue with his studies in
India. With his father's elder brother, Muthiah, adding to the
appeal, stated that Alagappan could share a house with his
(Muthiah's) son Ramanathan, Alagappan was given permis

sion to join college.
As a matter of fact, by the time he got permission from his
father, the admission process was completed in most colleges.
But passionate about education, he confidently approached
the Principal of Presidency College, Chennai, for a seat in the
Intermediate Course. As it was very late, and the admissions
were over, the Principal informed him that the class was full
and showed him the list of the 40 admitted students in a serial
manner from 1 to 40. Not deterred by the Principal's reply
and without a moment's trepidation, Alagappan said 'Sir,
zero is still available'. Appreciating the presence of mind of
the young boy, who displayed a great thirst for knowledge,
the Principal waived his decision and admitted him. Thus
was his shrewdness even as a youth to overcome the barriers,
inclining himself towards a greater path and never gave up no

matter what the situation was, all through his life.
Following the prevailing marriage tradition, Alagappan
got married to Valliammai, a member of the community, who

was also from Kottaiyur.
9
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It was while doing
his F.A. (First in Arts) that
Alagappan's mother and
then his father passed
away, within months
of each other. Elders
in the family insisted

Alagappan to quit col
lege and join the family
business in the Federated
Malay States. But by then,
backed with a first class
in his college, Alagappan
was determined to con
tinue with his studies,
convinced education was
wealth. He joined the
Alagappa Chettiar's wife
Tmt. Valli Achi
English Literature B.A.
(Honours) course in the same college, completed it success
fully, and then set a new path for the Chettiars by completing
M. A. in the same subject in 1930, and became the first Chettiar

to obtain a Master's degree.
It was while at Presidency College that he met
Dr. S. Radhakrishnan the professor-philosopher, who later
became the President of India, and found himself drawn
to him as much for his warmth as for his style of teaching.
Another friend he made at college was S.Y. Krishnaswami,
who later became an Indian Civil Service Officer. When
Krishnaswami spoke at a student union meeting, Alagappan
was impressed by his speech and congratulated him. He then
introduced himself and dropped him at his house in his car, an
Armstrong Siddeley with a special registration number 7171.
A friendship was born. Krishnaswami found that Alagappan
had a flair for making friends.
10
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Completing Senior Intermediate Course - Presidency College

Alagappan, then an adolescent, had a natural aptitude
for spoken English. He was very enthusiastic in presenting
speeches and after every speech he made, he welcomed the
comments of his friends on his diction, delivery, presentation
and approach to the subject. He was exploring opportunities
to surface his innate potential and in the process, initiated a lit
erary club to promote his extempore skill and his friends' as
well. He got together with Krishnaswami and nine others and
formed what he called theTriplicane Debating Club. They met on
the terrace of the house of one of the members in the evenings

and discussed on various issues that ranged from entertainment
to politics, education to business, etc. Even as a college student,
he connected himself with the external world and wanted to
explore it. The club provided a platform for his thirst. He never
minded picking up the extra expenses of the club that the token
subscription of the members could not meet. Perhaps, that was
why he chose to be the Treasurer of the Club. This charity that
began then was just an indication of his charitable life.
Though Alagappan was proficient in English, he was an
admirer of his mother tongue, Tamil and his motherland. It
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was at the Presidency College that he got interested in the
freedom movement and joined other students in the protest
against the Simon Commission (The British Government
appointed a commission under the chairmanship of Sir John
Simon to report on India's constitutional progress for intro
ducing constitutional reforms) for which he received a warn
ing from the Principal. Fortunately for him, it didn't go
beyond that.
Alagappan decided to head to London.

12

3
Flying the British Skies

w ith the cherished dreams of becoming an Indian Civil
Service (ICS) officer, a prestigious position, Alagappan landed
on the English Soil in 1930. During preliminary medical tests
he was diagnosed to have Hansen's disease commonly known
as Leprosy which is a chronic infectious disease caused by the
pathogen M. leprae—a bacterium related to the organism that
causes tuberculosis. M. leprae grows slowly, primarily within
cooler areas of the body such as
the skin, limbs, eyes, and nasal

cavity. Infection and damage of
the peripheral nerves leads to
numbness or loss of sensitivity
to touch, muscle weakness, and

atrophy. Leprosy is believed to

Alagappan in his teens

be transmitted through drop
lets from the nose and mouth
of infected people. As to how
he got infected with Leprosy
remains a mystery since the
onset of the first discernible
symptom to clinical diagnosis
takes between 1-3 years.
13
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He had left for England full of hope to become part of the
Indian Civil Service, a post much-coveted at that time. That it
was not fulfilled would have been tragic if he had not, when
denied admission into the prestigious ICS after the medical
tests, decided to still do something that was a first for the
Nagarathar. Rt. Honourable Srinivasa Sastri, a family friend
referred Alagappan to the Chartered Bank. The Management
Team. impressed with his knowledge and skillsets offered
Alagappan a trainee position making him the first Indian to
be trained by the Bank. While working for the Bank, Alagappa
Chettiar wanted to do something more professional. Being a
law abiding citizen he wanted to choose a suitable career, he
chose to study law. He joined the Middle Temple in London's
Inns of Court and passed law exams to become not only the
first Chettiar Barrister-at-Law but also the first Chettiar to
study in the West. He was admitted to the London Bar on 26
January 1933.

Receiving Bar-at-Law at Middle Temple, London
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Out of his two schedules - Chartered Bank and Middle
Temple, he wished to engage himself usefully in learning as
many new things as he could from the English soil. Each sec
ond of his life seemed more worthy for him than any other.
Adventurous by nature, he was fascinated by flying. Being the
self-dependent person that he was, Alagappa Chettiar wanted

to fly freely over the seas and explore the world. This made
him go for Pilot Training at Croydon, London. He success

fully completed the training and obtained a Pilot Certificate
and license in the year 1933.

Pilot Training at Croydon

While in London, he had been most helpful to the first
two Chettiars to travel round the world, A.M.M. Murugappa
Chettiar and V.Vr.N.M. Subbiah Chettiar, taking them around
to see the sights of not only London but the whole of Britain.
A handsome young man at the time, despite the slight scar
ring on the face and hands, and a man not short of money in
a booming London fast coming out of the Great Depression,
it was no surprise to hear that Alagappa Chettiar had also
acquired a reputation for being a man about town. He might
have burnt the candle at both ends during those London years.

He became an ever-on-the-go young businessman, almost as
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though he felt he had to compensate in some way whenever
his affliction slowed him down at any point of time.
Besides being an eminent speaker right from the college
days, he proved to be a prolific writer as well. This is evident
from the letters he wrote to his Indian friends from London,
widely commenting on various aspects ranging from politics
to sports - from the pacts of British Colonial Government
to Bradman's epoch making triumphs in cricket. He had
a fascination for expression - both verbal and non-verbal.
Completing his venture abroad, he set his mind back to the
motherland. After three years stay at London, honing his

skills, he returned to India in 1933.
Proud of his nephew returning from foreign shores,
Alagappa Chettiar's uncle Ramanathan Chettiar had organised a
reception at the railway station to welcome him. There were over
a hundred people waiting to receive Alagappa Chettiar at the
Station. But Chettiar had alighted at an earlier halt. Ramanathan
Chettiar received a telegram from Alagappa Chettiar asking him
not to come to Madras Central Station, but to meet him in person
at Basin Bridge Station, the halt before Madras Central instead.
Realising that there was some problem, he cancelled the recep
tion and drove alone to Basin Bridge. When Alagappa Chettiar
got off the train, the reason was obvious - his face bore the marks
and scars left behind by the disease. Ramanathan Chettiar broke
down, and the two held each other on the platform.
For someone who left India reasonably healthy, to return
with this disfiguring Hansen's disease must have been very
difficult. But Alagappa Chettiar faced his affliction stoically.
Furthermore, he managed to overcome the shock and moved
ahead with passionate learning and returned with zeal to lead
a challenging life. All his success would have been belittled if
it had not been for his positive attitude.
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Returning from London, Alagappa Chettiar enrolled him
self as an advocate at the Madras High Court on 22 January
1934. He wanted to know all about law but was not interested
in practicing law. His goal was to put into practice what he
had learnt at the Chartered Bank. After Alagappa Chettiar's
father died, the elder son, Sethu Chettiar, in accordance with
tradition, partitioned the properties and Alagappa Chettiar
got a share of the banking firm and Rs. 3,00,000. It was with
this capital that he began his meteoric rise in the then nascent
industrial world.

He invested in agricultural land as yield-generating
investments as it can not only provided a yield, but also
appreciate in value as arable land. As the ancestral business
of the K.V.AL family was in Burma and in the Federated
Malay States (FMS), he decided to go there to explore poten
tial for investments. Seeing a promising market in rubber he
acquired the Ayer Manis rubber estate. On his return to India
he certainly saw a future in coffee and bought a coffee estate 'Gowripetta Estate' in Coorg.
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Real estate was his next focus. He bought a property in
Singapore's Orchard Road in a prime location showing the
first signs of his speculative nature in business.

When Alagappa Chettiar returned to India he followed
the path of the more affluent Chettiars by setting up a home
in Madras. He bought a house in Purasawalkam in Madras
near his cousin Ramanathan's home and named it Krishna
Vilas. The road where the house still stands today is called
Alagappa Road named in his honour by the Government.
His home was in the art decorative style, then favoured in
England. With a sprawling living room to welcome guests the
pure-white walls emitted an angelic glow. Rooms were spa
cious with flowing drapes and were tastefully decorated with
artifacts and choice paintings. The walls of his library were

imbedded with the books that he read vociferously and ref
erence books that he collected over the years. He entertained
prominent and celebrated guests including the President of
India, the Vice President, Governors, Chief Ministers at the
famous tea parties held in his garden. His garden was his
love and he painstakingly overlooked the manicuring of his
garden, which became a frequent prize-winner in the city's

Annual horticultural competitions.
It was at that time when the world emerged from the
Great Depression that Alagappa Chettiar was determined to
do something different from what the Nagarathar had done
traditionally. R.K. Shanmukham Chetti, friend of Alagappa
Chettiar and the Dewan of the princely State of Cochin in
the mid 1930s, was in the process of modernising the prin
cipality through industrial development, something another
friend of Alagappa Chettiar, C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar, then
Dewan of the neighbouring princely State of Travancore, was
also doing. Alagappa Chettiar might have been torn between
two progressive friends on where to sink industrial roots, but
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the fact that R.K. Shanmukham Chetti and his brother R.K.
Kandaswamy Chetti were running a successful spinning facil
ity in Coimbatore, Vasantha Mills, and could therefore provide
him hands-on advice made Alagappa Chettiar decide to start
Cochin Textiles in Pudukad, near Trichur (Thrissur) Cochin
State, in 1937. The fact that the mill could also obtain its power
supply from the Shanmukham Power House in Trichur, a pri
vate project in which Shanmukham Chetti had a significant
interest, would have
been another reason for
choosing Cochin, for,
at that time, industries
had to depend on pri
vate power plants. And
so with the little capital
that he had, he devised
a strategy to get Cochin
Textiles underway. But
it was a struggle in the
early years and some
ingenious ways were
Cochin Textiles
found to keep it going.
With the textile boom during World War II, Alagappa
Chettiar was able to expand the mill and it became Alagappa
Textiles(renamed),a mill with 50,000 spindles, largest in the
State of Kerala and the first major industrial investment by a
Nagarathar outside Tamil Nadu. It employed 2,500 persons
and its paid-up capital was Rs. 2.5 million. Not stopping
with the expansion of the mill, as a compassionate employer,
he cared for the welfare of his employees as well. Around
Alagappa Textiles, Chettiar developed Alagappa Nagar, a
self-reliant township for the staff and workers, convincing
the government to provide the necessary infrastructure,
like post office, telephone exchange and electricity. In later
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years, he built a hospital and a temple. At the time, this
was the only township to be named after a Chettiar outside
Madras Province. M.S.A.V.A. Venkatachalam Chettiar of
Karaikudi, who was with the mills for a long time, recalls
that Alagappa Chettiar even got the Railways to print tick
ets with the destination'Pudukad for Alagappa Naga'! As
Alagappa Textiles prospered, he recalls,'Money was pouring
in like anything, like a Kamadhenu. We did not know where to
keep the money.’

Visit of Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar to

Umayal Weaving Establishment, Cannanore

Alagappa Chettiar, determined to capitalize on the
wartime boom and, no doubt, to please his other friend Sir.
C.P. Ramaswamy Aiyar, established Ashoka Textiles with
a paid-up capital of Rs. 1.5 million and 25,000 spindles in
Travancore, near Alwaye, and developed Ashokapuram for
the staff and workers. Chettiar certainly ensured that the staff
and workers lived in good standard of life, comforted by ser
vice and educational facilities.
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He was business savvy and a model employer. He estab
lished the Alagappa Textiles at Cochin for his friendship
with Sir. R.K. Shanmukham Chetti, the Dewan of Cochin and
Ashoka Textiles at Travancore for his friendship with Sir. C.P.
Ramaswamy Aiyar, the Dewan of Travancore.

Umayal Weaving Unit goods

In continuation to this, almost as though to maintain a
political balance, after starting Alagappa Textiles and Ashoka
Textiles in the ancient Chera Nadu, Alagappa Chettiar started
the 'Umayal Weaving Establishment', named after his only
daughter, a handloom facility, in Cannanore, and a Cloth
Calendering Mill in Chennimalai, near Erode, in Madras
Province. 'Umayal Weaving' was before long a pioneer in
exports among south Indian textile manufacturers. Another
business that Alagappa Chettiar ventured was manufacturing
ring tubes for the textile industry in the name of 'Gummy's
Ltd'. Whatever may be his new venture, he planned it metic
ulously and implemented successfully.
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Visit of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru to Umayal Stall
at an exhibition in Cannanore

By 1943, when most Chettiars had lost their wealth
overseas, Alagappa Chettiar remained one of the few afflu
ent Chettiars. His investments in the textile industry in India
made him one of the richest Chettiars of the time.
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His Darling Daughter and
Her Fairy Tale Wedding
'Good men must be affectionate men'

AlagappaChettiar

was a little over 19 when their first

child, a daughter, Umayal, named after her paternal grand
mother was born. Within a week of her birth, her mother died
of childbirth complications, a fre
quent cause of death at the time
when doctors were few, hospi
tals fewer, and home delivery
by elder women in the family or
untrained village midwives was
the norm. He was in college at
that time. While education and
Madras offered him the life he
wanted, it was not possible to
shed Kottaiyur and the traditions
of the Nagarathar. Relatives and
friends forced the young wid
owed Chettiar to marry again so
that he could raise his daughter.
Alagappa Chettiar's
daughter Umayal
Thus in January 1929, he married
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Lakshmi Achi of Karaikudi, with much reluctance, bowing to
family pressure.
His daughter however was brought up in Madras in
her maternal grandmother's house. Umayal spent her first
years — till her fifth year — with her grandmother and then
with Lakshmi Achi, her mother's elder sister.
Lakshmi Achi's son S.A.P. Annamalai, who later found
the Popular Tamil magazine Kumudam, at one time the
journal with the largest circulation in India and Alagappa
Chettiar's daughter Umayal were brought up together in
Lakshmi Achi's Santhome house. She was educated at Rosary
Matriculation, a convent school in Madras.

Alagappa Chettiar was very passionate about children
and he wanted to spend time with his daughter Umayal as

every father would like to. But being an ever-on-the-go busi
nessman, he could
leave her to grow
every opportunity
the best education

not stay with the young child and had to
with her grandmother. However he took
to groom his daughter well, brought her
and brought her over as often as possible

to spend time with him in his bungalow.
During one such visit on a Saturday, Alagappa Chettiar
decided to keep his daughter with himself. He told the driver
and others to leave and was left alone with Umayal whom he
wanted to know better. But the young girl, about 9 years then,
got nervous, as she did not know how to get used to the new
surroundings and started to cry in her room. The door opened
gently and he walked up to her and sat beside her on the bed,
putting his arms around her and as she looked into his eyes
there was a well of tears flowing down his cheek. The true
bonding between both of them, the father and daughter, had
blossomed then. His daughter remembers, 'The sadness of his
face and tears in his eyes made me listen to his kind words'.
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He explained, 'Umayal you are no more a child, you should
live in this house, it is your house, you should study well and
learn all about what I am doing'.
She recalls that a new chapter started in her life. 'He
bought me whatever I asked for toys, clothes, jewellery and in
time my lifestyle changed totally. He was very affectionate,
but at the same time was particular on how I handled money.
He taught me how to handle accounts, handle payroll and
other household monthly expenses. He was very particular
to see that I became an able administrator. He told me to keep
track of income and expenses. Essentially I was running the
household by myself and I felt so very important. If there was
anything that I wanted all I had to do was to ask and it was
bought for me immediately'.

Umayal remembers one such occasion, when she took
part in a school play. 'I came home, still in the costume, and
my father noticed the cardboard gold belt around my waist.
He asked me what was I wearing. I explained that it was the
costume I had worn for a dance in the school drama. Taken
aback by the fact that I was wearing a gold-painted card
board, he immediately contacted Bapalal, the famous jewel
lers of Madras and that very evening they brought me a gold
ottiyanam (ornament wrapped around the waist) weighing

about 25 sovereigns (200 grams of gold).
Not stopping with that - in spite of his busy schedule,
as a father, he attended my school function. He came to the
Ewart School where I was studying then, to see me perform
the dance on stage. On seeing the stage which was not well set
up, he spoke to the Principal and volunteered to get a concrete
stage constructed for the school.'

Umayal treasured every moment she spent with her father
because something constructive always happened. She recalled,
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'he would ask me to read poetry for him, he would make me get
up and present his speeches, he would give me math problems
and make me solve them. There was never a wasted moment;
the house was always buzzing with people and guests came
nonstop, discussing a wide range of matters. He wanted me to
be there right in the midst so that I could get familiar with them.'
Following her marriage when Umayal was admitted to

the Egmore Hospital for labour pains, Alagappa Chettiar tried
to be the mother who was not there and provide every bit of
caring. He called the hospital management and ensured every
doctor was available at the delivery room. To give comfort to
Umayal, he had an entourage of family members stay with
her beside, and also arranged to provide every comfort to all
of them. Such was his affection for his only daughter. In each
and every letter to her, what was apparent was, her happiness
was what he wanted.

S.A.P. Annamalai, recalling his uncle Alagappa Chettiar,
wrote in Kumudam," when I heard the welcome address delivered
by his daughter at a college function, in his absence due to ill health,
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I bowed my head in appreciation of his decision that day and for the

way in which he had brought her up."

THE FAIRY TALE WEDDING OF UMAYAL IN 1943
Alagappa Chettiar's younger sister Unnamalai Achi was mar
ried to Vairavan Chettiar of Kandanur. Vairavan Chettiar was
a successful businessman in Burma till the country faced a
severe financial crisis in the 1940s. With a total loss in business,

he lost all his wealth and suffered a massive heart attack and
passed away. After the sudden demise of her husband, and
5 young children on hand, Unnamalai Achi was left with no
option other than to approach her brother Alagappa Chettiar
for help. She asked her brother whether he would marry his
daughter Umayal to her son Ramanathan.
A man with tendency to help anyone, Alagappa Chettiar
yielded to his sister's wish; agreeing to the marriage with the
condition that he could still continue education for his 15 year
old daughter after the marriage by
appointing a Governess for private
tutoring.
On 10th September 1943, the
marriage of Alagappa Chettiar's
daughter with her first cousin
Vairavan Ramanathan of Kandanur,
son of Alagappa Chettiar's younger
sister Unnamalai Achi and Vairavan
Chettiar, was celebrated with pomp
and splendour.

The wedding invitation was
open to all the inhabitants of
Chettinad and guests across the

state and nation. The special invitees
27
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Wedding Invitation
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included such dignitaries as Zamindars, the rulers of Princely
states like Mysore, Travancore and Pudukottai.
Alagappa Chettiar chartered special trains and buses to
bring guests from various parts of the state to the marriage
at Kottaiyur, Chettinad. The gathering was like the throngs
of people that generally attend a temple consecration. Every
house in Kottaiyur had opened its doors for the guests.
Alagappa Chettiar had a passion for extravagance and gran
deur. It was this trait that made him celebrate the wedding of
his daughter, in a grand manner, which was nothing short of a
fairy tale wedding that went on for 10 days, with a spectacular
display of the gifts and jewellery.
There was certainly a touch of Moghul splendour at the
venue of the wedding. All roads leading to the wedding were
illuminated with hundreds of electric lamps. A hugeshamiana
(ceremonial tent) that extended to many streets, decked with

lights and flowers, was constructed at a cost of about Rs.20,000
by the experts from Cochin and Alapuzha, to accommodate
atleast 5000 persons. Fans were fitted in the shamiana and 43

The Groom being received by Alagappa Chettiar
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loud speakers were fit
ted at several corners to

enable everyone hear
the marriage recitals.
Welcome hoardings
and arches that looked
like concrete works
were erected at the
street ends welcom
ing the dignitaries and
others to the wedding.
Three separate shamianas, each with a capac
ity to accommodate
500 persons to dine at
The Groom with Alagappa Chettiar
a time was set up espe
and other relatives
cially for the wedding
feast. About 50 Policemen from the surrounding stations and
500 volunteers of scout movement rendered voluntary service
to guide and regulate the crowd. The bungalow resembled a
palace, completely illuminated colourfully.
The groom's arrival was a grand ceremony that took
place on the previous evening of the wedding. About 2000
persons - friends, relatives, well-wishers and general public
took part in this auspicious welcoming procession while the
bridegroom majestically arrived on an exotically decorated
elephant, exclusively brought for the purpose from Kerala.
Amidst the elephants, thousands of gas lights and hand lights,
the groom reached the wedding venue, accompanied by the
bursting of fire crackers from all the corners. A sight of real
grandeur to be witnessed! On 10th September 1943 - the day
of the wedding, the bridegroom came to the wedding seated
on a caparisoned horse.
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The couple in the wedding seat - decorated chariot

Alagappa Chettiar had hired skilled persons from all

around to decorate the wedding seat. He had brought decora
tors from the film industry
to create backdrops and
sets. The young couple
was seated in an exqui
sitely decorated flower
chariot, with cut-outs of
two prancing horses in
front of the wedding seat,
as though they were draw
ing the chariot. The bride
and the groom, postured
in a chariot draped with
flowers, were in the midst
of more than 20,000 people
gathered to witness the
festivities. It resembled the
Bride Umayal and
wedding of a princess.
Bride groom VE. Ramanathan
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The groom tied the mangalyam - the wedding knot at
10.30 am with the blessings of all, either in person or through
messages and messengers. Wedding wishes and greetings
were received from various corners to the newly wedded
couple.
The special guests who attended the wedding included
Raja Sir Annamalai Chettiar and family, Kumararaja Sir
Muthiah Chettiar and family, Sir R.K. Shanmukam Chetty,
Dewan Bahadhur of Pudukottai, Dewan of Travancore Sir.

C.P. Ramasamy Ayer,
Sir M. Venkatasubbarao
and
family, Advocate
General of Chennai Sir
Alladi
Krishnaswamy
Iyer, editor of the Hindu
Sri K. Srinivasan, edi
tor of the Indian Express,
Advocate
General
of
Cochin
Sri
M.
Siva
Ramakrishna Menon, Chief
Judge of Pudukottai Sri
Paramasivam Pillai, Dr. A.
The newly wedded couple
Lakshmanasami Mudaliar,
S.Y. Krishnaswamy Iyer, IAS., Zamindars from Cochin and
Raja Ravivarma and family from Kerala and the list looked
endless.
The lavish 10-day long wedding celebrations were inter
laced with festive entertainment for four days. Alagappa
Chettiar had a passion for music. He organised a music pro
gram featuring famous exponents of dance and music. Carnatic
music legends such as K.B. Sundarambal, M.K. Thyagaraja
Bhagavadar, M.S. Subbulakshmi, M.M. Dhandapani
Desigar, G.N. Balasubramaniam, M.L. Vasanthakumari,
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M.K. Thyagaraja Bagavadhar - Musical Concert

The Guests for the wedding

T.N. Rajarathnam Pillai and RukmaniArundale and her
Kalakshetra team regaled the crowd with their performance.
The then upcoming dancers such as the Travancore sisters,
Padmini, Raghini and Lalitha enthralled the audience to their
hearts' content. There were 23 concerts by these stars, adding
to the grandeur. The assembly of such a talent of prominent
artistes for a private event makes it certainly qualify for the
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Guinness book of world records and is practically impossible
to re-stage such an event again.

Songs in praise of the benevolence of Alagappa Chettiar,
sung by M.K. Thyagaraja Bhagavadar and M.M. Dhandapani
Desigar received great applause from the audience. About
10,000 people enjoyed this musical feast.

With this, the musical entertainment for the wedding,
absolutely a pleasing treat for the eyes and ears of the guests,
came to an end. It may not be an exaggeration if we say that
this is one of the rarest of rare celebrations, wherein, most of
the eminent personalities in the entertainment arena, spread
nationwide, gathered for one family's function. On the whole,
the grand occasion took place in five separate mansions - one
especially for displaying gold and silver wares, one for house

hold wares and utensils, one for wedding rituals, one for
entertainment programs and one for sumptuous feast which
continued throughout the celebrations.
The wedding celebrations came to end with Alagappa
Chettiar proposing a vote of thanks to all those who attended
and blessed the couple.
This wedding certainly was one of the most grandiose
celebrations with a roster of eminent personalities, entertain
ment artistes and lavish decorations and people participation.
The bride remembers, 'My wedding was like a dream, a
movie - set with decorations everywhere I turned, thousands
of guests mingling in all directions, food being cooked and
served to guests from multiple kitchens, entertainment by
famous stars happening continuously, how my father could
organize all this was amazing.
Dowry items were displayed in three separate homes.
One home was for household needs that included bed room
sets and cooking utensils. Another had all my personal needs
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Wedding Sarees

which included hundreds of decorative sarees, jewellery and
personal items. Another home housed gold and silver items
that were arranged in a tiered step manner one for gold items
that included bars of gold, vessels and a pyramid of sovereign
coins and another for silver vessels, cutlery, plates, decorative

Gold and Silver ware gifts to the bride
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Gift items to the Bride in display

pieces, artefacts, etc. A replica of the textile mill in Alagappa
Nagar stood out prominently. A brand new Buick car was also
parked in front of the house as seer (gifts given to bride); it was
the first time a car had been presented in a marriage seer."
The Hindu, the premier English daily of south India, cov

ered the event in two full columns reporting;
With nearly 20,000 visitors at the ceremony, the bride's dowry
amounting to several lakhs of rupees, the presents to the bride and
a non-stop musical programme of entertainment, the wedding was
a unique one, breaking all records in each one of its several phases.
The distinguished visitors included high state and other dignitaries,
leading officials and non-officials, mill owners and merchant prin
cess, from all over South India.

The presents to the bride and the bridegroom were worth
over Rs. 150,000 and they included a diamond pendant from His
Highness the Maharaja of Cochin, household utensils in solid
gold from Mr.Sathappa Chettiar and the Zamindar of Devakottai
and valuable articles from the Rajas of Ramnad, Pudukottai and
Chettinad.

The arrangements made for the reception of the distinguished
guests and their accommodation left nothing to be desired. The

Music Pavilion, constructed at enormous cost by the Kerala artists,
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was a magnificent work of art and provided comfortable accommo
dation for the visitors. Forty three loudspeakers had been fitted in

many parts of the town to enable the visitors to enjoy the programme
from wherever they might be. Over 500 scouts, specially drawn
from the Chettinad troops, were in charge of the seating and location
arrangements.
The gold, silver and other presents, every bit a work of art, were

artistically arranged in spacious bungalows and proved a special
attraction to the visitors. The heaps of presents rich, varied and
costly were on view in three palatial buildings.
The whole town was en fete, presenting, by its brilliant light
and colour effect, the appearance of fairyland. Elaborate arrange
ments including a festival of music had been made to entertain the
thousands of guests. Many star artistes participated in the festival.
The Tamil magazine Kalki in its 1943 Deepavali issue, had

described the uniqueness of this marvellous wedding celebra
tion with photographs, covering four pages.

True to the descriptions, Alagappa Chettiar proved his

affection for his daughter by celebrating her wedding in a gran
diose manner. He had spent crores of rupees for the wedding.
It is understood that when Chettiar gave a carte blanche for the
seer, he announced that the bride would be given every single
thing to set up a house. If by oversight anything was missed or
left out in the seer, even a needle or thread or a broom, he would
make it in gold and give it to the person who had spotted it, he
challenged. But no one had spotted any missing item.

About 1,700 special guests who attended the wedding
were gifted with a photograph of the newly wedded couple,
duly autographed by Umayal, along with a silver vessel as
a memento. Specially woven towel from the handloom unit

'Umayal Weaving Establishment' in Cannanore was pre
sented to every guest who attended the celebration.
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The couple being received by the guests

The couple with Sir Arthur Hope,
then Governor of Madras
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To conduct such a spec
tacular wedding from the
staging of the grandiose cere
monies, to welcoming promi
nent guests, hosting feasts for
the masses, showering gifts
to the bridal couple unheard
of until then, coordinating
and executing an entertain

The Bride and the Bridegroom

ment program with 27 top
notch artistes in clock-work
precision demonstrates that
Alagappa Chettiar had a flair
for execution par excellence
in anything that he did.

The grandeur of the wedding
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It was Alagappa Chettiar's way of delegation to get things
done. It is said that he made none of the arrangements himself
and had arrived just for the occasion. He celebrated this mem
orable wedding by delegating the responsibilities to suitable
experts, which wouldn't have been possible without his highlevel planning and trust. After the marriage, there does not
appear to have been any accounting. He had entrusted the
work involving crores of rupees with utmost faith expecting
the results and not the accounts.

The couple - Tmt. Umayal Achi and VE. Ramanathan Chettiar

Alagappa Chettiar had justified the situation as; 'Mine is
a one-man business. I have to rely on a large number of men,
some good, some indifferent and some bad; the good men
have no initiative, the indifferent men steal without working,
but the bad men work and then steal. But when the stealing
passes to the range of wholesale robbery, they manage to
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leave me. But I want things done.' So, how much went unac
counted for in the wedding is unknown; but known is how
great the wedding was, and sure to be cherished forever.

INSPIRING RECOGNITION
The wedding also showcased Chettiar's benevolence. His
daughter's wedding provided an occasion for Alagappa
Chettiar to be benevolent to four institutions. This was the first
occasion when his generosity, little known or noticed till then,
received greater public attention. He made generous contri

butions to make the memory of this occasion everlasting.
The Madras Seva Sadan, which was set up by Sir Venkata
and Lady Andal Subba Rao in 1928 to protect, teach and help
destitute women and children, was in dire need of funds.
The institution was not in a position to generate any revenue.
Alagappa Chettiar's contribution of Rs. 75,000 for the con
struction of a hostel was received with great relief, and in an
emotional letter of gratitude, the management declared that
this was the biggest ever single donation they had received!
The hostel in Vepery was named after the bride - Umayal
Hostel - and declared open by the Maharaja of Travancore.
A second donation was one of Rs. 1,00,001 to the
Travancore University for the promotion of Tamil studies.
Acknowledging this generosity, Sir C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar
observed that 'It was commonly known that about one-third
of the population of Travancore was linguistically and cul
turally Tamil, and that the area to the south of Nagercoil was
Tamil-speaking'. 'Alagappa Chettiar's gift was therefore not
only appropriate but it was also symbolic of the cultures of
south India. Lovers of culture and true patriots who believed
in the harmony rather than the divergence of India's ideals
would join him in fervent thanks to Alagappa Chettiar for his
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far-sighted contributions towards higher learning in south
India', Sir C.P. said.

Alagappa Chettiar also
towards town improvement
tation with the Nagarathar
were made to the workers of

pledged a sum of Rs. 1,00,000
scheme for Kottaiyur in consul
of the village. Further charities
Cochin Textiles, of which he was

the proprietor.
A day or two after the wedding, he donated Rs. 50,001
to the Magalir Illam in Amaravathiputhur. This amount was
presented in cash by his daughter. Her wedding would long
remain in memory in Chettinad, as much for the grand cele
brations as for the various acts of generosity that accompa

nied them.
Accolades were heaped on Alagappa Chettiar.
Acknowledging the grandeur of the wedding, the Nagarathar
of Kottaiyur arranged a felicitation function. Raja Sir
Annamalai Chettiar was invited to grace the occasion and he
admired Chettiar for his generosity and complimented him
as VALLAL. Though Chettiar deserved the appreciation,
he shook his head in refusal, but Raja Sir reiterated it. From
then on, Alagappa Chettiar came to be affectionately called as

Vallal Alagappar.
Motivated by this encouraging laurel, the inborn benev
olence of the vallal bloomed. Charity became his life, as if he
had taken a resolution to donate all that was possible. He had
finished the duty of a father and with no more personal com
mitments before him, he decided to lead a life of charity dur

ing his remaining days.
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Diversified Business Portfolio
'Risk-taking was a passion'

S iddharth, a writer

for the business newspaper Business

Standard in Calcutta, in his featured article 'The Meteors of Indian

Business over the Millennium', says: 'Sir Alagappa Chettiar's

Empire consisted of rubber plan
tations in Malaya, tin mines in

Burma, textile mills in Kerala, insur
ance companies in Calcutta, hotels
in Bombay, theatres in Madras, a
flourishing stock broking company
and a private airline. Though it is
difficult to estimate Dr. Chettiar's
worth, most of his companies
being privately held, he is often

referred to as the Unsung Business

Alagappa Chettiar
honoured with Doctorate

Maharajah of South India in the
thirties and forties'. As was appar
ent Alagappa Chettiar practised
what the Harvard Business School
preaches today: 'Diversification of
business portfolios'.
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There was a time when
he was known as Dr. Sir
Alagappa Chettiar. The doc
torates were from Annamalai
University in 1943 (D.Litt.)
and the University of Madras
in 1944 (LL.D). Both were
honorary doctorates. The
'Sir' was a consequence of

a knighthood that was con

Dr. Chettiar being knighted
(Sir Title)

ferred on him in 1945, when
he was only 37 years old, a
rather young age to receive
the prestigious title. It was
awarded to him for his con
tributions to business and
industry, particularly in the
Travancore-Cochin regions.

But when India became inde
pendent, Alagappa Chettiar did not want to hold on to his
'Sir' title and renounced the knighthood publicly.

THE MADRAS EXPRESS - SUCCESS IN STOCK
MARKET
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar's interest in the stock market was at
its zenith, while he was a trainee in the Chartered Bank at
London. He put into practice what he had learnt in those
hallowed halls of finance. In the late 1930s and early 1940s,
he was fully entrenched in the Bombay Stock Market.
Speculative by nature he entered stock trading in an aggres
sive manner. He soon profiled as a king pin in forward trad
ing and generated business with huge turnovers just by
holding a newspaper in hand and a well devised strategy
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in mind. He would buy shares in bulk quantities to influ
ence the price in the market and then would sell them for
a huge profit. A.M.M. Arunachalam, a contemporary, once
wrote 'Alagappa Chettiar became interested in the share
market while he was in England, where he had studied it
meticulously. On his return to India, he focused to exploit
the share market. His first venture was when he bought the
Shares of Indian Ion Company in large numbers while the
company was functioning normally. As a result of his bulk
purchase, the price of the shares shot up. At one stage, he
earned a profit of one crore rupees, as per book value, by sell
ing those shares'. 'A profit of one crore rupees ($2,000,000) in
those days was a fantastic achievement', Arunachalam nar
rated, 'When India Steel, owned by Sir Biren Mukherjee, and
another steel company merged, Alagappa Chettiar had the
foresight to see value in the merger. He bought large number
of those shares Arunachalam added, 'On a mere glance at the
balance sheet of a company, he had the knack to assess the
potential of the company and how it be managed to obtain
still better results. He had an uncanny knowledge to make
investments and took decisions quickly and courageously'.
Thus, Chettiar's entry into the market would lead to sudden
hike or fall in the price of the shares depending on whether
he purchased or sold.
Alagappa Chettiar was a master of speculation and a

go-getter. Apparently, in a case of forward buying, a for
eign supplier offered him a huge quantity of rayon yarn,
which was in short supply in India, when the demand for it
was growing in the late 1940s. He offered to share the offer
with his close friend, M.Ct.M. Chidambaram Chettiar, who
had cellophane and rayon yarn mill in what is now Kerala,
Travancore Rayons, on who's founding Board Alagappa
Chettiar was a key member. M.Ct.M, who was also a risktaker, agreed to take 1,00,000 units, and Alagappa Chettiar
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decided to take the rest, something over a million units. The
sale proved a windfall; Chidambaram Chettiar made a profit,
while Alagappa Chettiar made a huge fortune. A kinsman
and protege, Dr. A. Alagappan, who worked for years in the
United Nations Secretariat in New York, recalls, 'Dr. Chettiar
not only foresaw the opportunity, but, more importantly,
he grasped them readily, not worrying too much about the
consequences'.
Although Alagappa Chettiar was busy with most of

his ventures in Bombay, he preferred Chennai as his per
manent base. He established a stock broking company
Ramlal& Co., at Chennai. The company was busy in han
dling Bombay Stock Market and commodities' market. Prof.
S. Kulandhainathan, former head of the Tamil Department
at Alagappa College, Karaikudi, once described Chettiar as
'the uncrowned monarch of the Bombay Stock Exchange, his
turnover in a single day's business regularly being in lakhs
of rupees'. Whenever Dr. Chettiar arrived at Bombay, the
stock exchange would register a sharp rise there and this
had given a sobriquet to Chettiaras 'The Madras Express'.
He enjoyed great success in the stock market in Bombay, and
eventually became a kingpin of the stock exchange. This is
evident from the reasons cited for the share price fluctuation
in newspapers as '..............because Sir Alagappa Chettiar is buy
ing'. While he was at the peak of business in Bombay Stock
Market, the Industrialists of Bombay arranged a felicitation
for Dr. Chettiar and complimented him as 'Taller than the
tallest man in Bombay'.

INSURANCE AND BANKING
As in any business, Chettiar faced many challenging risks
and decided that speculation in the stock market was not the
way to go on forever, even if it means raising money for a
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good cause. Speculation was his main business in Bombay in
the late 1930s and early 1940s; but by the mid 1940s he had
decided to spread his portfolio of investments, testing the
waters to see where the best opportunities lay. Insurance was
what beckoned him first. Alagappa Chettiar, a champion of
compassion for the needy, was much interested in insurance
and wanted to establish South Indian's presence in the insur
ance business in Bombay. It was in India's financial capital
that the Indian-owned insurance business was born on 21st
March 1871, with Bombay Mutual coming into being. But
it was Oriental Life, formed in May 1874 that was to domi
nate Indian-owned insurance till nationalization in 1956. In
1907, Bombay opened its doors to the first Indian-owned gen
eral insurance company, the Indian Mercantile. It was from
these beginnings that Indian-owned insurance burgeoned in
Bombay and it was into this aggressively competitive market
that Chettiar entered.
It was the time when Japan was leading in yarn. Alagappa
Chettiar, who was skilled in forward trading, signed a con
tract with a Japanese supplier for vast quantity of yarn.
Before the supply reached India, the world prices shot up
and Chettiar sold the same at a huge profit to a Bombay busi
nessman, who owned Jupiter Insurance and Jupiter Airways.
Unable to settle the transaction amount, the Bombay busi
nessman, handed over both Jupiter Insurance and Jupiter
Airways to Alagappa Chettiar. This acquired Jupiter General
Insurance, had its headquarters at the Imperial Bank Building
Annexe, and handled the insurance schemes related to fire,
marine, accident and general. The second insurance company
Alagappa Chettiar bought in Bombay was the East & West
Insurance Company in the East & West Building, Apollo
Street, Bombay, to handle all types of insurances. Later in the
year 1955, he started a branch of Oriental Life Insurance in
Karaikudi.
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As for Banking, Alagappa Chettiar came on the Indian Bank
scene in 1935. Of the 74 directors the bank had till 1969,30 were
Chettiars. Alagappa Chettiar was a Director from 1935 to 1940
and then again from 1945 to 1950. Chettiar was instrumental in
persuading the then Sri Lankan Prime Minister D.S. Senanayake
to open a branch of the Indian Bank at Ceylon. In a commemo
rative article about Dr. Chettiar in Kumudam magazine in 1983,
Pandit Gopan of Egmore, a practitioner of Ayurvedic medicine,
recalls that he used to visit Ceylon several times a year and had
a successful practice in the Island, especially in VIP circles. In
fact, it is related, he had cured Dudley Senanayake, the only son
and successor-to-be of D.S. Senanayake, the Father of Ceylon's
Independence and the Prime Minister of the Island at the time
of Pandit Gopan's recollection. Alagappa Chettiar felt Pandit
Gopan would be able to persuade Senanayake Senior to grant
the necessary permission for the Bank. But Gopan appears to
have been no more successful than others; he however did
tell Dr. Chettiar that the Ceylon Prime Minister, after a trip
abroad, was returning to Colombo via Madras and suggested
that the Bank could host a reception for him. The reception was
arranged, D.S. Senanayake graced it, and Alagappa Chettiar
spent some time talking to him. Within a few days of the Prime
Minister's return to Ceylon, Gopan informed Alagappa Chettiar
that permission had been granted for the Indian Bank to open a
branch again in Colombo.
Alagappa Chettiar was one of the founder-directors of
the Indian Overseas Bank, which saw helping Indians over
seas, particularly in Malaya, as one of its priorities, and who
saw helping India's nascent industry as a commitment. In
staffing too, he began to look at a more professional approach,
particularly when recruiting for senior positions. Alagappa
Chettiar, who was made a Trustee of the IOB Staff Provident
Fund started in 1940, lived-up to his reputation of being out

spoken while on the IOB Board.
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Though Chettiar entered into Banking and Insurance
businesses fortuitously, he later turned towards real estate as
well. He started the Modern Housing Corporation and bought
out the major shares of Colaba Land and Mills Company that
was being managed by a British firm, W.H. Brady & Co. What

the companies did, no one remembers, but an ad or two indi
cate that he had seen the opportunity in property develop
ment for residential and commercial use; this was certainly a
virgin business venture at the time.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS & PHARMACEUTICALS
Alagappa Chettiar imported chemicals from abroad and dis
tributed in the Indian market. He became a prime distributor
of Caustic Soda in India, importing and acting as an agent for
the German company, Farbwerke Hoechst. He also ventured
into the distribution of pharmaceuticals in India with the
German Company Hoechst Pharmaceuticals and established
Indo German Agencies in Madras. He delegated his son-inlaw Mr. VE. Ramanathan, my father, to manage the agency.

Dr. Chettiar with Hoechst Management in Germany
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Eventually Indo German Agencies from the South India and
FEDCO in North India managed by Mr. Vital Mallya were
merged when Hoechst set up operations in Bombay. Messrs.
Ramanathan and Mallya became founding directors of
Hoechst Pharmaceuticals in India.

TRAVEL AND ENTERTAINMENT
Alagappa Chettiar was passionate about travel and knew
what was required to meet the needs of travellers. The acqui
sition of Jupiter airways and transportation of passengers to
major cities was his entry into the travel business.
A traveller needs entertainment and he fulfilled that need
with his venture into the entertainment arena. He constructed
cinema theatres: the Paragon Theatre in Madras and Jawahar
Talkies near Umayal Weaving Unit in Cannanore. The objec
tive of the latter was to
provide entertainment
for the employees of his
textile mill in Cannanore.
Travellers read and
he being a voracious
reader he ventured into
the publishing business
and owned Vindhya
Publications that pub

Paragon Theatre

lished various categories
of books.

This once again demonstrates his versatility as a busi
nessman and his diverse portfolio demonstrates that the
business sectors that he ventured into were well strategized.
This is an evidence for his philosophy that work while work

ing and enjoy while relaxing.
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ACQUISITION OF RITZ HOTEL
Providence opened the doors of another brand new business
when Chettiar entered a hotel, looking for accommodation
in Bombay. He walked in with his entourage and asked for
rooms. The receptionist looked at him, noting the scarred
face said that he was sorry and the hotel was fully booked.
While he and his group sat in the lobby discussing options
he informed the receptionist that he was prepared to take a
whole floor of rooms. The receptionist reiterated that there
were no rooms available. Alagappa Chettiar had never
accepted no as an answer and while he was exploring other
options the manager, a European walked up and was rather
curt with Chettiar and said 'You'll have to buy the hotel
before you can get a room here!' Taking on that challenge
Alagappa said 'That's exactly what I'll do', as he walked out.
Using his entourage of staff he quickly identified the owner
of the Ritz Hotel and made an offer to purchase the hotel that
the owner could not refuse.
The next day, Chettiar
entered the vestibule as the
new owner of the Ritz hotel,
stunning the receptionist
and the manager with his
question, 'I am now the
owner of this hotel. May I
have a room, please?' He
however forgave them and
told them to respect the
customers.
Thus,
Alagappa
Chettiar was in the hotel

business, owning a prop

Ritz Hotel

erty with a long-standing
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reputation as a comfortable European style hotel. Alagappa
Chettiar always had a passion to move ahead aggressively
with his projects. Not content with just one high class hotel,
he wanted a more contemporary middle class hotel for fami
lies and mid level executives. He sought to locate a building
readily available for the purpose, instead of wasting time in
planning and construction. In the hunt, he found a building
just nearing completion near the Marine Lines. The venue
was just a couple of miles from the Ritz hotel in Churchgate.
Finding it suitable for his requirement, he took the building
on lease and modified it to his taste and style, matching the
needs of a middle class hotel. He used his Ritz team of staff
to design the hotel and it came to be the Hotel West End.
Thus, just for a denial of room in a hotel, Dr. Chettiar went
on to own two hotels in Bombay proving that he could do
anything and never had the habit of taking anything lying
down. In 1952-53, when he was in dire need of funds in the
midst of building his educational institutions, he sold both

these hotels.
True to the descriptions, Alagappa Chettiar was an
uncrowned monarch, with his influence in many a business
venture and had a midas touch, becoming successful with
his business strategy. Wherever he went he was at the peak;
whatever he ventured into, it became his goal; his portfolio
had a varied list of projects. He launched his career by pio
neering in textiles and soon diversified his business portfolio
in industries such as share market, insurance, banking, real
estate, theatres, hotels, pharmaceuticals, airlines and the list

was endless.
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TheKanadukathan Flying Club based in Kanadukathan, a
village in Chettinad flourished during World War II and was
used well in the late 1950s by VIP aircraft. Alagappa Chettiar,
who had a fascination for flying does not appear to have done
much flying on his own but had a passion for flying.
With the end of the World War II in 1945, the Government
of India had announced the sale of a large number of surplus
Dakotas and the Douglas DCs, that were the workhorses of
the War. Alagappa Chettiar bought eight of these aircraft
early in 1947 for his company Jupiter Airways. The Hindustan
Aircraft Factory at Bangalore overhauled and refurbished
these aircraft for his Airways, making them suitable to meet
the civilians' safety requirements and the demands of passen
ger comforts.
Alagappa Chettiar's decision to enter the aviation sector
was undoubtedly based on his view that air transport would
gain popularity in India. In 1947, eight companies were oper
ating 22 routes, covering nearly 13,300 route miles. They used
166 aircraft and had 229 pilots and nearly 150 air crew. They
flew 4,650,000 miles in the first half of the year on 16 daily

and 42 weekly services carrying nearly 120,000 passengers
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and 2000 tons of freight. There were also 15 companies in the
wings, awaiting government's word. One of them was Jupiter
Airways.
This period coincided with the tragedy of partition and
emergency in Jammu & Kashmir. Several of the companies
offered their aircraft to the government on charter and about
25 aircraft from the private sector were employed from 29
August 1947 to November that year, evacuating families
from Sargodha, Lyallpur, Multan, Rawalpindi, Dera Ismail
Khan, Bisalpur, Mianwali, Chakwal and Kohat. They flew
over 300,000 miles and carried over 10,000 evacuees between
Pakistan and India in the first fortnight. Jupiter Airways was
one of the first to offer its aircraft.

Alagappa Chettiar with his Jupiter Airways MARUTHI
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"He serves his part well who serves his country best
- Rutherford. B"

The evacuation was followed by the 'invasion' of the
Kashmir Valley by irregulars from Pakistan and the Indian
Army needed aircraft to fly its troops and armour into Poonch
to stem the tide. Alagappa Chettiar promptly volunteered the
services of his aircraft. He also volunteered aircraft to ferry
men and material for the Government of India's 'police action'
in Hyderabad in 1948 to quell the Razakar movement.

He contributed significantly to the war effort. During a
volunteered service for the nation during war-time, one of
the Jupiter's aircraft, hauling materials for the Indian soldiers
met with a crash. Though the aircraft was insured by Lloyds
Company, insurance would not cover the claim during war.
Chettiar, who was in a meeting, was informed of the crash by
his manager and the loss of the aircraft. For a businessman,
the reaction would have been tense. But, the spontaneous
response from Chettiar on this shocking news, was entirely
different. He calmly told the manager 'if that plane crashed
then send the other plane'. With no hesitation whatsoever
the response was magnanimous and quick to extend help for
the nation. Keeping with John F. Kennedy's words, he was
always thinking what he could do for his country, in the face
of all odds.
Be it after the establishment of his own airways or before,

Chettiar would charter an aircraft for his business and per
sonal trips, besides for his family members' use. Captain
V. Sundaram, an Indian commercial pilot would fly the air
craft for Chettiar and his family.
Captain V. Sundaram, recalls in his autobiography how
in 1940 he started an air taxi service with a four-seater 'Fox

Moth' he bought in Karachi and flew to Madras, calling the
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service 'Southern Airways'. He advertised it in the Press.
His first passenger was Alagappa Chettiar, who had to get
to Cochin urgently with three friends. The Madras Flying
Club's planes could not carry more than two passengers. So
Southern Airways was the only option. Recalling Alagappa
Chettiar's flights with him on what were literally flying
visits to various destinations, Captain Sundaram recounts,
'Chettiar's itinerary was nearly always decided only at the
very last moment, sometimes just minutes before take-off'.
One night, Sundaram was informed in Bangalore to bring a
Jupiter Airways aircraft from Bangalore to Madras early the
next morning to enable Alagappa Chettiar to fly to Bombay.
Taking off from Bangalore at 7 a.m., Sundaram reached
Madras at 8.15 a.m., only to hear that the passenger-to-be
was in Cochin, 'Would he please pick him up there and fly
him to Bombay?' A short while later Sundaram was airborne
and 2 hours 45 minutes later he landed in Cochin, only to
find that Alagappa Chettiar was not at the airport. He arrived
two hours later, apologizing not only for the delay but also
because they now had to fly to Madras to collect some papers
that had been left behind.

Arriving in Madras at 6 p.m., Alagappa Chettiar asked
Sundaram to be ready to fly to Bombay later that evening and
off he went home to collect the documents. Sundaram and his
crew dined at the airport and after going around for a while
decided to call it a day at 10 p.m. Just as they were about to
leave the airport for a hotel, Alagappa Chettiar turned up and,
as charming as always, wondered whether they could take
off for Bombay as soon as possible. Within minutes they were
airborne, reaching Bombay at 3 in the morning. That was
Alagappa Chettiar, always on the go and putting in a 24-hour
day. Fleeting time met its Waterloo in him, as he was always
flying ahead!
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With the licence delayed, it was to be some months
before Jupiter Airways could begin regular passenger ser
vices. Alagappa Chettiar had, thus, spent over a million
rupees before Jupiter could even get off the ground. Having
spent this massive sum, he discovered that getting a licence to
fly passenger routes was much more difficult than buying the
aircraft and getting them ready for use, though airline traffic
was on the rise.
When that licence finally came through, it was on the
morning of 17th June 1948, Jupiter Airways with its only
route to fly to Delhi daily, was inaugurated in Madras by the
then Premier of Madras Province, O.P. Ramaswami Reddiar.
The Maruthi took off from Meenambakkam Airport on its
Vizagapatam-Nagpur-Delhi flight. The next morning, K.P.S.
Menon, Secretary, External Affairs Ministry, inaugurated the
eight-hour return flight by the Garuda. It does not appear to
have flown any other route and most of Jupiter's aircraft were
used on charters and for flying family members. Once his
educational projects were started, Alagappa Chettiar would

fly to Kanadukathan with friends, especially for functions.
The inability to get new routes was undoubtedly the rea
son for airlines debacle ultimately proving it to be a losing
proposition. It was also badly hurt with another major hit
when one of its planes, Douglas C-47A-30-DK, registration
VT-CHG, crashed. The details of when and where it crashed
are vague and indefinite. Air safety records speak only of
it being damaged beyond repair in 1953 and written off. Its
licence was cancelled on 26 February 1953.

P. Ramachandran, once Alagappa Chettiar's personal
secretary, narrated what Chettiar had told him. "This par
ticular crash had taken place one night during a period when
almost the whole Jupiter fleet was being used only for char
ters. All the aircraft had been insured, but when the claim was
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made for this plane, the insurance company refused to enter
tain it. An examination of the proposal form revealed that one
of the questions was whether it was intended to operate the
aircraft during the day or night or both. There was no extra
premium involved if the answer was 'night' or 'both'. But as
no night flights were contemplated when the insurance cover
was sought, the clerk had truthfully stated 'Day flights only'.
The claim on a night crash, thus, became, ineligible - and
Jupiter lost heavily". He recalled, Chettiar would always use
this story to point out how little slips could cause large losses
and would check on this particular issue every time he flew in
a Jupiter aircraft.

Looking back on Jupiter's history, Alagappa Chettiar
had a narrow escape during one of his trips. Ramachandran
remembers the flight one sunny morning from Madras to
Bangalore, typically with several of Chettiar's friends aboard
as his guests. Leading up to the incident, Ramachandran
described Alagappa Chettiar's work culture. He hated to be
tied down to a desk; in fact, he had no room in which he'd
shut himself in and call an office. The daily stream of tele
phone calls and visitors was his priority; mail was second
ary, something his secretary could take care of. Any mail that
warranted his attention was held for those rare days when
he'd find a spare moment to dispose them at a brief sitting.
On this day, Ramachandran was carrying a month's mail that
needed replying by Alagappa Chettiar and he knew the flight
would give him the uninterrupted opportunity to get Chettiar

to respond his mail.
In the hour to Bangalore, Chettiar skimmed through the
letters and disposed of the pile, instructing Ramachandran
how to deal with each. As they neared Bangalore, Alagappa
Chettiar, mails taken care of, relaxed and got ready for land
ing. Suddenly the pilot, a British airman with an excellent
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Second World War record, announced that the undercarriage
would not come down. The airport was notified, the Dakota
kept circling it to reduce its fuel load, and then the pilot
brought it in for a belly-landing, even as his wife and child
waiting on the tarmac watched. The aircraft landed with a
thud, dragged itself a distance on its belly and shuddered to a
stop. The shaken passengers got out and hurried to the termi
nal. Alagappa Chettiar, however, as calm as the pilot, stayed
with him to get the inspection report and was delighted to
hear he could get on with his journey to Cochin later that day.
'It won't take long to fix', the pilot told him. 'Drive into the

city and I'll telephone you when we are ready to leave'.
Late in the afternoon they were ready to leave. By then,
Ramachandran, sitting in the airport, had completed the reply
letters and had the envelopes addressed and stamped. As
soon as Alagappa Chettiar arrived at the airport, he got them
signed and they were posted before they boarded the flight.
Providence, as much a favourite word of his as an entity
with an implicit faith, also favoured Alagappa Chettiar on
another occasion connected with aviation. He was to fly back

from London to India in December 1953. At the very last min
ute, he was pre-occupied with some important work, and
could not make it to fly. Giving importance to finish the work
rather than to return, he cancelled his ticket. Perhaps, as he
believed, it was his providence that made him stay away from
travelling, for the aircraft in which he was intended to fly met
with a crash. His duty consciousness made him safe indeed.
He wrote to his friend and closest confidante Manian, 'God in
His mercy has given me this fresh lease of life. I am a survivor
in the plane crash by not travelling in the plane after having
purchased the ticket'.

Not long afterwards the same year, all Indian airlines
were nationalised. But Alagappa Chettiar had sold the airline
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shortly after the loss of his aircraft. The sale, apart from the
two reasons - delay in getting the licence and inability to get
new routes, could also have well been due to, as was Alagappa
Chettiar's wont, the necessity to raise money to make his edu
cational dreams come true.
The Bombay years had been good ones and certainly
helped when the commitment to education gripped him. But
when funding education had become a grand obsession, he
had to sell his business ventures one by one to keep his prom
ises and push the projects. Some of the first casualties were
Jupiter Airways, Jupiter Insurance, a beautiful apartment in

Connaught Place in Delhi, property in Cannanore including
cinema theaters and the bungalow 'Rama Vilas'.
As may be seen from his business projects, he made and
lost fortunes. Nonetheless, he bore both triumphs and tribu
lations alike. This could be seen right from his medical test
for Indian Civil Service. Many heart-breaking incidents were
common en-route. But, he proved to be a man of nerves as
he got into the thick of things. He carried the 'mild yoke'
courageously.
The true, strong and sound mind is the mind that can embrace

equally great things and small

- Dr. Samuel Johnson
Perseverance was a priceless possession of his.
Dr. Chettiar's first goal was to earn and the second was to
spend it for a good cause. The answer to'how he earned?' by
diversifying his business interests is to be followed by the
answer 'how he spent?'in the following part.
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Dr. Chettiar’s Vision for Education
The Foundation of Every State is the Education of its Youth
- Diogemes

D r. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, the then ViceChancellor of the University of Madras, presided over
Dr. Annie Besant Centenary Celebration on 3rd July 1947. In
his address, he made a fervent appeal to philanthropists and

Alagappa Chettiar with A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar
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industrialists to come forward to start colleges in the State to
meet the dire need for educational institutions. He grieved
that many students were denied education due to lack of
colleges. The speaker's spirited appeal moved Alagappa
Chettiar, who was sitting in the audience as a 38 year old.
Driven by his instinct, he rose and spontaneously announced
that he would be happy to start an Arts College in his home
town Ramanathapuram district and announced a donation of
Rs.5 lakhs on the spot. It was a great but sudden impulse; a
great turning point; a transition in his life.
Was it a vision or a waking dream
- John Keats

With this one act, he seemed to have found his calling in
life - the cause of education. The very next day, on 4th July,
he chose Karaikudi as the suitable place for the college. He
applied for establishing the college on 7th July and was very
quick in getting affiliation from the University of Madras.
Within 5 weeks from the date of announcement, Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar College of Arts and Science was inaugurated
on 11th August 1947 by the then Minister for Education
Thiru. T. Avinasilingam Chettiar, at 'Gandhi Maaligai' - the
Karaikudi Municipality Building, rented for Rs.2400. While
opening the Maaligai earlier, Rajaji had remarked with a pre
monition “This is too good for a Municipality. I hope one day it
will become a college or a hospital." The voice of wise men comes
true!
Dr. Chettiar purchased 667 acres of barren land from the
government and 163 acres from Iluppakudi Devasthanam. He
also purchased 67 acres from Kottaiyur Nagarathar and 12
acres from Karaikudi Nagarathars. On the whole, there was
a sprawling land of about 909 acres. After constructing own
buildings, the college was shifted to the new campus (pres
ent), which was declared open by the then Chief Minister of
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Alagappa Arts College - Gandhi Maligai Building

the State Thiru. O.P. Ramaswamy Reddiar, on 1st July 1948.
Prof. T. Suryanarayana was appointed as the first Principal of
the Arts College. He recalled how the wild growth on the north

eastern side of Karaikudi town blossomed into a noble land by
Alagappa Chettiar's spur-of-the moment decision. By 1949, the
college had 700 students on its roll. On 9th June 1950, Thiru. A.N.
Tampi, a retired Director of Public Instruction, Travancore, took

charge as the second Principal of the College. Later, the college
was renamed as 'Alagappa College of Arts and Science'.
V. Swaminatha Iyer, former Head of the Department of
Chemistry, wrote in 1973, 'In the annals of Madras University,
there is no record of an Institution started by a single individ
ual being granted affiliation simultaneously in all branches of
science - Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Botany, Zoology,
and Geology - for the B.Sc. Degree course, in one and the
same year. Nor can very many colleges, even today, boast of
having separate blocks of buildings for each of the Science
subjects. They were not mere buildings of brick and mortar
but they were all fully and appropriately stocked with all the
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Zoology Laboratory at
Arts College

Zoology Museum

requirements of the subject concerned. The constructions of
the Dark Room in the Physics Block, the underground cellar
in the Chemistry Block, and the Museum in the Zoology Block
deserve special mention. The Chemistry Block, in particular,
had three separate laboratories, a large storeroom, a prepara
tion room and rooms for staff members, besides the under
ground cellar. Dr. Chettiar not only provided the students
with the best of facilities but he also bestowed his appreci
ation for their efforts by awarding a prize to every student
getting a 1st class in any subject.

One of the facilities, Dr. Chettiar was happiest of, on the
campus was the Zoology Museum with its rich collection of
fauna from the Karaikudi
scrub region as well as the
remains of whales, ele
phants, and other large ani
mals. It also had collections
of insects, snakes, birds and

fish. Dr. Chettiar's favour
ite exhibit, however, was
a crab with parasites on
it that caused the crab to
change sex'.

Laboratory classroom
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A canteen for the day scholars was started in the college
campus on 2nd July 1949. Soon a post office also found its place
in the area. This maiden venture of Dr. Chettiar led to the suc
cessful establishment of a chain of institutions one after another

in immediate succession. As said by Dr. Samuel Johnson, 'The
true genius is a mind of large general powers, accidentally
determined to some particular direction', Dr. Chettiar was
determined to take the path of education, and proved himself.

ENTRUSTING TO TRUST
Alagappa Chettiar funded
his educational pursuits from

the huge profits that his tex
tile mills yielded in the war
years. For effective manage
ment of the funds and devel

opment of the institutions,
Dr. Chettiar thought it best to
entrust the mission to a trust.
So, he decided to form an
endowment trust with a few
of his business organizations K.V.AI. Ramanathan Chettiar,
First Correspondent
and educational institutions,
of the Trust
worth rupees twenty lakhs. Dr.
Alagappa Chettiar College Endowment Trust was formed on
29th October 1947.

He appointed his cousin Mr. K.V.AL.M. Ramanathan
Chettiar as Correspondent to look after the trust. The
first Trustees were Dr. Alagappa Chettiar, Messrs.
K.V.AL.M. Ramanathan Chettiar, T. Suryanarayana, P.S.
Kumarasamy Raja, A.M.M. Murugappa Chettiar, Sa. Ganesan,
C.V.CT.V. Venkatachalam Chettiar, Dr. S.G. Manavala
Ramanujam, A.RM. Chockalingam Chettiar and M.RM.S.
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Periannan Chettiar. Later this trust was renamed as
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar Educational Trust in the year 1954 and
the 'Correspondent' came to be called the 'Secretary' of the
Trust. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan, daughter of Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar has been the Secretary of the Trust since 1968 and the
legacy still continues.

TRAINING THE TRAINEES
After the inauguration of Alagappa Arts and Science College
and formation of the Endowment Trust in 1947, Dr. Chettiar
ventured into successive establishments. The next venture
bloomed on 2nd September 1949, when the Director of Public
Instruction for the State Dr. D.S. Reddi addressed a gathering
at Alagappa Arts College. He initiated Dr. Chettiar to estab
lish a Teacher Training College for want of qualified teachers,
enabling the development of education in the state.
Yes, the next educational establishment was the
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar Training College. Dr. Chettiar's
vision was that in future more schools and colleges would be

Inauguration of B.Ed College, Karaikudi
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developed and there would be a great demand for qualified
teachers. With this foresight, Dr. Chettiar implemented the
Teacher Training College project.
The then Pro-Chancellor of Mysore University
Dr. C.R. Reddi inaugurated the college on 27th July 1950. The
University of Madras granted affiliation for its B.T. Course in
February 1950. Thiru. I.N. Menon, a retired Director of Public
Instruction of Travancore, was appointed as the first Principal
of the Training College, a month earlier. S. Thiruvenkatachari,
Professor of Economics in Madurai College, was invited to be

Alagappa Chettiar Training College

the Vice-Principal, who later became the Principal. The build
ings were constructed and the college was shifted to a new
premise in July 1951. A spacious hall was built where concerts
were organised to promote music interest in students and
teachers.
Dr. Chettiar believed that training was a technique to
convert teachers into preachers. He opined that teachers
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should be versatile with up-to-date knowledge not only in
their relevant field of study, but also in other fields. He felt
that a teacher should be a treasure house of knowledge so
as to enrich the students with a fund of information. Thus,
he ventured to train the trainees through his teacher training
college. He believed in what R. G. Ingersoll said, 'One good

schoolmaster is worth a thousand priests'.

VISION FOR TECHNOLOGY
Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, the then Vice-Chancellor

of the University of Madras, who was instrumental in evok
ing Dr. Chettiar's interest in education, was on the lookout
for funds to start a Department of Technology at Madras.
Dr. Chettiar, who came to know of this, in a spontaneous
gesture, offered a sum of Rs. 3 lakhs, which he presented
in cash, tied into three bundles. He also added another
Rs. 2 lakhs later. The university in recognition of Dr. Chettiar's
munificence named the technical department after him. This
Department of Technology was started initially in some build
ings of the Guindy Engineering College at Madras. Hostels
and college buildings were planned and built later, and the
Alagappa Chettiar College of Technology (AC Tech) started
functioning with novel programs in Bachelor of Technology
in Chemical Engineering, Textile Engineering and Leather
Technology. Further, Alagappa Chettiar contributed Rs. 5
lakhs to Annamalai University in aid of Technological Studies.
Dr. Chettiar, who had such a passion for promoting technol

ogy, wanted to make Karaikudi also a hub of technology.
So, after establishing the Arts College and Training
College at Karaikudi, Alagappa Chettiar's aim was to add a
technological college to the Karaikudi campus. His favourite
nephew, Rm. Nachiappan recalled, 'At a meeting in London
some time in 1949, Dr. Chettiar told the audience that he
would be starting an Engineering College soon after returning
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to India. I asked him, knowing that he did not have funds
to the extent necessary readily available, how he could make
such a categorical announcement in public. He replied, "Why
is it not possible? If you have faith in God and determina
tion, you can do it". Immediately after he returned to India, he
started establishing the engineering college!'
Dr. Chettiar met Rao Bahadur Lt. Col. S. Paul, the then
Principal of the College of Engineering, Guindy, and asked
him to recommend a full-time planning officer who could
draft the application to the University of Madras for affil

iation and help. Col. Paul suggested the name of Dr. V.S.
Jayaraman, Reader at the Alagappa Chettiar College of
Technology, Guindy, and also a classmate of Dr. Chettiar
at Presidency College. Within a few days, Dr. Chettiar met
Dr. Jayaraman, and then persuaded the Vice-Chancellor
Dr. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar to lend him Jayaraman's ser
vices for a year.
In February 1952, Dr. Chettiar had been to Cannanore on
an official trip. Unfortunately, while visiting one of his friend's
factories "The Western India Plywoods', he slipped from stair

case at a height of nine feet, when the balcony on which he
was leaning unexpectedly collapsed. Dr. Chettiar sustained
head injuries losing consciousness for a few days. He was
intensively treated at the Vellore hospital. After treatment, he
convalesced at Coimbatore. He had been advised complete
rest, and in view of his condition the Correspondent and other
members of the Alagappa Trust felt that the starting of the
Engineering College should be postponed by at least a year.
Dr. V.S. Jayaraman recalls, 'I arranged to meet Dr. Chettiar
at Coimbatore. He would not agree to any postponement. He
felt that a start should be made immediately, irrespective of
his own personal ailment. He signed the application for affil
iation in a shaky hand. So the College was started the same
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year. This was possible only because of Alagappa Chettiar's
determination, in spite of his physical condition, to go ahead
with the project'. Dr. Chettiar sold one of his buildings at
Coimbatore for Rs. 40,000 to meet the preliminary expenses

for the mission.
By his strenuous efforts, on 21st July 1952, Alagappa
Chettiar College of Engineering and Technology was

established and Dr. V.S. Jayaraman, was appointed the first

Principal of the College and classes commenced in the build
ings lent by the Arts College. Once the college got started, a
decision had to be taken on selecting students. Dr. Jayaraman
recalls, 'During the selection of candidates for the First Year
Engineering course, we received hundreds of applications.
There were a number of recommendations from friends and
various Trust members. The allotted seats were only sixty.
So, Alagappa Chettiar was wondering how the seats should
be filled - how many entirely on the basis of merit and how
many on special considerations. When it was pointed out
to him that the reputation of the new Engineering College
would depend upon the University results and the number of
First Classes, he agreed that we should allot a good number of
seats on merit. It was also pointed out to him how some of the
applicants may not join, as they would have applied to other
colleges, and thus some vacant seats could be filled later from
a reserve list. He then agreed to reserve 50 per cent of the seats
on merit. He never changed his position on this, though he
came under great pressure later'. Dr. Chettiar made no com

promises when it came to his decisions!
After the successful completion of one year of ser
vice of Mr. Jayaraman, Mr. D.S. Venkanna took charge as
Principal. Fully supported by the enthusiasm of Alagappa

Chettiar, Venkanna planned and developed the mechani
cal block, electrical block, laboratory, boiler house, foundry
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and administration block in the college at a total cost of Rs.
17,86,000.
The then President of India Dr. Rajendra Prasad laid the
foundation tablet for the college buildings on 19th February
1953. In his welcome address, Dr. Chettiar expressed his
objectives for founding the Engineering college. He wanted
to create a campus - a centre of learning and culture in all its
aspects. He hoped that such a fulfillment would be facilitated
by the creation of a number of institutions in the campus,

President Dr. Rajendra Prasad laying the foundation
stone of Alagappa Chettiar College of Engineering

and Technology, Karaikudi

each pursuing its own line of study but coordinating with the
others.
Dr. Chettiar's experience in the field of education, gained
in the United Kingdom, gave him an idea of the quality equip
ments available for the engineering students there. He wanted
the Alagappa students to have access to such high quality
equipments available abroad. So, he imported the necessary
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equipments for the college laboratories and workshops, from
the United Kingdom to ensure the quality of education is at
par with the international standard. Equipments worth Rs. 13
lakhs were imported, erected and commissioned.

Thiru K. Hanumanthayya, the then Chief Minister of
Mysore, formally declared open the new college and labora
tory buildings on 16th September 1953. By the time the first
batch of students graduated in 1956, with the B.E. Degree of
the University of Madras, in the civil, mechanical or electri

cal branches, the College was well-equipped and more or less
on par with other well-established engineering colleges in the
State. Attached to the
Engineering
College,
Dr. Chettiar established
students' hostels, an
auditorium and a hobby
centre for the benefit of
the students and staff
members. 'A man who
is gentle in thought, gen
tle in word and gentle in
action and thoughtful
Alagappa Chettiar College of
of the needs of others is
Engineering and Technology,
Karaikudi
truly a genuine gentle

man', said John Henry

Newman. Yes, Dr. Chettiar proved his gentleness through his
thoughts, words and actions!

EMPOWERING WOMEN
Woman is the companion of man gifted with equal mental capaci
ties. She has the right to participate in all walks of life along with

man. She has the same right of freedom and liberty man has. She
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is entitled to a supreme place in her own sphere of activity as man

is - Gandhiji.

Being a devout follower of Gandhian principle,
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar believed in the emancipation of
women and their empowerment through education. In those
days when women were denied equal education as men, it
was his earnest desire to provide a perfect platform for the
development of women in all arenas and establishing a wom
en's college was in his portfolio. He was courageous enough
to shatter the then prevailing gender bias.
It is said that in 1954, a couple of women approached
Dr. Chettiar, while he was at his bungalow and stated that he
had constructed so many institutions in Karaikudi but none
for women especially in a rural community as in Karaikudi.
They also expressed their wish to have one in the vicinity ena
bling the women folk from the outskirts of the town to obtain
collegiate education. Inspired by the request, he prioritised to
open a women's college.
It was the time when all his wealth was gradually being
depleted as he was spending heavily to build world class
institutions with equipments being mostly imported from
the United Kingdom and relocating top notch faculty from
Chennai, Calcutta and Bombay. He had to pay for all their
salaries and relocation. Further as tuition fees for the col
leges hardly existed, he had to devise a strategy to set up the
Women's College. He could not afford to build new prem
ises at that point and time. But to begin with, he approached
the University of Madras for affiliation, thinking that it
would take some time for the process and he could manage
to generate funds before the procedures were over. The uni
versity appointed a committee with Mrs. Mona Hensman
as the Chairman, a personal friend of Dr. Chettiar, to check
the possibility and necessity for such a college there. Within a
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Alagappa Chettiar's Residence 'Srinivas' at Kottaiyur

short period, the committee recommended a women's college

at Karaikudi. On 4th May 1954, the University granted affil
iation to the Alagappa College for Women to function from
June that year. The chairman persuaded Dr. Chettiar to imple
ment the project as early as possible.
His close associates wondered from where would he get
the funding for such a project. He summoned them and told
them to determine when Raj Kumari Amrit Kaur, the Minister
of Education from Delhi will be available to inaugurate the

college. They were able to obtain a date from her: the follow
ing month. He confirmed the date and told them to get a foun
dation stone ready. Keeping his staff in absolute suspense, a
few days before the inauguration he informed them that the
Women's College would be located in his palatial bungalow
in Kottaiyur. He further indicated that all he needed was a

bed and that he did not need a house.
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His residence 'Srinivas' at Kottaiyur turned into the
Alagappa College for Women and started to function from
28th June 1954. Following that inauguration he moved to the

locker room of the Bhavnagar Cricket Stadium demonstrat
ing that true philanthropy means not only giving up worldly
pleasures, but in fact giving up even basic necessities.

Alagappa College for Women

Alagappa Chettiar and Thiru K. Kamaraj, then Chief Minister

of Tamil Nadu with students at Women's college
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The college applied to the University of Madras for
elevation to the status of a first grade college. Meanwhile,
the permission sought for admitting women into Alagappa
Arts and Science College was granted on 22nd December

1955 and it balanced out the women student admissions.

CAREER ORIENTATION
In continuation to the engineering college, it was the ear
nest desire of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar to provide polytechnic
education to students. He felt the need for vocational and
technical education for the students to avail promising job
opportunities. He believed in practical training that made
him arrange an industrial visit for 60 students from the
engineering college to New Delhi under the auspices of
Industrialist Mr. Sriram. He observed that in Japan, which
was almost destructed in the Second World War, was able
to reconstruct itself with the aid of qualified technicians of
that nation. After his visits to Japan, Malaysia and other
foreign countries during 1953-54, Dr. Chettiar applied

President Dr. Rajendra Prasad laying
foundation stone of Alagappa Polytechnic
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to the University of Madras seeking permission to start a
Polytechnic College at Karaikudi.

He announced his Polytechnic proposal, as an adjunct to
the Alagappa Chettiar College of Engineering and Technology
on 1st December 1954. Subsequently, the formal procedures
were carried out, and Thiru. C.V.Ct.V. Venkatachalam Chettiar
inaugurated the Alagappa Polytechnic on 4th July 1955.
Lt. Col. Paul, a retired Principal of the Engineering College,
Guindy, was appointed the first Principal of the Polytechnic.
The institute offered courses in the oil-coil-soil trinity mechanical, electrical and civil courses, besides commerce, tel

ecommunication, printing, woodwork and stonework.
Dr. Rajendra Prasad, the then President of India, at the lay
ing of the foundation tablet of the new buildings for Alagappa
Polytechnic on 15th November 1955, remarked, 'When one
thinks of these institutions coming one after another in close
succession, one cannot but admire the munificence and the
spirit of service of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar, the founder of the

Thiru. K. Kamaraj, then Chief Minister of
Tamil Nadu visiting the Polytechnic college
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Institutions. Thanks to his keen interest in the development
of education and technology coupled with a magnanimous
disposition within the short span of eight years, Karaikudi,
which in the ordinary course might not have been able to
boast of anything beyond a high school, has come to possess
educational institutions whose progress and rapid growth
seem to be pointing to a full-fledged separate University as
their consummation'.
On the same occasion Shri. Sri Prakasa, the then Governor
of Madras remarked: 'The enthusiasm and courage of a single
individual can do wonders, and those of us who, like myself,
are much smaller than he, can take hope from his great exam
ple, and those of you who have the privilege of being his stu
dents in these institutions should particularly remember the
great lesson that his life gives to us'.
During this time, all the Alagappa Institutions and Central

Electro Chemical Research Institute jointly organized an

Thiru. K. Kamaraj with the students of Alagappa Polytechnic
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Alagappa Polytechnic College, Karaikudi

exhibition on a grand scale. Thiru. S. Anantharamakrishnan, a
leading south Indian Industrialist of the time, inaugurated the
show on 12th November 1955. When Dr. Rajendra Prasad was
in Karaikudi for the foundation-laying function of Alagappa
Polytechnic, he paid a gracious visit to the Exhibition and was
pleased with the exhibits on display. Started as an adjunct
to the Engineering College, the Polytechnic went on to
become independent in the year 1962, and three years later, a
Government Technical High School was attached to it.

Dr. Chettiar also wished to start another Polytechnic for
the welfare of the staff of Alagappa Textiles, Cochin. On 13th
July 1956, P.S. Rau, Adviser to the Rajpramukh, TravancoreCochin State, inaugurated the Alagappa Nagar Polytechnic
at Alagappa Nagar, Cochin, and said 'The importance and
necessity of a polytechnic, especially in a State like ours,
cannot be over-emphasized, as qualified technicians are
absolutely essential in the development of our country'.
He hoped that one day it would be raised to the status of
a full-fledged Engineering College. C. Rajagopalachari, in a
message added: 'If only to brighten life for brave Alagappa
Chettiar and make him forget his sore trials, I send my best
wishes on the occasion of the inauguration of the poly

technic in Alagappa Nagar, Travancore-Cochin. Alagappa
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Chettiar's works will remain all the more glorious for the
trials he has borne'.
When Thiru. B. Ramakrishna Rao, the then Governor of
Kerala laid the foundation stone for the polytechnic build
ing, Dr. Chettiar was too ill to be present at the event and
his daughter Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan read the welcome
address on his behalf, in which he had stated: 'To have the
polytechnic with young earnest men, eager to learn and anx
ious to do the work with their hands, alongside of a textile
mill engaging thousands of workers where the spindles keep
turning around for almost 24 hours, it is indeed a sight which
gladdens my heart and enthuses me immensely. I have made
provisions to the children of the mill workers in the matter of
recruitment of students to the polytechnic. I also look forward
to the day when the bulk of the students of the polytechnic
in civil, mechanical and electrical and, in due course, textiles
as well, will be the sons of the workers'. Special scholarship
awards and free education for the toppers every year were
announced during the occasion. Imparting technological
education with career orientation; towered above all by his
aspirations.

WHEELS ON TRACKS
Events in his life show how much Dr. Chettiar was interested
in science, mathematics, sports, music, etc. He displayed as
much interest in sports and games as he did in education. He
believed in the saying "'Sound mind lies in a sound body'.
'Sports was something that particularly fascinated him',
remembers M.R. Sampath Kumaran, a friend of Dr. Chettiar,
from his college days. Amidst his academic undertakings,
Dr. Chettiar was anticipating the right time to set his wheels
on tracks.
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The Y.M.C.A. College of Physical Education was then
the only college that promoted sports and games activities
among the students in the State of Madras. Though it was
doing excellent work, as they say, one swallow cannot make
a summer. Dr. Chettiar wondered if a single physical edu
cation college in a state would suffice to cater to the needs
of all those talented in the realm of tracks and fields. He
believed in a complete education for the students, which
comprises of academics, extracurricular and co-curricular
skills and would give an overall scholastic and co-scholastic
development. He wanted the younger generation to shine
in every field and hone their skills in every angle. Thus,
as an institution builder, he wanted to add a college espe
cially to impart physical education, in addition to the insti
tutions dedicated to academics, music, etc. Subsequently,
he proposed the construction of a new college for Physical
Education and sought for affiliation to the University of
Madras on 27th September 1955.

After this move, Dr. Chettiar's health worsened than ever

before and he became bed-ridden. In addition, a severe cyclone

Alagappa College of Physical Education
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hit Karaikudi on 30th November 1955 causing heavy damages
to the institutions. With this physical and mental agony, on
14th March 1956, Dr. Chettiar, left for New Delhi to attend
a Governing Body Meeting of the Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research to discuss the integration of the Alagappa
Institutions into a Central University. Unfortunately, there he
met with an accident sustaining fracture in the leg and was
airlifted back to Madras on 26th March and was stretchered
out and treated in a nursing home.

Despite all these obstacles, Dr. Chettiar was determined
to establish the Physical Education College as planned.
Dr. M. Robson, the then Physical Director of Alagappa Arts &
Science College was appointed as the acting Principal of the
Alagappa College of Physical Education on 12th May 1956,
and the college started functioning from 6th July 1956.
Subsequently, the Rajpramukh of Mysore, His Highness
Maharaja Sri Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Bahadur inaugurated
the college formally on 27th August 1956. Though Dr. Chettiar
was sick and confined to bed, he managed to be present in the
college campus. His daughter Mrs.Umayal Ramanathan read
the welcome speech on his behalf.
In the address, Dr. Chettiar had observed, 'Sports will
level distinctions and bring about good feeling and a sense of
brotherhood. Plato wished for a Philosopher to be the King of
his Utopia. May I modify it by saying that a Sportsman should
lead a nation? I daresay time will be when this happy state of
things would be ushered in. I need not stress the importance of

physical education any further..............It is my prayer irrespec
tive of what may happen to me, that the College of Physical
Education which is being inaugurated by your Highness and

the other institutions on this campus inaugurated by the emi
nent leaders and great savants would soon together form a

full-fledged University'.
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Umayal Stadium at the Physical Education College Campus

He also stressed on the role of Physical Education
Colleges thus: 'We want love of humanity if we wish peace in
this world which is so sorely distracted today. The Olympics
is a step in the right direction. And if India which preaches the
gospel of Panch Sheela or Co-existence is to lead the West, I
have no doubt that colleges of Physical Education will have to
play a great part'.
The Maharaja admired with pleasure; 'The College of
Physical Education, one more monument of Dr. Chettiar's
most outstanding munificence is an expression of his
unbounded love for his country and his people. Wealth that
is thus spent with generosity of heart is a flower of the spirit;
the glow of its colour and the sweetness of its fragrance are
divine. The Alagappa campus is indeed a great gift to India,
and the gratitude of the whole nation goes to Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar for the wisdom and foresight, which have activated

his philanthropy'. Thus, the Physical Education College pro
ject was launched successfully, despite the financial stress and
physical strain.
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Victory belongs to the most persevering

- Napolean

Dr. Robson the first Principal of the Alagappa Physical
Education College (APEC) fondly recalls: "Alagappa Chettiar
was intellectually a sportsman. He loved sports and sportspersons, had a great admiration for adventures. This was
quite obvious on many occasions. He had once stated 'I am
physically unable to participate in sports but I love sports'.
He insisted on team-spirit. When in town, he used to go for
early morning walks around the Physical Education College,
interestingly watching the young trainees in the ground, pas
sionately encouraging the students and other players. On one
such occasion, prior to leaving for England, he asked me what
I wanted from there. So as to not inconvenience him from
buying sporting goods from such a far away place, I told him
that we had just purchased cricket bats and there was nothing
was needed at the moment.
But, when Alagappa Chettiar returned from England,
he brought 11 of the famous Don Bradman and Leslie Ames
cricket bats, the best cricket brands in those days. That week
end, the APEC team was to play a tournament and when the
players came out with these famous bats, the other team got
psyched out, and the APEC team won the tournament. Such
was his passion. It was perfection all the time and always pro
viding the best in anything!"
Dr. Robson added, "Students loved his visits to
Karaikudi for he dined with them, making his company
pleasurable. He generally told his cook at home not to make
food for him; but ordered each meal from a different hos
tel kitchen every day. This was essentially a quality control
measure because over and over again in his life he always
wanted the best for the students and their happiness meant

everything to him".
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A ROLE MODEL
Dr. Chettiar was always a model employer. He treated his
employees with great care and took keen interest in their
well-being. He floated many schemes for their welfare. Once
he arranged a trip for the staff of all his institutions to spend
their summer holidays at Kodai Hills.
He opened a Hobby Centre attached to the Engineering
College, as he strongly believed that only a relaxed mind could

do wonders. On 8th October 1955, Dr. M. Visveswarayya
laid the foundation for the Hobby Centre attached to the
Alagappa College of Engineering & Technology and Alagappa
Polytechnic.
Further,
Dr.
Chettiar felt the need
for a get-together for
the staff members
over the weekends.
He started a Sunday
Club for the employ

ees of all his educa
tional institutions at
Karaikudi. The mem
bers would meet on

Sir M. Viswesvaraya laying foundation
stone of the Hobby Centre

Sunday evenings.

Mrs. Meyyammai Aachi, wife of the College Endowment
Trust Correspondent, took charge of the club. Dr. Chettiar
entrusted this to a woman so as to encourage women's partic
ipation in the Sunday Club.
A lover of nature, Dr. Chettiar, created a park adjacent
to the Alagappa Arts College ground and named it Jawahar
Park as a mark of respect towards Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru.
Thiru. C. Subramaniam, the then Finance Minister of Madras
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Dr. Chettiar with Dr. A. Lakshmanasamy
Mudaliar at Jawahar Park

State declared the park open on 24th August 1953. Dr. Chettiar
also started a Staff club for the staff of the Alagappa group of
institutions at Jawahar Park, and thus encouraged team spirit

among the staff members. He himself inaugurated the club on
5th March 1956.
Alagappa Chettiar, set an example to the statement
Service above Self. This being the service motto of the Rotary
Club, he naturally got attracted towards it. He participated
in the meetings organized by the rotary clubs spread all over
the state and contributed to the various social activities under
the auspices of the club. Inspired by the objectives of the ser
vice organization, Dr. Chetiar adhered to theFour Way Test.
With a desire to form such a club at Karaikudi that would
promote charity, he initiated the Rotary Club of Karaikudi.
The Charter was presented to the Club at the Alagappa Arts
College on 13th September 1951.
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Known first as an industrialist, then as a speculator,
Dr. Chettiar came to be well-known as an educationist, for his
grit and courage that led to the emergence of various educa
tional institutions, despite hardships. The Vallal's generous
donations and strenuous efforts led to the establishment of a
string of educational institutions (college level) at Karaikudi
that included the
Alagappa Chettiar College of Engineering & Technology,
Alagappa Arts College,
Alagappa Teacher Training College,
Alagappa College for women,
Alagappa Physical Education College and
Alagappa Polytechnic
As a result of his passion to expand the spectrum of edu
cational institutions, his interest to manage his businesses
was dwarfed. Building new institutions required significant
amount of capital along with costs associated with finding and
relocating qualified faculty members, offering them attractive
salaries with accommodation and above all equipping the
colleges with the needed books and equipment. He was in
dire need of money as he kept bringing on new institutions.
It was at this time that he gave away the rubber estates to
his cousins and the coffee estate to A.K.AL.CT. Chidambaram
Chettiar for paltry sums. He sold his properties one by one
and at times even borrowed from friends who did not belong
to his community. He never approached any Nagarathar for
financial support all along.
''He gave education and education gave him reputation!"
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Passion for Children
To make your children capable of honesty is
the beginning of education

- John Ruskin

D
r. Alagappa Chettiar loved children as much as he loved
education. As his daughter Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan recalls,
'He had a dream - a dream that every child who enters the
Alagappa School campus should be able to complete his/her
studies. We should provide for them, such that they never
need to seek other institutions throughout their educational
career, he used to say'. Dr. Chettiar believed that education
could not be taken for granted at any stage. He had great
plans to promote school education right from the elementary
level. Though he began his mission with collegiate education,
he was of the opinion that only a good basic standard would
help anyone to continue with higher studies and excel further.

As his colleges were being established, he simultaneously
concentrated in school education. He wanted to mould the
young minds right from their childhood. He was a staunch
believer in Better build classrooms for students than cells and gib
bets for men.
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Dr. Chettiar aimed to establish various schools at
Alagappapuram campus ranging from basic to higher
level, so that a child could enter Kindergarten and emerge
as a postgraduate and then as a Scientist from the same
campus. His establishments ranged from Alagappa
Model School, Alagappa Elementary School, Alagappa Basic
School, Alagappa Preparatory School, Alagappa Montessori
School, Alagappa School of Music, School Hostels, etc., with
a view to transform Karaikudi into a great centre of learning.
Earning for the cause of Learningbecame his mantra.

The Board School
The first school started by Alagappa Chettiar was the AL.V.
Valliammai Achi School, usually referred to as the Board
School, at Kottaiyur. It was named after his wife. Even
today, her photograph occupies a place of pride in the school.
He provided a house for the school and instituted the Dr.
Alagappa Chettiar Endowment of Rs.10,000 for the mid
day meals scheme. The school was later handed over to the
District Board of Education.

The Alagappa Model School
When Alagappa Chettiar Training College was started in the
year 1950, it logically needed a school on the same premises,
and Dr. Alagappa Chettiar Training College Model High
School was, thus, born in the year 1951. The Alagappa Model
High School, as it is called, was inaugurated on 7th July 1951
by Thiru. Sa. Ganesan, one of the Trustees of the Alagappa
Educational Trust. The school now offers education to both
boys and girls from class 6 to 12.
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The Alagappa Montessori School and Hostel
Just as any flowered tree invites birds, the kids dwelling
in the surrounding areas occupied the Jawahar Park in the
evenings. The coloured blossoms and the sweet voice of the
playing children were feast to the eyes and ears. This added
to the brilliance of the evening and Dr. Chettiar wished more
evenings with the playing kids - running around and clap

ping hands amongst the chirping birds. He saw spring in
children!
Children would come to the park only in the evenings,
and when the light dimmed, they would run home leaving the

park bare. Moreover, they wouldn't come during the daytime
as they were occupied with their studies. But, Dr. Chettiar
wished to see little children playing and learning in his cam

pus. The result was the establishment of a Montessori School,
especially for the tiny tots.
Alagappa Chettiar favoured the Montessori system of
education for young children. He had met Maria Montessori
and had observed her work in Adyar during the War years.
He preferred her methods to those of Froebel's Kindergarten.
So, on 4th September 1953, he set up the Alagappa Montessori
School in Karaikudi, which followed the Montessori system
for early education. His Holiness Srilasri Deivasigamani
Arunachala Desika Paramacharya Swamigal of Kundrakudi
inaugurated the school. Further, with a vision to provide edu
cation to students from remote and rural areas, Dr. Chettiar
established the Alagappa Montessori School Hostel in the
year 1954.
Dr. S. Thiruvenkatachari, Principal of the Alagappa
Chettiar Training College, once wrote, 'Dr. Chettiar must
have seen Madame Montessori live and play with the chil
dren as in a home situation, in Adyar. Therefore, he was eager
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to set up an ideal Montessori school where love would be the
governing principle'.
Dr. Chettiar thought in terms of a house for children
instead of a garden for children (Kindergarten). During his
lifetime, he played Montessori to the children and infused the
true Montessori spirit. A day's visit by him to the Montessori
School was worth months of loyal, devoted and affectionate
guidance by the teachers.
Whenever Dr. Chettiar visited Karaikudi, his first visit
would be to the Montessori School, where he would distrib
ute toys and chocolates to the children. He would look into
their notebooks and if he found a mistake that had not been
corrected, he would call the teacher and ask for an explana
tion as to why she had missed it. Mrs. Shantha, Headmistress
of M.Ct.M. School, remembers; 'Dr. Chettiar would say that
teachers should have double vision, that they should notice
children even while writing on the blackboard'.
He would, in the evening, spend time to watch the
Montessori children at play in a corner of the Stadium.
Wherever he was, whatever he was doing, he was always
thinking of the students and their education. Whenever a dig
nitary visited the College campus, he saw to it that the guests
met the children and spent some time with them.

Alagappa Elementary, Basic and Preparatory School
In recognition of his services to elementary education, the
Government of Madras appointed Dr. Alagappa Chettiar as
the Chairman of the Elementary Education Reform Committee
in December 1954. The committee was to find ways and means
to implement Article 45 of the Indian Constitution to give free
and compulsory education to every child up to the age of 14
in a decade. Dr. Chettiar visited various schools of the state
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and duly submitted a report to the Government of Madras

October 1955.

Induced by these school visits, Dr. Chettiar wished to start
schools for young students. Alagappa Elementary School
was started on 12th August 1954. Thiru. K. Arunachalam, the
Principal of Sri Ramakrishna Vidhyalaya Training College,
Periyanaickenpalayam inaugurated the Alagappa Basic
School the same year. In continuation to this, he started the
Alagappa Preparatory School on 8th June 1955. All these
schools cater to the needs of the young students till date at
various levels and categories.

NCC, Scouts and Guides
Just as the Rotary club was for elders to serve the nation, he
initiated a National Cadet Corps wing at Karaikudi for the
student community to serve the nation. Dr. Chettiar was keen
in involving and training the young generation for national
services. He was elected the President of Bharat Scouts and
Guides for Madras State in the year 1949. On 4th November
1955, a NCC unit of 102 cadets was established at Karaikudi
with the permission of the circle commander, No.2 Circle,
Madras.
They serve god well, who serve his creatures

C. Norton

Alagappa School of Music
Carnatic music was one of his passions. He played a signifi
cant role in the proceedings of the first Tamil Isai Conference,
which was held in August 1940 in Chidambaram. He also
inaugurated the 18th annual conference of the Madras
Music Academy in 1944. In 1946, he was the President of
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Dr. Chettiar with Thiru. K. Kamaraj at

Alagappa Preparatory School

the Sri Thyaga Brahma Mahotsava Sabha, which runs the
annual Tiruvaiyyaru festival. Being passionate about music
Dr. Chettiar wanted to leave no gap in the educational spec
trum and established the music school. Thiru. C.V.Ct.V.
Venkatachalam Chettiar inaugurated the Alagappa School
of Music on 20th February 1956. Mrs. T.K. Rajalakshmi
Arunachalam was appointed the Headmistress of the music
school. Thus, Dr. Chettiar introduced the universal language
of mankind - music - into the Alagappa group of institutions.
Thus, keeping with the proverb Thus keeping with the prov
erb Don'tgive a fish; give a fishing net, Dr. Chettiar enabled stu
dents to pursue their passion and learn music.
However, it was his dream to start a Model Public
School and the idea was revolving in his mind for a quite
some time. It was the time when only two or three institu
tions in the city of Madras were permitted to offer one section
in the high schools with English as the medium, and it was
insufficient to cope with the demands then. There was also
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another disadvantage, that most of the high schools in the city
did not provide boarding to children. So, Alagappa Chettiar
wanted to establish a public school with facilities for hostel,

playground, etc., in the same campus.
Alagappa Chettiar had then established a colony known
as Alagappa Nagar in Madras. A plot of 26 grounds was read
ily available for his dream school. But as he was then counting
his last days and at the same time was mostly occupied with his

other projects, he could not materialize this attempt. God's will!

LOVE FOR CHILDREN
Mr. V. Rangan, of Alagappa College, once wrote, 'Dr. Chettiar's
love of children was so great that he founded the Montessori
School so that he could enjoy the company of innocent chil
dren. Whenever he went abroad, he never forgot to bring
toys and pictures to present to the children in the Montessori

hostel'.
Dr. V.Sp. Manikkam, Head of the Department of Tamil,
Alagappa College, recalled that whenever Alagappa Chettiar
went to London, after he had taken up education, he would

always stay in a budget hotel. When asked why an industri
alist like him stayed in such hotels, he would respond that he
did not feel the need to stay in an expensive hotel - he would
rather use the money saved to buy teaching aids, toys and
sweets, which were not available in India for the children of

his Montessori School.
Dr. Chettiar loved to see small children at work and play
and hear them talk. He had a special love for children. He
believed So long as little children are allowed to suffer, there is no
true love in the world. On one occasion, when he was watch
ing a cricket match at Bhavnagar Stadium, a small boy, son
of a staff, approached him and asked hesitantly whether they
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would be allowed to play cricket in the playground. Touched
by the kid's words, he immediately arranged for a Little Tots
Cricket Club to function in the stadium playground and pre
sented bats, balls and stumps. Dr. Chettiar would buy crack
ers and fireworks for the children of the staff colony every
Deepavali. He would get sweets for them from abroad. He

would purchase toys and picture cards to the children when
ever he would visit them. With school child enthusiasm, he
lost himself in the company of innocent children.
Even when he was immobilized due to illness by the end
of 1956, he placed an order for toys and picture cards from
Tokyo. In that connection, he wrote to Sri Ramnath Kapur
of Ritz Hotel, Bombay: "I have been wanting to contact
Capt. Vishwanath for the purpose of getting some toys and pic
ture cards from Tokyo in as much as the Air-India International
is now flying a scheduled service to that city. I shall feel grateful
if you could kindly get in touch with either Capt. Vishwanath or
any other pilot whom you could think of, for this purpose and
make the necessary arrangements. About Rs.500 worth of toys
and picture cards, according to the selection of the person con
cerned, may kindly be purchased and brought over; this will
be within the limits of the free entry permitted by the Customs
department. I am anxious to make this purchase for distribu
tion to our children in the Montessori school at Karaikudi." He
urged the purchase since he wished to gift the children of the
Montessori school, as he did on the same day of the previous
year, when the cyclone had hit in November 1955.
"The best way to make children good is to make them happy."

Dr. Chettiar was always kind not only to small children
but also to all the students who studied in his campus. He
generously awarded prizes to every student who secured first
class in any subject in the university examination. He firmly
believed in winning the affection and loyalty of the students
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by moving with them freely rather than enforcing a cast-iron
discipline. He used to go round the students' hostels, discuss
their problems and have lunch with them.
Dr. Chettiar used to step into the classrooms at random
during his visits to the schools and would have interaction
with the staff and students there. With his usual enthusiasm
and keenness, he would ask simple questions and encourage

the students to volunteer answers. Once, he visited a stu
dent's residence in the staff quarters and happened to see his
notebook. The teacher had signed at the end without making
actual corrections. Worried by this, he wrote a stringent let
ter to the concerned head of the institution insisting on the
duty of an ideal teacher. He pointed out that a clerk would
do for signing and there was no need for a teacher, if he was
just going to 'autograph' his students' notebooks. Dr. Chettiar

expected the working group to be scrupulous.
In 1956, S. Natarajan, Field Officer, All-India Council
for Secondary Education, Ministry of Education, appealed
to Alagappa Chettiar to set up a Children's Book Trust. As
Alagappa Chettiar had great passion for reading, he readily
yielded to this request. Dr. Chettiar felt that the materials
available then for the young generation were not of the right
type; also those available books did not stimulate the students
into creative activities. He thought that it was the need of the
hour that juvenile literature, healthy, vigorous, stimulating
and creative in character be made available for youngsters.
Alagappa Chettiar discussed with Mr. Natarajan about
the UNESCO conference that had decided upon a major pro
ject of East-West understanding and had planned a series of
publications for juveniles. As one of the most ardent admirers
of Rajaji, he wanted to create a Children's Book Trust asso
ciated with Rajaji's name. Subsequently, Alagappa Chettiar
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wrote to Rajaji from his sick bed for his acceptance of the pro
posal. Eventually, a Children's Book Trust was started.
Thus, Alagappa Chettiar involved himself enthusiasti

cally in all his projects, as it was the secret for implementing
them in the manner he had planned and scheduled. He did
whatever he could in all spheres of education - starting from
Kindergarten to research.

My mother Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan once had
an opportunity to meet an Alagappa Alumni namely
Dr. K. Raju from Massachusetts, USA who had his collegiate
education at Alagappa Engineering College. While visiting
the Mahalakshmi Temple in Boston, Dr. Raju, employed as a
senior executive at Digital Corporation, came and greeted her
and introduced himself as an alumni of Alagappa Engineering
College. He said his home was nearby and would be honoured
if she could visit with him. As soon as she went to his house
he took her to his pooja room where there was a Ganesha idol
and a photo of Dr. Chettiar. He said he has his photo there

because he was a saviour and he owes it all to him.
It happens that Raju was a gold medalist in high school
and applied to two Engineering colleges. One was the
Guindy Engineering College in Madras and the other was the

Alagappa Engineering College in Karaikudi. He got admis
sion in Karaikudi but was hoping to get admitted in Madras
as his uncle lived there and had not accepted admission in
Karaikudi. As fate would have it he did not get a seat in
Madras and as he did not accept the admission in Karaikudi
he did not get admitted into any other Engineering College.
He was totally disappointed for losing such an opportunity
especially that his family was not well to do. He decided to
go in person to Karaikudi and approached the registrar who
echoed the message that the college had started already and
there was no seat available.
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Dejected he walked out of the building and coming
towards him was Dr. Chettiar. Looking at a young man
walking with his face down he said "young man you should
always look at the world with your head up high and your
shoulders erect as you should be out to conquer it; you seem
to give the feeling as though you are at the end of your life".
When he heard the sad story of Raju, he put his hand around
Raju's shoulders and took him to the Registrar's office and
told the registrar to give him a seat. That was a turning point
in Raju's life. He studied hard and eventually got the gold
medal from Dr. Chettiar as the best outgoing student in 1959.
He recalled vividly that Dr. Chettiar made it a point to see him
from time to time and the encouragement and motivation that
he received from him attributed to his success in life.

Dr. Chettiar believed that the cultivation of the mind was
a matter of expert handling of pupils from the stage of child

hood to adulthood. He opined that education was universal,
irrespective of gender, caste, creed or religion and everyone
has every right to receive it. He enjoyed the company of stu
dents, particularly the young ones, and was really happy see
ing them smile. He had a great vision for their future indeed!
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"Perseverance is a great element of success!"

Dr. Alagappa Chettiar wanted to establish a research insti
tute in his campus that would drive research in the colleges
and help quicken their development into constituent units of
the university. It was the time immediately after the Indian
Independence in 1947, when the then Prime Minister of India,
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, was in the process of developing
the nation by floating various welfare schemes and projects,
helping India emerge from the shadows. He was trying to
establish research institutes, so that the nation would move
forward in all spheres. The Prime Minister believed that the
prosperity of the nation would go along with the develop
ment of science and technology. So, he was on the lookout for
selecting suitable locations for his institutes across the nation.
When Alagappa Chettiar came to know of this proposal
by the Indian Government, he was second to none in evinc

ing interest to bring the institute at Karaikudi. But, industrial
ists like Tata group, Birla group and other state governments
wished to select their native state for the project. More and
more of the country's industrialists showed increasing inter
est. Furthermore, Dr. Chettiar was told of a few disadvantages
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at Karaikudi that would not allow to seat the institute there.
Undeterred by these obstacles - competition among state-industrialists, on the one hand, and drawbacks of Karaikudi, on
the other, Alagappa Chettiar set out to resolve them. It was his
strategy to analyse the strengths and weaknesses and at the
same time convert the threats into opportunities.

As a first step, he began to eradicate the disadvantages of
Karaikudi as cited by his eminent scientist friends. They were
non-availability of water in this dry region; lack of adequate
infrastructure in the region; no university nearby. Scarcity of
water, the nature of the soil, absence of large trees and green
foliage, distance from industry and universities, situated close
to the magnetic equator, close to the sea, etc., were the reasons
cited, focusing that Karaikudi would not be a suitable venue
for the research institute.

But Alagappa Chettiar, a man ready to take up a chal
lenge, did not give up his idea. He analysed the drawbacks
and found out ways to overcome them. Thousands of gal
lons of water would be required for a research institute. So,
he planned for five deep bore wells at different selected loca
tions, each not less than 500 feet depth, and at the same time
not disturbing one another. He ensured adequate supplies of
water and constant reserve of nearly 70,000-80,000 gallons
of water at any time of emergency. Certainly the perceived
shortage of water, which was cited as a major drawback of
Karaikudi was proved wrong.

As his clusters of institutions were coming up in succes
sion, Alagappa Chettiar was on the move to form a Central
University. He also believed that Karaikudi was suitable for
magnetic studies, for its location near the equator. He also
stated that since it was near the sea, Karaikudi was advan

tageous for oceanographic studies. Thus, he came up with
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solutions and suggestions in favour of his proposal to seat one
of the national laboratories at Karaikudi.
Finally, when it came to the matter of competing with
other industrialists, his strategy made him strike the right per
son with the right words. Yes, when he found that it was all
in the hands of the Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
to sign the acceptance proposal, he took off his wings to New
Delhi, the nation's capital, to persuade the signing authority.
Professor S. Kulandainathan of Arts College recalls what
he had been told about Chettiar's meeting with Nehru in this
connection. 'It was a midnight in January 1948 when Pandit
Nehru came home after dinner with a foreign delegation. He
saw Alagappa Chettiar waiting to see him. Chettiar was there
to submit his proposal to select Karaikudi to house one of the
science research institutes. Not stopping with that, Chettiar
also made an offer of 300 acres of land and 1.5 million rupees
to set up the institute in
his native place. The Prime
Minister was so happy to
see a simple man, from a
remote town at the corner
of the nation, eager to part
with his land and money,
just for the cause of his peo
ple. Impressed by this gen
erosity, Nehru called over
to his sister, Vijayalakshmi
Pandit, and introduced
Chettiar to her as a social
istic capitalist. It was the
right move that Chettiar
Alagappa Chettiar with
had made to convince the
Pandit Nehruji
Prime Minister.'
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In this manner, Dr. Chettiar persuaded the Prime
Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, and the Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR), to locate the Central ElectroChemical Research Institute (CECRI) in Karaikudi. His gener
ous offer of 300 acres of land and Rs. 1.5 million for the project
was an offer that Pandit Nehru found hard to refuse.
The governing body of the CSIR, after careful consid
eration, approved the suggestion. The Industrial Research
Planning Committee, of which Alagappa Chettiar's friend Sir
R.K. Shanmukham Chetti was the Chairman, also affirmed the
desirability of establishing such an institute. Once Alagappa
Chettiar came forward with his offer, progress on the CECRI
project was swift.
In February 1948, the CSIR committed itself to the pro
posal. In view of the great interest and keenness evinced by
Alagappa Chettiar to begin work without any loss of time,
immediate arrangements were made for the laying of the
foundation stone, without waiting for the preparation of
detailed estimates and plans for the design of the building
and the organisation of the laboratories.

Prime Minister Pandit Nehru being received
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Pandit Nehru arriving for the CECRI
Foundation Stone laying Function

On 25 July 1948, Jawaharlal Nehru laid the foundation
stone for CECRI in a sprawling campus between Karaikudi and

Kottaiyur, an area that was to later be named Alagappanagar.
It was the seventh in the chain of national institutes, and the
second to be opened in Madras Province that year.
Speaking at the function, Dr. Alagappa Chettiar said,
'Only history can record the magnitude of this event for a
town like Karaikudi. It is not a conventional reference when
I say a generous friend told me time and again during the
last month that the coming of Panditji to Karaikudi can be
likened only to the Puranic Bagirath having brought Ganga to
earth. Though I am not pertinent enough to claim for myself
the status of Bagirath, I can fearlessly say that the likening of
Panditji to Ganga is true in every aspect. To those who have
followed the doubts and fears of the fitness of Karaikudi to
share this honour of the location of the Institute, will appear
the aptness of the simile and the need of Ganga to fertilise the
soil of Karaikudi'.
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Nehruji addressing the gathering

The Premier of Madras, Hon'ble Omandhur Reddiar
pointed out, 'Very few industrialists in India have recognised
either the importance of research or come forward to endow
generously institutions dedicated to research. Dr. Alagappa

Chettiar has set an example, which other progressive busi
nessmen would do well to follow...'
The Local Advisory Planning Committee for the Institute
was constituted in September that year to hold deliberations
from time to time, to review the progress of work, and to
make suitable recommendations to the Council for speedy
execution of the construction and other works. The Council
also appointed an officer to deal with the planning and other
work related to the Institute and also to assist the Committee
in their deliberations. A Technical Subcommittee of four, with
Dr. S.S. Bhatnagar as Chairman, was also formed for detailed
examination and scrutiny of the plans and estimates. Messrs.
Iyengar and Co., Bombay, Architects, was appointed for plan
ning and scrutiny and for supervising the execution of the
construction work of the Institute. The key plan was prepared
by the Planning Officer and a questionnaire was issued to
several electro-chemical research organisations and industrial
establishments as well as specialists both in the country and
abroad with a view to inviting their suggestions and advice. A

detailed report on the plan was thus prepared, which included
the design of the main building, organisation of different
research sections in the Institute, the type of equipments to be
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procured and the laboratory service facilities to be provided,
the cost estimate and other matters of importance.
In September 1949, a small nucleus office started func
tioning in Karaikudi. With the assistance of the Department
of Industries, Government of Madras, the first bore well oper
ations commenced in November. The first exploratory bore
well, which plunged to a depth of 500 feet, was completed
in April 1950. When the water supply yield was found to
be quite satisfactory and adequate, the tender for the main
building construction was advertised and, in May, Messrs.
Modern Housing Construction and Properties Ltd., Madras,
were selected as building contractors. Construction work on
the main building started on 25th July 1950.

Vice President Dr. S. Radhakrishnan

being received at Karaikudi

Declaring open the buildings of the Electro Chemical
Research Institute on 14 January 1953, Dr. S. Radhakrishnan,

the then Vice-President of India, praised: 'The magnifi
cent gift of 300 acres of land and Fifteen lakhs of rupees by
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar helped the Government of India select
Karaikudi as the seat of Electro Chemical Research Institute.
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Inaugural Function of CECRI

Being a businessman himself, Dr. Alagappa Chettiar was
aware of the industrial possibilities of our country and the
need for scientific, technical and technological education. In
his lifetime, he has built a monument for himself, and you
have only to look around.'
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar in his address said, 'Names like
those of Rabindranath Tagore, Ramanujan, Radhakrishnan
and Raman suggest that we are on the threshold of a new era
of achievement and enlightenment. But a few names, how
ever distinguished they might be, cannot usher us into a new
era. We have to think of creating a milieu in which there will
naturally emerge a large number of distinguished men in var
ious branches of learning and other human activities'.
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Dr. S. Radhakrishnan addressing the gathering

At the opening ceremony, there were nine Nobel Laureates
on the dais. Among those present were Sir M. Viswesvarayya;
Sir C.V. Raman; Prof. Todd, Professor of Chemistry, University
of Cambridge; Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar; and Prof.
Finch, Director of the National Chemical Laboratory.

Inauguration of CECRI by Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
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Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, Vice-Chancellor
University of Madras, paid a tribute to the munificence of
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar and said that he had converted Karaikudi,
'the so-called God-forsaken place', into a great educational and
research centre. He said that just as our culture was brought
about by the pilgrimage of people, another pilgrimage would
be facilitated by the Research Institute in Karaikudi.

Dr. Alagappa Chettiar with Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
in the new buildings of CECRI

Sri Prakasa, Minister in-charge of National Resources
and Scientific Research said, 'Having seen the working of
these great institutions from the inside, which I was privi
leged to do, I can bear personal testimony to the fact that they
are doing exceedingly good work and they would be able to
yield rich results in the future'.
The Research Institute was not the only institute with
which Alagappa Chettiar sought to strengthen his colleges
and the students. He sought industries to be developed in
Karaikudi, an area where there was none. In January 1957,
he wrote to the then Union Minister for Consumer Industries
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requesting to establish some production units near the campus
at Karaikudi. He appealed to locate one of the government's
industrial units at Karaikudi for which he would donate nec
essary land. His request was mainly placed on behalf of thou
sands of students who pass through the college campus year

after year seeking jobs.
As he wanted to provide job opportunities for the stu
dents of this college and other colleges at large, he made
approach after approach to the Government for the establish
ment of an industrial estate at Karaikudi, but in vain. As he

was bed ridden by then, he could not expedite things.
Bringing prominence to Karaikudi and standing tes
timony to the will power of Dr. Chettiar a national central

research institute came into existence.
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It was a characteristic of Alagappa Chettiar to pay tribute
to others in his own noble way. As a mark of respect, he named
schools, hostels, assembly hall, stadium, etc., and other special
places he built after individuals whom he wished to honour.
He paid much importance to preserve the memories of great
people and others he got associated with.

BHAVNAGAR STADIUM
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar, the man of intellect, was equally a lover

of sports. He wanted to promote sports activities among the
students. With this idea, he planned to construct a Stadium
in the ground adjacent to the Alagappa Arts College campus.
The Governor of Madras, the Maharaja of Bhavnagar laid the
foundation for the stadium on 14th October 1949. As a tribute
to his dear friend, the Maharaja, Dr. Chettiar wished to name
the stadium after him. After the construction was completed,
Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, the Vice-Chancellor of
Madras University declared open the Bhavnagar Stadium on
2nd February 1952.

It was not just a stadium for sports but comprised of fur
nished halls for temporary occupation with all infrastructural
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Dr. Chettiar with the Maharaja of Bhavnagar

facilities. This was where he moved to stay after he had
donated his residence to establish a women's college. Great
personalities like Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Dr. Rajendra
Prasad, Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, the Maharaja of Mysore, Dr.
Visveswarayya, Rajaji and other eminent sons of the soil
have stayed in this historical stadium during their visits to
Karaikudi. The portraits of the dignitaries, who visited the
place, decorate the walls of the stadium, and speak volumes
of the respect and love they had for Dr. Chettiar.

The stadium held a special place in his heart. Whenever he
was in Karaikudi, he always stayed in one of the rooms in the
pavilion there. In fact, his dying wish was that his mortal remains
be laid to rest in the stadium, which to him was a haven of peace.

Now, his memorial temple, just opposite to the Bhavnagar sta
dium, stands in testimony to a life of service and sacrifice!

When the Inter-Divisional Track & Field Meet was con
ducted in the year 1955 for the first time outside the Madras
City, it was organised at the Bhavnagar Stadium grounds,
presided over by Sri. H.C. Norminton of the British Council,
Madras, in the presence of Dr. Chettiar.
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REMEMBERING RAMANUJAN
The great Indian Mathematician Srinivasa Ramanuja Iyengar
(1887-1920), a native of Kumbakonam, was always linked to
Godfrey Harold Hardy, a British Mathematician. Ramanujan
used very high level blends of intuition and intelligence to
arrive at many of his mathematical statements, which he
claimed were true. Many of these did turn out to be true and
are now well-known theorems; other statements are under
research even to this day. Dr. Chettiar had great admiration
for this genius. It was the patriotism in him that induced him
to honour the great Indian, who died at an early age.
In his welcome speech at the foundation stone laying
ceremony of the Central Electro Chemical Research Institute,
Alagappa Chettiar said: I have in mind the starting of a research
institute in higher Mathematics to be called the Ramanujan
Institute of Mathematics, a small remembrance to a great
man'. He wanted to establish a research institute of mathe
matics named after the great son of India, the late Ramanujan.
True to his words, two years later, on 12th December 1951,
Alagappa Chettiar established the Ramanujan Institute, in a

Ramanujan Centre for Higher Mathematics
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portion of his own house Krishna Vilas in Vepery, Madras.
Prof. T. Vijayaraghavan was appointed as the first Director of
the Institute. He was familiar with similar institutes abroad
and was determined to run the Institute along the same lines
as the institute at Princeton, where Einstein had blossomed.
Dr. Chettiar believed that science and mathematics
must go hand in hand for any innovation or invention. He
wished to make the Mathematics Research Institute a part of
the Central Electro Chemical Research Institute. The Institute
initially functioned at Krishna Vilas and was funded entirely
from Alagappa Chettiar's personal account. In the beginning,
the Ramanujan Institute was the kind of place that hermits of
mathematics dreamt of - idealistic in its approach, pure in its
objectives of providing an environment conducive to research,
unburdened by the demands of a teaching job, consisting only
of the really capable, offering total intellectual freedom.
Three years down the line, Dr. Chettiar was keen to
move the Institute to Karaikudi, where he had earmarked five
acres for its development. However, Prof. T. Vijayaraghavan
inspected the site and dissuaded Dr. Chettiar from making the
move. He felt that, as the colleges in the vicinity only catered
to the first degree level, the scope for research was limited. He
suggested that the move be implemented after the Karaikudi
colleges are matured enough to become appropriate feeder

institutions. In the event, however, the move never took place.
But that Alagappa Chettiar was focused on bringing
the best to Karaikudi could be seen from the following inci
dent. In 1909, the Indian Mathematical Society Library was
set up in Fergusson College, Poona. The Ramanujan Institute
acquired vast collection of books and journals from there, on
an exchange basis. In time, Prof. T. Vijayaraghavan spoke
about this library to Alagappa Chettiar, and suggested that
it be moved to the Institute. Dr. Chettiar readily agreed and
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moved it to Karaikudi. This arrangement, however, did not
work out satisfactorily and, before long, all the materials had
to be moved to Madras, where it was housed in the premises
of an annexed building in the Krishna Vilas complex, which

provided adequate space.
Alagappa Chettiar's commitments were many and he
could not make any long-term plan for financing the insti
tute. The Government of India sanctioned an annual grant of
Rs. 18,000 towards running cost and promised to continue this
grant, provided Chettiar shared an equal amount every year.
After two years, the grant was withdrawn, as Chettiar could
not meet the demands. His intentions were good, unfortu
nately, his financial position did not match up, although he

never revealed it.
Later, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the Prime Minister of
India persuaded Dr.Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, the ViceChancellor of the University of Madras to take over the
Institute under the University. After the merger in 1967,
the new entity was renamed 'The Ramanujan Institute for
Advanced Study in Mathematics' (RIASM), which it remains
today. For ten years, the UGC supported the Institute finan

cially, created courses, and offered research scholarships. The
British Council gave it many books free of cost. The State gov
ernment too financed RIASM.
The library of the Institute is one of the finest of its kind
and houses an extensive collection of books, journals, pro
ceedings of international conferences and works of eminent
mathematicians. It serves the need of any mathematician for
research activities. Its prized possessions are facsimile copies
of Ramanujan's notebooks, originals of which are in the Wren
Library, Cambridge. Incidentally, the University of Madras
has two of Ramanujan's original notebooks. The Institute
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has also taken steps to start a Ramanujan Museum inside its
campus.
Now, Ramanujan Centre for Higher Mathematics
functions under the auspices of Alagappa University at
Karaikudi. Thus, Dr. Chettiar had indeed honoured this
great Indian Mathematican, in a noblest way, worthy of his
accomplishments!

COLLEGE HOSTELS
Dr. Chettiar believed that all students should receive edu
cation in his campus, irrespective of where they hail from.

Realizing the needs of students from remote districts, he pro
vided accommodation in the vicinity of the college campus.
The Amirthavalli Hostel at Gandhi Maaligai accommodated
initially 65, later 165 and then 215 students in 1947, 1948 and
1949, respectively. Later, he constructed four more hostels

accommodating about 630 students of all the Alagappa insti
tutions, in a serene atmosphere conducive for study, with all
the necessary amenities. All these hostels were named after

the personalities whom Dr. Chettiar wished to honour.

Dr. Chettiar established Umayal Hostel and Visalakshi
Hostel in the year 1950. Thiru. P.S. Kumaraswamy Raja, the
then Chief Minister of Madras and also a Trustee of Alagappa
Trust opened the hostels on 30th July 1950.
Veerappa Amman Hostel was opened on 4th September
1953 by Thiru. Ve.Rm.K. Krishnan Chettiar. Mankompu
Aundy Iyer Hostel was opened on 7th September 1953 by
Sir. C.P. Ramaswami Aiyer, the then Vice-Chancellor of
Annamalai University.
The G. Kuppusamy Naidu Hostel, attached to the
Alagappa College of Engineering & Technology was opened
on 5th February 1955 by the then Chief Minister of State of
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Madras, Thiru. K. Kamarajar. When Kamarajar inquired
the reason for naming the hostel so, Dr. Chettiar publicly
acknowledged his gratitude to Thiru. G. Kuppusamy Naidu of

Lakshmi Mills, Coimbatore for his timely financial assistance.

Unveiling the portrait of Kuppusanty Naidu at the hostel

When Dr. Chettiar faced a cash flow problem need
ing Rs 10, Lakhs immediately, he tried several sources
and eventually was successful with one of his best friends,
G. Kuppuswamy Naidu. When Dr. Chettiar went to see him,
to ask for the loan, he was received well by Naidu's two elder
sons, Devarajulu and Sundaram. Dr. Chettiar was very hes
itant and did not broach the topic immediately. But, within
an hour, they had promised him the money readily - which
he, within days, found he did not require; as usual he had
a windfall in business. In gratitude for this generosity, the
new hostel for the Engineering College students was named
'Kuppuswamy Naidu Hostel'. The hostel, semi-circular in
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shape, could accommodate 180 students. It was completed at
a cost of about Rs.4,50,000.

Dr. Chettiar with Thiru. K. Kamaraj,
then Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu

Certainly it needs courage to admit difficulties honestly
and acknowledge those who rendered timely assistance.
Dr. Chettiar was more than glad to do so!
"An honest man is the noblest work of God!"

M.CT.M. CHIDAMBARAM CHETTIAR
MEMORIAL PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Dr. Chettiar took steps to promote education in other parts
of the state as well. In the year 1954, one of his dear friends,
M. Ct. M Chidambaram Chettiar, the founder of M.Ct.M.
Schools at Purasawalkam, Chennai, met his untimely end in
an air crash in Singapore. Before this unfortunate incident,
Thiru. M.Ct.M had planned to start a feeder school for his
institutions with primary classes in the Tamil medium for the
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children of the residents of Purasawalkam and neighbouring
areas in Madras.

M.Ct.M. Chidambaram Chettiar Memorial School

Wanting to realize his friend's dream, Dr. Chettiar, a man

who held friendship highly and a promoter of education, started
the M.Ct.M.Chidambaram Chettiar Memorial Preparatory

School in the same academic year. He housed the school in his
guesthouse Strathendale at Purasawalkam, Chennai. It had
sylvan surroundings and was a haven of peace and tranquil
ity, an ideal place for children. Thiru. C. Subramaniam, the
then Minister for Education and Finance, Madras State, inau

gurated the school on 9th June 1954.
Mrs. G. Shanta was appointed the Headmistress of the

School. She remembers being interviewed by Alagappa
Chettiar: One of the questions he asked was about 'what
sort of education I thought should be imparted to children and the

atmosphere the school should have'.She had replied, 'Children
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should never be made to feel that they were being sent to
school as punishment'. She was appointed headmistress
and, along with her, nine other teachers were appointed for
Classes 1 to 5.

Dr. Chettiar insisted on following the Montessori play
way method of teaching and employed Montessori-trained
teachers. He also provided the necessary teaching aids and
equipments they needed. There was a good playground with
swings, ladders and see-saws for the children. Dr. Chettiar
took great interest in the school's activities.
The Headmistress remembers, 'Whenever Alagappa
Chettiar was in town, he would drop by at the school at
least once a day. He would arrive, "very unassumingly",
then walk straight into any one of the eleven classrooms,
choosing the classroom at random, and ask questions to the
children and teachers. After a few examining questions in
the classroom, he would go around the school to ensure that
everything was in order, and leave. He loved to see children
at work and play and hear them talk. The visits may have
been fleeting, but he had a keen sense of observation, and he
hardly missed anything. He was friendly and very humane

in his approach'.
'He would often bring VIPs and dignitaries to visit the
school. He would also bring plenty of toys and teaching
aids for the school whenever he returned from his frequent
trips abroad, as well as a bounty of colourful and informa
tive books for the school library and sweets for the children',
she admires. He wanted the school to be a model institution
and wanted the students to learn good English and develop
interest in fine arts. Later, long after Dr. Chettiar's death, the
school was incorporated into the Alagappa Matriculation

Higher Secondary School.
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SHANMUKHAM GENERAL LIBRARY
Yet again, Dr. Chettiar paid his tribute to another friend. But

this was of a different kind. The dearest friends and well-wish
ers of Dr. Chettiar, to whom he felt greatly indebted were two.
One was his philosopher and guide, Sir. R.K.Shanmukham
Chetti, the Dewan of the Princely State of Cochin, who led

Dr. Chettiar into industry and was instrumental in helping him
increase his wealth manifold. The other was his mentor, Dr. A.

Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, the then Vice-Chancellor of the

Madras University, who prompted Dr. Chettiar to venture into
educational projects and expedited the process of affiliation to
the Madras University, enabling the establishment of a chain
of institutions in Karaikudi, within such a short span. The for
mer made him an industrialist and the latter transformed him
into an educationist, ultimately to eternity. Thus, Dr. Chettiar
owed them both his allegiance.
In 1954, Sir. R.K. Shanmukham Chetty passed away. As a
tribute to his philosopher and guide, who was also a voracious
reader like himself, Dr. Chettiar wished to establish a general
library in his name. The 'Shanmukham General Library' was
established on 11th February 1954 at Alagappa Arts College.
His friend Dr. A.
Lakshmanaswami

Mudaliar, laid the
foundation tablet
and Thiru. N.D.

Dr. Alagappa Chettiar with

R.K. Shanmukam Chetty
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Sundaravadivelu,
the then Director of
Higher Education
declared it open.
The buildings of
the library were
designed in temple
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Foundation Stone Laying Function of
Shanmukam Library

architecture model, as he considered the place of learning as
a place of worship. It had a collection of 8300 books at the
time. Thiru. Raya Chockalingam, Professor in Alagappa
Arts College, collected about 1800 rare books for the library.
After Dr. Chettiar's days, the entire collection of books in his
personal library was also transferred to this general library.
Dr. Chettiar wished the students and teachers to read more
and update their knowledge. He believed the Library to be
the heart of an Educational Institution.

DEWAN BAHADUR MURUGAPPA
CHETTIAR HALL
Understanding the necessities of fellow beings is a rare quality
to possess. Dr. Chettiar possessed this courteous attribute. He
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wanted to fulfill all the requirements of his students and staff.
Thus, was raised the Dewan Bahadur Murugappa Chettiar
Hall attached to the Engineering College.

Dr. Alagappa Chettiar with
Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar

Sir.A. Ramaswami Mudaliar, the then Vice-Chancellor of
Travancore University laid the foundation tablet for the hall
on 6th February 1955. Thiru. A.M.M. Murugappa Chettiar,
one of the Trustees of the Dr. Alagappa Chettiar Educational

Trust, donated in memory of his father, Rs.200,000, which was
half the cost of the Assembly Hall constructed to accommo
date 2000 students (the strength of all the colleges and mem
bers of staff then). Of the Murugappa donation, Chettiar said
at the foundation stone-laying ceremony, 'This is the first time
in the history of the College that any big-sized donation is
being received'.

On the occasion of the Centenary celebration of Madras
University in 1957, Alagappa Chettiar wanted to found an
endowment in the name of A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar
to symbolize his respect and love for his mentor and in
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commemoration of
the long association
he had had with
the
distinguished
Vice-Chancellor. On
the subject he said,

T have been exer
cising my mind for
some time as to how
I could act in doing
Foundation Stone Laying Funcction of
something by which
Dewan Bahadhur Murugappa Hall at
I could have the hon
ACET campus, Karaikudi
our of associating
my name with your name of great import and stature. The
existence of my institutions both at Karaikudi and Madras is
in itself the greatest association that could ever be wished for.

Still, I want yet another - perhaps of a different order'.
It was with this trait to pay tribute that he went on to
honour the Mountaineer Sherpa Tenzing. When Tenzing and
Edmund Hillary of the United Kingdom had set their expedi
tion to the Mount Everest, there aroused a controversy as to
who was the first to set foot on the giant mount - whether it
was the Indian or the Englishman. The British claimed their
man was the first one to reach the peak. The Indians did not
give in and there were heated controversies in the newspa
pers day in and day out. Alagappa Chettiar was one who
always capitalized on opportunities to bring pride to India. In
that alien soil, the United Kingdom, he hosted a high tea party
and honoured the great hero Tenzing who risked his life and
brought laurels to the nation.
The photograph shows Tenzing with his family members
and Dr.Alagappa Chettiar. Tenzing is cutting a large cake
designed in the shape of Mount Everest. The steps taken to
honour this mountaineer and his family depict the heart of
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Dr. Chettiar with Mountaineer
Tenzing with his family at London

Dr. Chettiar. Was it the Everest, which was great or the heart
that honoured? Yes, his kindness beats the mount - Anbin
Sigaram. It was the patriotism in Dr. Chettiar, that he would
not let his countrymen or country down even in small meas
ure. He paid tributes to whosoever deserved, in his own style
and charm. This trait of Alagappa Chettiar to tender gratitude
has become a rare quality nowadays.
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Lookingback

at Dr. Alagappa Chettiar's life, he can be
portrayed as a person who did not look for either publicity
or acclamation for his acts of generosity. For him, giving was
an end in itself. In his involvement for the various causes,
he championed, never waned, even in the face of his failing
health. His wealth grew stronger; but his health deteriorated.
Yet, he braved the situation.
V. Rangan, Lecturer in English, Alagappa College, wrote,

'To the last breath, Alagappa Chettiar's munificence was pro
verbial. No one who had approached him for any help went
away disappointed. At times, it was enough if he merely
came to know that someone was in trouble - he would readily
extend his helping hand'.
Dr. Chettiar's alacrity to reach out and help when a situ
ation demanded it was legendary. After the sudden demise of
Prof. T. Vijayaraghavan, the first Director of the Ramanujan
Institute of Mathematics, the family was in a sad state with
nothing to fall back upon. Dr. Chettiar voluntarily stepped in
with financial help and made every effort for assistance from
the government. Again, when Acharya Narendra Deva, a

veteran freedom fighter, passed away and his family was in
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a miserable state, the Governor of Madras, Sri Prakasa was
interested in helping the family. Dr. Chettiar heard of the con
dition of the family and immediately sent a cheque for Rs. 2,500

to Sri Prakasa to be handed over to the bereaved family."
To pity distress is human; to relieve it is Godlike
- H. Mann

When he found a cause worth supporting, he committed
himself with his contributions without hesitation. His concern

for the welfare of his staff was great, irrespective of them being
from his industrial or educational unit. Prof. M. Robson, the
then Physical Education Director of Alagappa Arts College
was given a scholarship of Rs. 2000 and a loan of Rs. 4000 to
pursue his Master Degree in Physical Education in the United
States. As he once said to M. Robson, 'When you have money,
you must spend it', he did.
Dr. Alagappan, who studied in London University and
called to Bar from the Middle Temple, later to become an
UN official, while recalling his experiences with Dr. Chettiar
stated, 'In 1945, I graduated with High Honours and aspired
to study abroad. But my financial position made me take a
job with The Hindu, a daily newspaper, as editorial staff.
As a journalist, I had the opportunity to visit Dr. Chettiar at
Krishna Vilas very often and happened to witness his generos
ity. His donations for various good causes kindled my desire
to study abroad. I was a little hesitant to approach him for a
scholarship, however, mustered enough courage to state that
colleges were opening in September in the United Kingdom.
Dr. Chettiar was quick to sense my uneasiness, and to
my surprise and joy, with a magnificent smile said, "of course
you must go; I will foot the bill". Such was his understanding.
He never expected any formal requests; just a flash of signal
would do'.
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Prof. Kulandainathan recalls the time when the Sri
Kundrakkudi Adigal Mutt decided to honour the great Tamil
scholar, T.P. Meenakshi Sundaram, visiting Professor at
Chicago University, with a purse of Rs. 5,000. 'When Alagappa

Chettiar arrived at the venue, he was asked to ascend a cer
emonial chariot, which he politely refused. He walked to the
function. He was then asked to present the purse. This went
much against his grain - why should he present money, which
he himself had not given? He immediately asked his Secretary

Alagappa Chettiar College of Engineering and Technology,
Chennai
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Martian, who had accompanied him, to write a cheque for
Rs. 10,000 and presented that to the scholar. He was always,
giving, giving and giving money, earned, borrowed or sale

proceeds of his wealth ...'
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar had initiated his life of charity
in 1943. His generosity, little noticed till then, came to light
during his daughter's wedding. He made donations to the
Madras Seva Sadan, Magalir Illam in Amaravathiputhur and
towards a town improvement scheme for Kottaiyur. He also
made a donation of Rs. 1 lakh to Travancore University. This
streak continued and in the years that followed, he made

innumerable donations to various institutions and simul
taneously expanded the college campus in the Karaikudi

region.
As already mentioned, in 1944, Dr. Chettiar contributed
Rs. 5 lakhs to the University of Madras to set up a College
of Technology at Madras and the institution was named by
Dr. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar as the Alagappa Chettiar

College of Technology (A.C. Tech).
Acknowledging this in a letter
to Chettiar,
Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar records his debt: 'I have always
held that the progress made in the University and the achieve
ments during the last six or seven years are due to your great

initiative. Whether in the College of Technology, or in expan
sion of Arts & Science Colleges, or in furthering Colleges of

Teaching, your initiative led others to follow your lead. I can
not forget that I owe you a great deal for all the success that

has attended our labours'.
Again, in 1954, Dr. Chettiar created an endowment of
Rs. 1.5 lakhs in the name of Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar
and its interest Rs. 10,000 per annum would be spent for the

welfare of the staff of Madras University.
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He followed this up by donating Rs. 5 lakhs to Annamalai
University. An Annamalai University record acknowl
edges this gift announced at the University's Silver Jubilee
Celebration in 1954, in these words: 'Dr. K. V. AL.RM. Alagappa
Chettiar, M.A., Bar-at-Law, himself the Founder of a College
at Karaikudi, and a tireless giver for good causes, made an
endowment of five lakhs of rupees in aid of Technological

studies in the University'.
Karumuttu Thiagraja Chettiar, Madurai, writing on the

occasion stated, 'The Department of Technology so neces
sary for the development of the country was made possible
during the Vice-Chancellorship of Professor Rathnaswamy.
Thanks to the generous gift of five lakhs of rupees made to
the University by a distinguished philanthropist of Chettinad,
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar'.
The block in which the Department of Technology was
housed was named 'Doctor Alagappa Chettiar Technology
Block' and an inscription reading as such was permanently

put up on the building.
In 1946, when Jawaharlal Nehru chaired the Executive
Committee of the Indian Council of World Affairs entrusted
with the task of organising the Inter-Asian Relations
Conference, he turned to Chettiar. 'I would be grateful for a
generous contribution from you to meet the expenses of the

conference'. Alagappa Chettiar immediately responded posi
tively and Nehru acknowledged, 'I am grateful to you for this

generous gift (Rs. 10,001) and I am very glad that you appre
ciate the importance and significance of representatives of the

various Asian countries cooperating together for their com
mon advantage'.
It was in the same year that Mahatma Gandhi laid
the foundation stone for the Harijan Industrial School in
Thyagarayanagar, Madras. He suggested that the institution
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be named 'Thakkar Bapa Industrial School'. (Amrutlal V.
Thakkar, commonly known as Thakkar Bapa, was a friend,
guide and philosopher of the Adivasis and the downtrodden
sections of society who were condemned to untouchablity.)
Alagappa Chettiar's donation of Rs. 300,000 was acknowl

edged by Gandhiji in his own inimitable way. He said that he
did not think special thanks need be given for such donations,
because people were only doing their duty when they were
giving money for such causes. Moreover, people gave money
only when they were in debt in previous births. On the other
hand, Gandhiji demanded thanks from Dr. Chettiar, for pro
viding him with a good cause on which to spend his money!
This was followed in 1948 by another contribution of

Rs. 117,000, towards the building of a hostel in the same com
pound. Welcoming the gathering at the ceremony at which C.
Rajagopalachari (Rajaji), the then Governor-General, was to lay
the foundation stone, Alagappa Chettiar recalled that Mahatma
Gandhi, who had laid the foundation stone for the Vidyalaya,
could not have wished for a worthier soul than Rajaji to lead
them on to the next step. Requesting Rajaji to lay the founda
tion stone for the hostel building, Chettiar said that the institu
tion was truly blessed and consecrated at the very hour of its
birth as the sacred hand of Gandhiji had laid that stone.
Alagappa Chettiar said, 'Your Excellency, you are the
spiritual successor to the Mahatma. It is the everlasting glory
of South India to have produced in you one who is the best
guarantee that the divine flame lit by the Father of the Nation

shall forever be kept burning.'
In 1948, Dr. Chettiar contributed a sum of Rs. 10,001 to

Tamil Academy (Tamil Valarchi Kazhagam) towards pub
lishing a Tamil Encyclopedia. T.S. Avinashilingam Chettiar,
President of the Academy issued an appeal for contributions
of funds for the production of the encyclopedia. Alagappa
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Chettiar was the first to contribute. The first volume of the
encyclopedia was released in the year 1954.

For the South Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
which he had headed, he negotiated a vacant land in the
Esplanade area and contributed Rs. 75,000 to build its office.
A.N.

Tampi,

Principal,

Alagappa

College

(1950-

57), remembered: 'There were countless small acts of

Residence 'Krishnavilas' at Chennai

Residence 'Strathendale' at Chennai
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kindness - words of sympathy, of encouragement, gifts,
loans - from which no return or advertisement could have
been expected. Nor did he neglect traditional charities or deny
contributions to temples, choultries and such institutions. He
was a believing Hindu, though he did not flaunt his piety'.

Yes, true to the statement his generosity knew no bounds.
There was always a purpose and far sightedness in his
charitable disposition. When he gave 300 acres of land and
Rs 15 Lakhs to the Government of India to establish the Central
Electro Chemical Research Institute it was with a vision to
create novel research environment within the campus and

provide opportunities for the students to benefit by it. In giv
ing away his bungalow in Kottaiyur, it was to provide a new
haven for women to pursue education and similarly his home
in Madras to the trust, it was to ensure a collateral to meet the

financial needs of the colleges.
It is said that Dr. Chettiar's generous acts triggered the
beneficiaries and the onlookers as well. An anecdote on a
cucumber-hawker is a case in point for this transfer of kindness.

Once, Alagappa Chettiar was traveling and his car had
to stop at a railroad crossing. A street vendor who was selling
cucumbers in a basket, tapped on the car window request
ing Chettiar to buy the cucumbers. Dr. Chettiar, who was
immersed in reading a book, lowered the car window and
enquired the cost. She quoted the price for a bundle of cucum
bers. But Chettiar asked the price of the whole basket as he
handed over a hundred rupee note to her. The vendor, a mid
dle aged woman, taken by surprise said that the whole bas
ket cost Rs 10 and that she did not have change for hundred
rupee. Chettiar happily took a bundle of cucumber and asked
her to keep the balance amount and the basket as well. The
poor lady was astonished to see such kind heartedness. She
soon sat down near the railway gate and started to distribute
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the rest of the cucumbers free of cost to passersby. When
enquired on this gesture, she contentedly replied 'when sir
has shown me such a courteous generosity, why shouldn't I
do a little that myself within my capability'. Just as one candle
lights another, Dr. Chettiar's munificence had triggered the
act of charity in the lives of many.

But once he was bitten by the education bug and deter
mined to develop a University in Karaikudi, money began to
become a constraint. Not only his businesses had to be disposed
off, his dreams had begun to grow bigger and bigger. Both time
and money, however, began to run out from the mid 1950s. By
1957, Chettiar's ability to donate large sums had dwindled.

Looking back on that period, Al. Lakshmanan recalled,
'For someone who was never flush with funds, he made
these promises, because he was the ultimate speculator. He
did not have money on hand to make promises. But he did
it anyway, believing the money would come. And it did
come. It must also be emphasised that whatever money came,
he never wanted to keep anything for himself'. M.S.A.V.A.
Venkatachalam Chettiar echoed these thoughts when he said,
'Chettiar will not have funds in hand when he wanted to start
an institution. He will announce the institution, start it and
then somehow get money. He never waited for funds to come
to start a good venture'.
Dr. Chettiar's secretary, Martian, added the last word on
these recollections: 'When he discovered that mobilising Rs. 5
lakhs would be hard, he would announce a donation of Rs. 10

lakhs, such was his driven nature'.
Karumuttu Thiagaraja Chettiar's biography stated that
when he heard that Alagappa Chettiar was in a tight cash flow
situation, he voluntarily sent Rs 10,000.10 days after sending
the money, he contacted Mr. Manian, the personal assistant
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of AC to determine whether the money was received. Manian
told him that the day it was received it was sent immediately
to the M. Ct. M Preparatory School to buy toys for the children.
In January 1957, responding to a request from C.P.
Ramaswami Aiyar for assistance to an Institute of Indology,
he wrote, 'I have very great pleasure in responding to your
call by announcing a gift of Rs. 5,000 which will be paid by
my Ashoka Charitable Trust, at Rs. 1,000 every month from
February onwards.... I am sure you will kindly appreciate my
not being able to come up to the mark that you have men
tioned because of my various and growing commitments and
my continued ill-health'.
Looking back on all this generosity and trying to explain
it, P. Subbiah Ambalam, an ex-MP from Karaikudi said,
"Karaikudi has grown from a backward village into a pros
perous town entirely because of Chettiar's contributions to it,
namely the colleges and the CECRI". How much more growth
in education and research the town would have seen if he had
lived longer is what elders like Ambalam still speculate about.
Apparently, the medical college project at Karaikudi was the
only project that Chettiar could not materialize due to his

dried financial position and ill health in the later years.
He sold much of his holdings in Bombay and other
places for accomplishing his educational objectives. He never
bothered about safeguarding his business or any other prop
erty including his own residence. Dr. Chettiar, the Duke of
Business, believed money is meant to be spent, and he did it

for a noble cause indeed!
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To be good only to yourself is to be good for nothing
- Voltaire

The life

of Alagappa Chettiar revolved around social,

educational, business and political circles rather than within a
confined circle of family, friends and personal life. He placed
societal interest above family interest. The needs of society
evoked his compassion, leading him to donate all his belong
ings and sacrifice himself in its cause.
Dr. Chettiar had close association with Mahatma
Gandhi, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Dr. Rajendra Prasad,
Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, Sardar Vallabai Patel, Sir. C. V. Raman,
Sir. M. Visveswarayya, Thiru. K. Kamarajar, Thiru. Rajaji,
the Chief Ministers and Governors of Madras and Kerala
States, The Maharaja of Mysore, The Dewan of the Princely
States of Cochin & Travancore, the Vice-Chancellors of
Annamalai University & the University of Madras, renowned
Industrialists, Zamindars, Social-workers and almost all the
eminent personalities of the country. He was also recognized
internationally and was a guest of honour at a dinner hosted
by Queen Elizabeth for dignitaries from all over the world at
Buckingham Palace.
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Dr. Chettiar with Iron Man of India Sardar Vallabai Patel

Dr. Chettiar made it a point to regularly invite renowned
and accomplished people of various fields to his Karaikudi
campus. He rolled out the red carpet and his warm welcome

was an instance of the legendary Tamil hospitality and cul
ture. Nothing gave him more satisfaction than the visits of
national leaders and distinguished guests from abroad to this
great campus. He would be on his heels, with an ever-smiling
face, providing cordial hospitality by arranging buffet dinner
after the meetings or celebrations. He would entertain the
guests with musical concerts organized in his house. Those
were the days when the campus bustled with activity and
cheered with VIP visits very often!

WITH GANDHIJI
Dr. Chettiar had the good fortune to associate himself with
Mahatma Gandhi. It was in 1946, that Mahatma Gandhi laid
the foundation stone of the 'Thakkar Bapa Industrial School'
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Dr. Chettiar with Father of the Nation Mahathma Gandhiji

and Dr. Chettiar donated Rs. 3 lakhs for the school. Gandhiji
blessed Dr. Chettiar as 'Dharma Kartha - a person of charity'
and wished for more Dharma Karthas to emanate, to develop
our nation.
Referring to Gandhiji in his welcome address on the occa
sion of laying the foundation stone of CECRI, Dr. Chettiar
admired, 'The survey of Mahatma's life is not a mere endless
succession of good and great deeds but the chronicling of the
results of experiments with truth. The story of the life of our
leaders is the story of an unceasing sacrifice for the sake of
an ultimate truth'. Dr. Chettiar had such a fascination for the
Gandhian philosophy.
This is evident from another incident when flags and
screens worth Rs. 2000 were auctioned after a conference in
which Gandhiji took part. When he initiated the sale with
Rs. 5000, Alagappa Chettiar who was seated in the front row
offered one lakh for the flags.
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When Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, Union Minister for Health,
heard about Alagappa Chettiar's continuing ill health, she
mentioned it to Gandhiji, also telling him about all the good
work that Chettiar had done for the development of higher
education. Gandhiji observed a fast for three days and prayed
for Chettiar's recovery. He had a soft corner for the suffering

Chettiar and it was a rare blessing from the father of the nation.
It was to Gandhi Maligai that Alagappa Chettiar brought
Gandhiji's ashes for public homage. The Physical Education
College Principal remembers the occasion: 'When Alagappa
Chettiar heard of Mahatma Gandhi's death, he rushed to
Delhi and was able to collect a part of the ashes. He himself
brought the ashes in a silver urn to Karaikudi and kept them
in Gandhi Maligai for a while. While the ashes were being
taken for immersion in his Dakota aircraft, its 21 seats were
filled with flowers. I was given the task of showering the flow
ers as the aircraft flew low over the college premises. The pilot
was a German and every time he flew low for me to shower
the flowers, I held my breath. As it turned out, the flowers did
not land in the college campus, and when I returned after the
exercise, Alagappa Chettiar remarked in jest how he saw the

flowers miss their target "by miles"'.

WITH NEHRUJI
Dr. Chettiar's passion matched that of the then Indian
Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru's vision for a
modern India. There was great synergy between their ide
als. When Dr. Chettiar met Panditji by a special appoint
ment in the late hours at the Capital in connection with
the establishment of CECRI at Karaikudi, surprised by the
keenness of the midnight caller and his offer, Nehruji intro
duced Dr. Chettiar as a 'Socialistic Capitalist' to his sister

Mrs. Vijayalakshmi Pandit.
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Dr. Chettiar with then Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehruji
Dr. Chettiar welcomed the blue blood leader with great
pomp and splendor to lay the foundation stone for CECRI in
July 1948 and presented a beautiful ivory jar scooped out of
a single tusk engraved with the Upanishad verse Thamasoma
jyothirgamaya mahameaning 'From darkness lead me into
light'. Dr. Chettiar regarded Panditji to be a man of immortal
worth apart from his high official hierarchy.
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Nehru wrote several letters to Dr. Chettiar, enquiring his
health. He showed great interest in his health and made sev
eral visits to his residence when Dr. Chettiar, was confined
to bed during the last years. They both had high regards for
each other.

WITH Dr. RAJENDRA PRASAD
Though Dr. Chettiar was not superstitious and a rationalist in
many ways, because of his faith in god, believed the progno
sis of the Swamiji Gurudev in Bihar, on the advice of the then
President of India Dr. Rajendra Prasad. Such a close personal
friendship they had.
Dr. Chettiar invited the President to lay the foundation
tablet for the Alagappa Chettiar College of Engineering &
Technology buildings in February 1953. On another occasion,

Dr. Chettiar with then President Dr. Rajendra Prasad
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Dr. Chettiar invited him to lay the foundation tablet for the
Alagappa Polytechnic buildings at Karaikudi in November 1955.
Dr. Rajendra Prasad complimented Dr. Chettiar thus;
'Alagappa Chettiar has been able to open and run so many
institutions while looking after the many industrial concerns
which have brought him the money for these laudable insti
tutions is a matter for congratulation and I am sure I am voic
ing the sentiments of all when I say that the achievements
have been of a very high order and deserve support from the

Government...'
Rashtrapathi Bhavan
New Delhi
3rd April, 1956.

Dear Dr. Alagappa Chettiar,

I am very sorry to learn from a letter written by your Personal
Assistant to my Private Secretary dated the 31st March, 1956

about the sad accident which befell you. I hope under the care

of the good doctors there you will soon be restored to health.
Yours Sincerely
Sd.. Rajendra Prasad

When Dr. Chettiar was bedridden, Dr. Rajendra Prasad
visited him. After a month, Dr. Chettiar wrote; 'The doctors
told me and I agree with them that your visit to my bedside
had done to me what medicines cannot do and there is a per
ceptible but scientifically inexplicable improvement in my
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general health after your visit'. A mutual sense of affection
existed between the President and Dr. Chettiar.

WITH Dr. S. RADHAKRISHNAN
While at Presidency College, Dr. Chettiar had the opportunity
of being a student of the role model Professor-Philosopher
Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, who went on to become the President
of India (1962-67). Dr. Chettiar's thirst for knowledge was
motivated by the philosopher's ideals.
Dr. Chettiar invited Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, who was
then the Vice-President of India, to declare open the Central
Electro Chemical Research Institute in January 1953. The
Vice-President appreciated the cooperative effort of the
Government of the country and Dr. Chettiar.
Dr. Chettiar cited; 'Dr. S. Radhakrishnan is the most
eminent torch-bearer of eastern culture and civilization. He

Dr. Chettiar with then Vice-President Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
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happily represents today an aspect of our ancient Upanishadic
tradition where we learned of Kings who imparted enlightment to seekers of truth. This scholar statesman is the modern
counterpart of the philosopher king. He is a man whose asso

ciation with a Government would add stature to it be it in any
part of the world'. Thus, Dr. Chettiar had a high esteem for his
professor-philosopher.

WITH MEN OF SCIENCE
Dr. Chettiar always had great regard for Men of Science. He
believed that Science and art belong to the whole world, and
before them vanish the barriers of nationality. His associates in
the field of Science are Sir. C.V. Raman, Sir. M. Visveswarayya,
Dr. S.S. Bhatnagar and the like.
Sir. C.V. Raman, Professor of Physics and the Director
of the Raman Research Institute, Bangalore, on the occasion
of the opening ceremony of the Central Electro Chemical
Research Institute, greeted Dr. Chettiar thus; 'I wish to
pay my personal homage to the greatness of my friend,
Alagappa Chettiar. Many people have great qualities, but
there is one great quality, which is very uncommon among
men, that is the quality of being a good man. That trans
parent quality of goodness has watered many a seed of

learning'.
Another Scientist for whom Dr. Chettiar had a
great regard was Sir. M. Visveswarayya. After India
attained Independence, the All India Manufacturers
was
New
Association
Conference
organized at
Delhi. As Sir. M. Visveswarayya, who was to pre
side over the conference was not well, he requested
Dr. Chettiar, whom he considered best fitted to take his
place and address the industrialists. Dr. Chettiar presided
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over the conference in which the then President of India
Dr. Rajendra Prasad was also present. In his address,

Dr. Chettiar elaborated the importance of technical educa
tion for the younger generation as a technique to make India
equal to other industrially developed nations. His focus in
the conference speech was on education for the develop
ment of industries and thereby the economy of our nation.
Dr. Chettiar invited Sir. M. Visveshwarayya to Karaikudi
to lay the foundation stone for the Hobby Centre attached
to Engineering College and Polytechnic in October 1955.
Sir. M. Visveshwaraya who was in his nineties, cherished
Dr. Chettiar asThe Illustrious Son of India for his good work.
Other great men of Science whom Dr. Chettiar held in
high esteem were Dr. S.S. Bhatnagar, Dr. K.S. Krishnan and
Dr. J.C. Ghosh. With their guidance and ideas the CECRI pro
ject was materialised. When Bhatnagar passed away in 1955,
Alagappa Chettiar mourned his loss saying that he had lost

his greatest guide and support.

WITH STATE LEADERS
In 1948, the then Premier of the State Thiru. O.P. Ramaswamy
Reddiar, declaring open the new building of the Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar College and complimented Alagappa Chettiar for
following the noble traditions of the Chettiar community and
for his munificence towards the cause of higher education.
Alagappa Chettiar, the Minister said, had set a high standard
of 'service before himself' by earmarking all his life's savings
for the advancement of humanity in general; he appealed to
other rich men in the country to follow Dr. Chettiar's exam
ple. He also expressed hope that Alagappa College, in the
heart of Chettinad, would soon blossom into a full-fledged
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university for Pandyanad, which was famous for its educa
tional advancement even in the ancient times.
The Minister added that while people like Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar were concentrating their attention on higher education
by establishing colleges, others should strive to at least estab
lish a school in every village. It was only in this way, he felt,

that there could be all-round progress in the educational field.

WITH RAJAJI
Rajaji requires a special mention in this context. Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar had a special affinity for Tamil poetry and literature.
This forged a stronger bond between Dr. Chettiar and Thiru.
C. Rajagopalachari, affectionately called Rajaji, the then Chief
Minister of State of Madras. Chettiar was one of the most
ardent admirers of Rajaji.

Dr. Chettiar with C. Rajagopalachari (Rajaji)
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Dr. Chettiar was greatly inspired by the creative work
of Rajaji Athma Sinthanai. He wrote to the publisher for thou
sands of copies of the book, and distributed to the students,
at his expense.
The person with whom Alagappa Chettiar enjoyed
exchanging correspondence was Rajaji. The letters he received
from Rajaji seemed to have provided him much solace.
V. Rangan recalls that the relationship between the two was
almost like that of a father and son. 'When you peruse the
letters exchanged between the nonagenarian scholar-statesman-administrator and our founder, you would feel the

parental interest that Rajaji had shown in the welfare and pro
gress of Chettiar's health and activities. Whenever Chettiar
was physically ill and mentally depressed, Rajaji's words
invoking God's blessings gave him the solace and comfort
that he fondly longed for. Rajaji, as usual, was very brief in
his letters and, as was his wont, he compressed into his short
letters all the feelings of goodwill and affection that a wellwisher could show towards his ward and so it will not be out
of place if whole letters of that great modern sage of India are

reproduced'.
Personally, Dr. Chettiar and Rajaji shared their happi
ness and distress. Once Rajaji consoled; 'Do not be dejected
by what the doctors say in their wisdom. There is an all-pervading power that wills its own will, and no marvel can beat
the marvels of that will. Pray for the misguided and unhappy
people around us and He will take care of you. God bless

you'. Powerful words indeed!
In another letter Rajaji wrote: 'It was a great trial for me to
see you in such pain, to see a person of so much sensibility put
on the rack and to see you break down into tears as I moved
to go away. Of what use was my visit? I could not give you

any comfort, myself overwhelmed with pain looking at you
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C. Rajagopalachari

60, Bazlullah Road,
Thiagarayanagar
Madras -17.

My dear Alagappa Chettiar,
God bless you. Last evening S.Y. Krishnaswami and I were
talking about you for a long time and I said to myself I shall
pray for you that your pain may be relieved once again as so
often before. My prayers are feeble in potency but God is great
and he knows you and how good you are and how deserving of

His Grace.
Yours sincerely,
Sd... C. Rajagopalachari

and helpless to relieve even a little. How I wish I had some
little power to mitigate your pain! I never felt so worthless. If
I had been a better fellow it might have been otherwise. God
bless you. He alone can give you the strength to bear His hard
blows. May be it is He that suffers in your body and I am not
able to see it. Again, God bless you, who are tried like gold in
the fire'.
When Rajaji happened to see the bulletin about
Dr. Chettiar's health that appeared in The Hindu, he wrote; 'I
attach no importance to the bulletin. But it is a sign to me that
prayers have been heard. God bless you. Do not be dejected
by any whispered medical prognostication. You will belie
such learned fears'.

Dr. Chettiar's letters to Rajaji were explicit and an out
pouring of his state of mind. To cite one; 'Every time I receive
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a letter from you it opens out new avenues of thought and
brings forth courage born of faith. Your letter mitigated my

pain. The sincerity and warmth of your letter is a real assuage
ment to me mentally and even physically. I read your letter as
a part of the treatment for my illness'.

WITH KAMARAJ NADAR
Dr. Chettiar was much impressed by the simplicity and the
policies of the great leader Karma Veerar Kamarajar. He cher

ished his principles on industrial and educational develop
ment in the State. In the year 1955, Thiru. Kamarajar, then the
Chief Minister of Madras, inaugurated the G. Kuppusamy
Naidu Hostel at the behest of Dr. Chettiar. He also visited the
workshops of the Engineering College and met the students of
the Montessori school. Both men were geniuses in their own
way, and they admired each other's ideals. When Dr. Chettiar
was bed-ridden, the leader paid him frequent visits to enquire
about his health.

Dr. Chettiar with the then Chief Minister Thiru. K. Kamaraj
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WITH SRI PRAKASA
Dr. Chettiar was also on quite intimate terms with Shri. Sri
Prakasa, the then Governor of State of Madras. They both
had great regard for each other. On 23rd November 1955,
Dr. Chettiar wrote to Sri Prakasa; 'The sympathy with which
you have always viewed me and understand my problems has
given me a new appreciation of the nobility of the human soul.
My only prayer is that I should live up to your high expecta
tion in the years that are still left to me. When you referred in
the course of your speech at Karaikudi, to my handicaps (you
could easily have added physical and otherwise) I had tears in
my eyes, because there are very few in this world who project
their selves into the misfortunes of another. The very realiza
tion of such sympathy has given me great encouragement to

pursue my ideals...'
Once, Sri Prakasa wrote his heart out to Dr. Chettiar thus;
'You are indeed a person very much out of the ordinary, who

despite all difficulties, persists in his aspirations and ideals,

Dr. Chettiar with the then Govermor of Madras Sri Prakasa
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and implements them himself without asking for any assis
tance from anyone else. That is indeed wonderful; and I wish
there were more persons like you in this unhappy world
where everybody criticizes and gives good advice to others,
but who scarcely does anything himself.
He also wrote, 'I should be the most happy to be of any
service to you; and if there should be anything within my
power, you have only to tell it to me, I am entirely at your
disposal'.

Dr. Chettiar used to address the Governoras Sir in his let
ters in spite of their intimacy. The latter had asked;'Why should
you continue to address me SIR ? I am sure my name is good enough'.

This shows the affection and regard he had for Dr. Chettiar

and the affable relationship that existed between the two.

WITH DEWANS AND VICE-CHANCELLORS
Dr. Chettiar's friendship with Sir. R.K. Shanmukham
Chetti, the Dewan of the Princely State of Cochin and Shri.
C.P. Ramaswamy Aiyar, the Dewan of the Princely State
of Travancore led him into industry. He had established
Alagappa Textiles at Cochin for the friendship with Sir.
R.K.S. and Ashoka Textiles at Travancore for the friendship
with Sir. C.P.R. The vital role played by Sir. R.K.S in help
ing Dr. Chettiar make huge profits, thereby enabling to pro
vide education, had been acknowledged whole-heartedly by
Dr. Chettiar on many occasions. Sir. C.P. Ramaswamy Aiyar
had been a constant patron of Dr. Chettiar. Once he visited
Dr. Chettiar at his bedside and said; 'Hundreds of people at all
levels have taken the misfortune and ill-health of Dr. Chettiar
as their own personal calamity because of the great good that
he had the courage and heart to do in the years gone by'. This
moved Dr. Chettiar to tears.
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Dr. Chettiar with Dr. A. Lakshmanasami Mudaliar,
then VC of Madras University

Dr. Chettiar appreciated Sir. R.K.S saying; 'R.K.

Shanmukham Chetti, though he is an industrialist, differs fun
damentally from many of the great industrialists of this country.
He is not a narrow-minded industrialist who wishes to carve out

for himself a small industrial empire, unmindful of the interest
of the thousands of workers in the industry and unmindful of
the effect the industry produces upon the common man. His
character and his attitude to life have always been such that he
is interested in the happiness of the common man'.

When Sir. R.K.S. passed away in 1954, Dr. Chettiar
established the Shanmukham General Library in his mem
ory. Such was the high level of respect and admiration
Dr. Chettiar had for the memory of his philosopher and
guide. He is one of the two persons to whom Dr. Chettiar
felt indebted, the other being Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami
Mudaliar, his mentor. They both stressed the need for
higher education in India and motivated Dr. Chettiar to
take up educational ventures.
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The immense good brought about by the friend
ship between Dr. Chettiar and his mentor - the for
mer Vice-Chancellor of the University of Madras,
Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar cannot be exaggerated. It
was the one of those friendships that altered the course of his
tory by being not only symbiotic but beneficial to society at
large. It was their common goodwill towards society, which
brought them together and its best interests lying at the very
heart of their friendship that kept them going. Dr. Chettiar
had great love and respect for Dr. A.L. Mudaliar and cher
ished their friendship till the end of his days. He himself had
acknowledged his gratitude to Dr. Mudaliar on many occa
sions for his indispensable help in conceiving and establish
ing many educational units. He gave him credit with these

words, 'You Sir, assisted me in the birth of these Institutions'.
Dr. A.L. Mudaliar had once beautifully described
Dr. Chettiar's contribution to the growth of education at
the University of Madras in July 1954 thus; 'Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar stands high among the greatest benefactors of India
and his name will go down to posterity as one who has
placed India in general and South India in particular under
a deep debt of gratitude by his munificent endowments to

education. I may add that his example has been an inspira
tion for many others to follow in his footsteps in whatever
limited manner they can. He has placed the University of
Madras under deep obligation by all that he has done for all

grades of education'.
On 27th January 1957, the Government of India awarded
Padma Bhushan to Dr. Alagappa Chettiar, one of the high
est credentials of India, for his services to the nation. A day
after Dr. Chettiar received the Padma Bhushan, he wrote to
Dr. Mudaliar: 'To many it might appear the Award I got yes
terday is earned by me and given by the President. But only to
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a small selected band of informed people and particularly to
my humble self alone is known the great and simple fact that
you, Sir, in effect have been the root cause for my getting the
Award. But for the educational institutions and association
with you, I would have been just a businessman perhaps an
indiscreet and unsteady one at that. But you have made me
what I am and you must permit me, Sir, to tender you my
humble greetings from my sick bed for the metamorphosis
you have made of my life in the last ten years'. A wondrous
testimony to Dr. Chettiar's humility and loyalty.
Till his Vice-Chancellorship, Dr. Mudaliar showed the
same goodwill and patronage towards the Alagappa campus
even after Dr. Chettiar's period. Most laudable indeed!
As old wood is best to burn, old horse to ride, old books to read
and old wine to drink, so are old friends always most trusty to use

- Leonard Wright.

WITH ROYALS
During the glory days of his business in the TravancoreCochin States, Dr. Chettiar was closely associated with the
King of Cochin, Raja Ravivarma and Queen Parukutty. He
also got the opportunity to associate with His Highness Sri
Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Bahadur, the Maharaja of Mysore.
The king made his royal presence for the marriage of
Dr. Chettiar's daughter in 1943. He also graciously consented
to be present for the inauguration of the Alagappa College of
Physical Education at Karaikudi in August 1956, where Mrs.
Umayal Ramanathan presided over the occasion on behalf of
her bedridden father.

Regarding this, on 17th August, Dr. Chettiar wrote to C.P.
Ramaswami Aiyar, 'At long last, it has been decided, with the
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consent of my doctors, to carry me by a stretcher in the train
on the 24th night to Karaikudi so that I will be present on the
day just to pay my respects when His Highness arrives on the
26th'. But as it turned out, his doctors vetoed the trip, much to
his disappointment.
In July 1956, for the inauguration of the Alagappanagar
Polytechnic at Cochin, the adviser to the Rajpramukh Thiru.
P.S. Rau was the chief guest. Thus, in all his business and edu
cational ventures at Travancore-Cochin State, Dr. Chettiar
got associated with the Maharaja of Mysore, who took active
interest and involved himself in one way or the other.
Dr. Chettiar also had a close relationship with the
Maharaja of Bhavnagar, the then Governor of Madras in
1949. As a mark of respect for their affectionate friendship,
Dr. Chettiar constructed a stadium in the college campus
and named it after the Maharaja as 'Bhavnagar Stadium'. He
always had a special place in his heart for the Maharaja of
Bhavnagar.

Dr. Chettiar with Maharaja of Bhavnagar
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Party at Srinivas

In 1951, during his visit to the United Kingdom to
attend the Festival of Britain, Dr. Chettiar was invited as the
guest of honour at the dinner hosted by Queen Elizabeth
at Buckingham Palace.
His favourite nephew
Shri. Rm. Nachiappan
(son of Dr. Chettiar's
elder brother) who had
dropped him at the palace
recalled this in his article:
In 1951, my uncle invited
me to accompany him to
London for the Festival of
Britain and spend three
months with him there. He
was invited for a dinner
hosted by Queen Elizabeth
and I bought a new shirt
for him. I helped him to
dress and dropped him at

Dr. Chettiar's hospitality
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Dinner hosted for the guests at his residence
Buckingham Palace. When he came back, he wondered why
his shirt had felt so uncomfortable. Examining the shirt, I
found that we have forgotten to remove the cardboard kept
round the collar for stiffness. We laughed over the fact that
he had had the dinner at the Palace wearing a cardboard
stiffener.
Dr. Chettiar had a wide circle of friends, which
included great personalities like Vice-Chancellors Prof.
Rathinasamy, Prof. Ramanujam, Shri. Govindarajulu Naidu,
Dr. Ramaswamy Mudaliar, Shri. T. M. Narayanasamy Pillai;
Scientists like Dr. M.S. Thakur and Dr. G.D. Naidu; high offi

cials of the education department like Shri. C. D. Deshmukh,
Shri. D. S. Reddy and Shri. Sundaravadivelu; High Court
Judges like Justice Rajamannar, Justice Ramaswamy Goundar,
Justice Basheer Ahamed Syed, Justice Varadhachari, Justice
Padanjali Shasthri, and other renowned political leaders and
government officials who had also made their august pres
ence during celebrations in the campus for the respect they
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had for Dr. Chettiar and inspired the students with their
encouraging addresses on these occasions.

Though Dr. Chettiar was an ever-on-the-go business
man, he enjoyed the company of guests and his entire satisfac
tion rested in extending them kind hospitality. He vested the
responsibility of hosting a warm reception to guests to none
other than himself. He personally attended to his visitors and

guests irrespective of their social stature. One of his notewor
thy customs needs a special mention in this context. He was
very particular to greet everyone who called at his house and
would escort the visitors to their cars or to the gate when they
were leaving. He was second to none in extending the highest

order of hospitality!
Thus, starting from the father of the nation, the Prime
Minister, the President, Vice-President, Chief Ministers,
Governors, University Vice-Chancellors, Scientists, Dewans,
Zamindars, Maharajas and the Queen of England to common
men, Dr. Chettiar enjoyed a celebrated popularity among
all. To put it in a nut shell, Dr. Chettiar was comfortable
and friendly with everyone by virtue of his courtesy and
compassion.

With Family....
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru played his role as an ideal father in
moulding his daughter Indira Priyadharshini and Alagappa
Chettiar dreamt of following this with respect to his own

daughter. He was her inspiration and her mentor.
Besides providing her formal education, he also trained
her on how to handle finances. The monthly accounts of serv
ants' salaries, household expenses and the like were to be
maintained by her and later reviewed for any calculation mis
take by him. Thus, he imparted the practical knowledge rather
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than by-heart the theoretical instruction of the printed world.
He signed the autograph of his beloved daughter when he
happened to see the book in her hand with a collection of sig
natures. He wrote the timeless words of John Keats 'A thing of
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beauty is a joy forever' and signed the autograph, which she
preserves preciously. The pouring love for his only daughter
is evident from her wedding celebrations. He wanted nothing

less than the best for her.
How kind and understanding he could be with children
may be appreciated from this story that his granddaughter
Unnamalai Achi, relates. 'I was ten years old and studying,
in the fifth standard when he had to go to London for an eye
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Letter to his daughter Tmt. Umayal Achi
operation. He said that he would take me with him to London

provided I get permission from my father. ...He persuaded
my Father and Grandmother to let me go with him to London
for about twenty days, promising to bring me back safely.
He told the school that 'travel is an education', when asking
for leave. He took me not only to London but also to Ireland,
Switzerland and Italy.
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Dr. Chettiar with his grand children

'He used to talk to me very freely and if I did not respond
he would ask, "Why are you not talking? You can talk to me
freely, like a friend..." At the time I did not know how to plait
my hair neatly. He would make me sit in front of him and
braid a neat plait for me. When he was busy with his work, I
used to plait my hair in a haphazard manner. On seeing the
plait, he would re-plait my hair'.

To take a young child on an international visit, with all
the hassles involved, is certainly one of the intriguing aspects
of Alagappa Chettiar. But in children he found great comfort
all his life, the relaxation he needed from the travails of busi
ness or brushes with intellectualizing...'
Valli Muthiah, granddaughter of K.V.AL.M. Ramanathan
Chettiar, remembers, 'When Alagappa Aiyah returned from
London, I was angry with him and asked him why he had
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not taken me along with Unnamalai. Aiyah looked at me for
a moment, understanding the liberty I took with him, even
though I was not his own granddaughter, he replied in a more
pacifying voice - I will take you next time and we will go leaving
Unnamalai here, OK. He had used the apt words to console me.
As a young girl I was happy with that answer and promise.
How kind and understanding he could be is quite evident

from these words. I still cherish those moments I spent play
ing with him on his lap'.
I remember this incident very well. I was about
7 years old when my sister Unnamalai was packing her bags
feverishly getting ready to go on an overseas trip with my
grandfather. I cried and told my grandfather that I wanted to
go too. He consoled me with a promise that he will take me
the next time and for this time he would get me whatever I
wanted. Spontaneously as a 7-year old I said, I wanted a red
sports car. He promised me that he will get me one. On that
trip he took my sister to London, Paris and Geneva intermin
gled with sightseeing and non-stop education. On his return,
he called me to his bungalow, which is about half a mile from
our residence to receive my present. A brand new red sports
convertible - an Austin Healey of England. It was complete
with all fittings - trunk, hood, lights, horn, air inflated tyres
and pedals, especially designed for children. I was thrilled.
He had me drive it around his house and arranged for me to
drive the car to my residence which was about a mile away
escorted by two policemen one at the front, one at the back
and two servants on either side. It felt wonderful. He knew
how to make children happy. That was the way he displayed

his passion and love for children.
He wanted me to study in his school in Madras, which
he built at the back of his residence. My parents, on the other
hand, wanted to send me to a public school, Lawrence School
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in Lovedale, Ooty. He was upset with that decision, but his love

for me knew no bounds. He told my mother to send extra bis
cuit tins and snacks, so that I could share them with my friends.
He used to write postcards insisting me to focus on studies.
When I was about 8 years, my grandfather took me to the
Secretariat as he had an appointment with the Chief Minister.
He had the car parked towards the gate with a view of the main
road. He told me to sit in the car and he assigned me a work
to do while he was gone to keep me busy. He told me to note
down the license plate of all the cars that passed from East to
West. When he returned an hour later I had noted more than
300 numbers. He then taught me simple arithmetic. If 300 cars
passed the gate in one hour, how many cars would pass the
Secretariat in a day, in a week, in a month...For him a child
had to be pre-occupied with constructive matters. Through this
simple task he imbedded in me focus, concentration and in the
process gave me a different appreciation for math. His under
standing of child psychology and tackling them was vivid.
The last recollection of my grandfather was, while visit
ing him at home before I left for school, he was howling in pain
as doctors injected him with massive doses of chemo-therapeutics. It was when I was having dinner at school in Ooty
that a teacher opened the evening newspaper The Mail with
a photo of my grandfather with headlines 'Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar passes away', I had to deal with the reality that he
was no more. I did not realize then, the magnanimity of this
person, the contributions that he made to society, the passion
in which he involved himself in every project he undertook,
his eloquence, his greatness. As this book is being written I

have come to appreciate a man well ahead of his times.'
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Chettiar was an intriguing personality. One
description that almost everyone who knew him agrees with
is that he was a driven man. He could be kind, gentle and under
standing with people, but if he wanted to accomplish some
thing, it did not matter what anyone else thought, he'd pursue
it with a singular determination. Ambitious ideas..... Quick plan
ning.....Immediate execution...... became his mantra, especially
after he had ventured into educational projects during his last
decade. He did all his work as scheduled in quick succession.
It must have been sheer agony in his last years when,
apart from the physical pain, he had to depend on others to
push through the projects he had promised Karaikudi. When
he was younger, he would push himself to the limits, always
on the go, to complete - or at least make some progress with one mission after another. His secretary Manian described
his way of working pithily: 'He had to keep busy all the time
and do whatever he had to do as speedily as possible. He will
have breakfast in Bangalore, reach Madras in the afternoon
and be in Bombay for dinner. The next day, he'd be in Delhi
for lunch'.
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Dr. Chettiar with his friends

Recalling a function at the Teachers' Training College,
Manian matter-of-factly narrated, 'The function was over at
8.15 p.m. He had to catch a train at Trichy at 9 p.m. to be in
Coimbatore the next morning. He certainly couldn't get to
Trichy in 45 minutes. But that didn't stop him; he called for
his car and asked the driver to race the train to Karur. It was a
hair-raising drive, but he did make it to Karur before the train
and caught it at that whistle-stop'. 'He would travel by train
only if there was no flight or could not get a flight ticket. He would
write only if he could not meet the person at any cost. And if he was
'grounded', be it at home, hotel, mill or college, he could not be with
out a telephone for even a minute. All his calls would be 'lightning'
calls, not even urgent ones and phone bills used to be Rs.20-25,000
a month - and that was at the rates prevalent in those days! He just

could not remain idle for even a moment'.

S.Y. Krishnaswami of the Indian Civil Service, a friend
from college days at Presidency, described his drive more
vividly when he delivered the Memorial Lecture at Alagappa
College with a tribute to Alagappa Chettiar's capacity for work
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and his energy, which he described as truly immense, he went

on to relate:

He turned up at my house one night at about ten. I was
then on leave. He asked me if I would come to Karaikudi.
"When?" I asked him. "Now", he replied. I was anxious to
rise to the occasion, so I agreed. We got into his Cadillac and
started on a nocturnal lightning-streak along the Grand Trunk
Road. The Cadillac was too slow for him. As usual, the car
was stocked with a sumptuous and miscellaneous assortment

of eatables, crisp savouries, melting sweets, mixed rice, vege
table chips, a basket of fruits and, above all, a bottle of Parry's
peppermints whose taste he liked and which he always kept
as a sort of in-between alimentary pastime. We talked and ate
our way through the livelong night. We reached Kottaiyur
in the early hours of the morning, he more alive and myself
more dead. I lay down like a log of wood and went to sleep.
It was about seven in the morning when I woke up from a
thoroughly insufficient and unsatisfying slumber, feeling like
the early bird the worm had escaped from. The servant said
that Chettiar had got up early, finished his bath, and had gone
to the College some time before. I was not to wait for break
fast, but should have it by myself. At about twelve noon, I
received a message that Chettiar was lunching at the College
hostel and I was not to wait for lunch. At four in the evening
I received a message that I was not to wait for tea, Chettiar
was having tea in the College. He rushed in at about seven
in the evening. I had been relaxing the whole day, and I have
no doubt that he had been sweating the whole day. He had a
bath and sat in a chair for a few minutes. Then he said, "We
should go to Trichur". "When?" I asked him. "Now", he said

and rushed me into the dining room for a hasty dinner.
Before I could say "knife", we were speeding along the
road to Palani and Pollachi. At Palani he thought we should
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Dr. Chettiar with his friend R.K. Shanmukam Chetti

have something hot to eat. So we woke up a roadside stall
owner and asked him to prepare dosais. Chettiar gave him ten

rupees, to his astonishment. "He is the kind of friend in need
to whom the kings gave grants of villages in the olden days",
he said to me, in needless explanation of his generosity.
We reached Trichur in the early hours of the morning.
When I woke up, the bilious sun of the west Coast had long
commenced to manufacture that peculiar moist heat which
was highly conducive to a nodding laziness. The servant told
me that Chettiar had got up early, bathed, and had gone off
to Alwaye by car, I was not to wait for lunch. I followed this
sound advice, and went through a version of the Kerala oil
bath and was just drifting into an eye-burning sleepiness,
when the telephone rang. It was from Chettiar. We were leav
ing for Madras by the Cochin Express. He had purchased the
tickets and I was to join him at Trichur. The next morning
we were back in Madras, and a more tired man than myself

you could not find within the Corporation limits. Chettiar had
told me that he may be going to Bombay. As for myself, I was
too tired to go even to the beach.
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At each of the places he called at on such flying visits,
he would drive others as he drove himself to bring projects
to fruition. The words cannot and impossible were not in his
dictionary, recalls Manian. Every challenge must be overcome,
Chettiar would tell his staff repeatedly. If he wrote a letter
to the Government or Madras University, he would badger
both his staff and those to whom he had written, till he got a
reply. And if it wasn't a satisfactory response, he would keep
at those he wrote to till he got the answer he wanted.
It is said that to keep pace with him was difficult. He would
talk rapidly and would pause just for a moment to continue
with 'Do you follow me?' Once he had said to his Secretary
who lacked shorthand skill, 'Even shorthand is not sufficient
for me; I want a shorter hand; but how can you keep pace with
me with your long hand?' Prof. S. Kulandainathan, remem
bered the numerous occasions when a member of his staff
replied to the question 'What was the reply?' with 'We hav
en't received a reply' and Chettiar's reaction would be, 'Am I
employing you to tell me that no reply has been received? Get
us a reply immediately'. Manian recalls Chettiar's nature, "He
used to get angry, particularly if a job was delayed or was not
carried out to perfection. But later he would have forgiven the
person and would tell him, 'Don't take it to heart; it was only
in the interest of our organisation'. And if a job was well done,

he'd be the first man to acknowledge it."
Kasi Chettiar, who worked with him, recalled that the
moment he completed a job Chettiar had given, his appreci
ation would be lavish, even if it was only a small task, but
he'd also immediately give him another job; 'he couldn't bear
to see us idle'. Letters I got from him, Kasi Chettiar recalled,
always began with, 'My dear Kavanna.'
A friend in Srivilliputtur, A.S. Srinivasachari, recalling
Chettiar suddenly dropping in on him one day, wrote, 'I
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was sitting in my house around 5 p.m. one day when a big
car arrived. The scientist Dr. S. Krishnan of New Delhi and
Alagappa Chettiar got down. They were spending the night
with me, Chettiar announced.

Alagappa Chettiar normally had only bread, biscuits,
fruit and milk for dinner, which he said he'd have in his room.
Krishnan felt bad that he had to dine alone. Alagappa Chettiar
on hearing about this agreed to join Krishnan for dinner.
An airy bedroom had been arranged for Chettiar on the
first floor, but he refused to take the room on learning that
Krishnan would be sleeping on a camp cot, made of ropes and
tapes, on the verandah. Alagappa Chettiar refused to accept
special treatment and succeeded in his attempt to get a similar
cot for him also and slept on the verandah with Krishnan.
Alagappa Chettiar would sleep no more than 4 or 5 hours
a night. He would be up by four in the morning and be ready
for work by 5 o'clock. He expected others to be as driven
when it came to work.
He always felt that you should eat when you feel hun
gry, and not be tied down to timings, older family members
recall. And eat whatever will take care of those hunger pangs,
is what he believed in. This seems to have been a forerunner
to his later philosophy of when hungry, eat; when tired, sleep.
His meticulousness, his sense of perfectionism extended
to even small, mundane activities. Manian remembers him
explaining to his staff how a postage stamp should be affixed
on an envelope, ensuring 90-degree angles and equal spaces!
He did not like envelopes received in the mail being roughly
torn open; he'd demonstrate how an envelope should be
opened with a letter-opener or a pair of scissors. And over
and over again he would emphasise that letters should be

replied to immediately and with politeness.
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Indeed, Alagappa Chettiar was steadfast in his faith
in human nature. As A.N. Tampi once wrote: 'Unpleasant
reminders that gratitude is a rare virtue in this imperfect
world did not discourage him from being generous. He never
lost faith in human nature even though he was often betrayed
- sometimes with very serious consequences for himself by
those whom he trusted. Nevertheless, he continued to help
and trust. Nor did he take to heart criticism from those whom
he helped or those who betrayed him. He knew that those
who received help from him criticized him because there was
no end to their expectations. As for the betrayers and cheats,
he would say that one could not be betrayed or cheated except
by one who was trusted: and how could anything get done
without putting trust and confidence in others? Even when
his men left him, he neither had ill feeling nor grumbled. And
if there were functions in his ex-employees' house, he would
attend with a handsome present and would stay for lunch. He
gave respect to friendliness, as he treated it next to godliness.
Trusting and helping came naturally to him.

GREENING THE CAMPUS
Besides the many things he was engaged in on the campus, he
wanted for it to go green too. How much he wanted to make
it a green campus may be seen in these words he wrote to
Rafi Ahmed Kidwai, then Minister for Food and Agriculture,
Government of India:
'I have often been dreaming of inviting you to our campus
and through your effort and guidance convert the arid tracts
into cultivable land. You will be interested to learn that there
is no difficulty of water supply and as Dr. Lakshmanaswami
Mudaliar said the other day on the occasion of the opening of
the Electro-Chemical Research Institute, our campus is now
floating on a veritable lake. You might kindly remember your
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kind personal assurance to me that you will instruct one of
your officers to come round to Karaikudi and give me the
necessary assistance in the matter of cultivation of the land.
But no officer has so far come round. I shall be grateful if you
could kindly remember our efforts in your kind thoughts and
give us such assistance as and when possible'.
As mentioned earlier, he had raised a beautiful garden
at Krishna Vilas. For the annual city horticultural competi
tion he donated a trophy in his name. As he was a frequent
prize winner, the trophy came to him and so he decided not to
compete. He also created Jawahar Park adjacent to Bhavnagar
stadium in the Alagappa College campus. He wished that he
should rest there!

HUMOUROUS AND EXTEMPORE
Language, as well as the faculty of speech,
was the immediate gift of God

- N. Webster

'Right from his teenage years, Dr. Chettiar spoke extempore.
His speech was clear, superb and interspersed with sparkling
wit and wisdom. He was a gifted conversationalist with a bril
liant sense of humour. It was a thrill to listen to his witty and
cordial talks studded with jokes and anecdotes', his associates
remembered.

A.M.M. Arunachalam, the industrialist, stated 'the great
enthusiasm he brought to every conversation with friends
was brought to the addresses he made on public platforms'.
He regaled audience with his humour, anecdotes, known
facts, quotations and interesting statistics. And, many who
knew him say, he could talk for hours on end about, as
S.A.P. Annamalai Chettiar of Tamil journal Kumudam, put it,
anything, anywhere, at any length!
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Once, in a letter to his personal pilot Captain V. Sundaram,
Dr. Chettiar had written, 'You take off from trouble and land
in happiness, ever and forever'. This is but an instance of
his innate mastery over language and his ability to not only
wholly convey the spirit of his letter or speech but also cap
ture it in the most charming turn of phrase.
Then there was the time when Alagappa Chettiar was
in Delhi on a visit. Manian sent him a telegram saying that
they had received a refund of Rs. 70,000 from the Income Tax
Department. The telegram reached Chettiar at midnight and
he had to be woken to receive it. He immediately replied,
'You woke me up from my sleep in a most happy way. Please
do this many more times'.

As a matter of fact, though he suffered a lot personally, he
was a good companion for others creating a pleasant friendly
atmosphere. No one could ever forget the most enjoyable
hours spent in his company. This little incident may be cited
as an instance of his wit and spontaneity - once, Mr. D.C.
Kothari, an industrialist of Madras rang him up. He said, 'I am
D.C. here'. Immediately Dr. Chettiar replied: 'I am A.C. Here'.
Another amusing anecdote goes thus - while inquiring a small
conflict between two of his office staff, one of the concerned
had stated, 'Sir, you may please call him so that I can tell to his
face as to what exactly happened', Dr. Chettiar remarked in a
jest, 'You will tell to his face and he will also tell to your face,
but the face which faces the world is mine. Such a presence of

mind and sense of humour accompanied his speeches.
He used to relate these two jokes about Scotsmen: Half a
dozen men who were friends met and decided to go out on a
picnic. It was agreed that each should bring something to the
picnic. Five of them brought cakes, fruits and other delicacies.
The sixth man who was a Scotsman came empty handed with
a smile saying, 'I have brought my younger brother'.
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A gentleman died and his body was to be cremated. After
the coffin was lowered into the grave, everyone present there
dropped a coin or two on it. When his turn came, the last of
them who was a Scotsman walked up to the grave and picked
up all the coins, counted them and announced that there was
£5. Saying that as he was a very close friend of the deceased
his contribution should be the highest, he wrote out a cheque
for £15, placed it on the coffin, thrust the coins into his pocket
and walked away coolly. He knew that the dead man would
never encash the cheque.
About the business acumen of Nattukottai Chettiars, he
used to relate this anecdote: A person who was in need of
money approached a Chettiar for a loan. The Chettiar agreed
to lend the amount required but then arose difficulty in fixing
the rate of interest. The Chettiar wanted 12%, the borrower
agreed to only 6%, but later raised it to 9%. Ultimately the
Chettiar pleaded with the borrower to agree to 11 % if not 12%,
justifying his pleas by narrating this story: 'My father used to
lend money for 9% interest and not for anything less. He is
in heaven watching all my transactions. If I take from you a
promissory note with the rate of interest noted as 9%, when
he looks down on earth he may misconstrue 9 as 6 and start
cursing me for breaking his tradition. If you make it 11, then
there will be no room for such a misunderstanding as from
whichever angle he looks, 11 will be 11. At the same time, my
father will be happy that I have improved his rate by 2%'.
Dr. Chettiar's daughter Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan
remembers her father's humour: once Dr. Chettiar visited
her residence with a few friends. She went to the kitchen
to bring fruits and opened a steel almirah (cup-board with
lock) to take out a silver plate. On hearing the almirah open
ing sound, Dr. Chettiar commented: 'What Umayal, do you
have the habit of locking fruits in almirah?' Everyone had
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just enjoyed the jest and laughed heartily at this well-timed
witticism. She went on to add that the letters from her father
had special attraction in a different fashion and she preserves
them preciously.

PASSION FOR MUSIC
Sports, music and books were close to Dr. Chettiar's heart.
Sports and games were his passion; music and books were
his companions; he had a special interest in Carnatic Music.
He was a patron of Tamil Isai as well and played a significant
role in the first Tamil Isai Conference held in Chidambaram
in August 1940. He was also associated with the sadas of the

Music Academy a few years later.
Alagappa Chettiar inaugurated the 18th annual con

ference of the Madras Music Academy, Chennai in the year
1944. He was the chief guest for the conference. 'Among the
institutions and objects that have shared your munificence
may be mentioned the Universities of Madras, Annamalai
and Travancore, War Charities, Relief organisations, Cochin
colleges. If only the more prosperous part of our community
should emulate your shining example and hold their acquisi
tions in trust for the common good, the world would scarcely
be vexed by those social and political disorders which have
their roots in mutual fear, jealousy and distrust between the

few and the many', were the words with which he was wel
comed at the Academy.

Justice Basheer Ahamed Sayeed, while addressing the
conference, recognized Dr. Chettiar's contribution, and said
'Alagappa Chettiar was one of the few rich sons of India
who realized how to put money to right uses and was a good
example to all rich men'.
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Dr. Chettiar was the President of Sri Thyaga Brahmma
Mahotsava Sabha and presided over the annual Thiruvaiyaru
Thyagarajar Music Festival in the year 1956. Speaking on the
occasion, he said: 'The emergence of institutions run by, and
for the benefit of the common man has had one advantage
which cannot be questioned. It has led to a greater number
of people attending concerts and appreciating the art. It has
also given opportunities to the musicians to perform more fre
quently than before'.

His love for music, however, is best revealed in a letter
he wrote in 1956 to Lady Venkata Subba Rao, when he was
bedridden - 'gratitude to you and your Bhajan Ghosti for the
marvelous time I had by your kindness the other evening. It is
not a matter of intellect, but you will kindly appreciate when I
tell you that the Bhajans really did give me peace of mind and
Shanti in every sense of the word'. He added 'I shall be grate

ful if your Bhajan Ghosti could come over to my bungalow
once a week and give me peace and joy. This will be a greater
part of my therapy than the mere medical treatment which
might or might not be effective'.

For his part, in better times, he used to entertain VIP
guests with concerts organised in his house - showcasing his
colleges was something Alagappa Chettiar did year round.
Either he was inviting this VVIP or that, never failing to play
the gracious host in Kottaiyur during the visit, or he was
organising exhibitions, seminars or workshops that would
capture attention. In fact, the first time that President Rajendra
Prasad heard the doyen of music Dr. M.S. Subbulakshmi sing
was at a recital Dr. Chettiar had organized at a party hosted
in his house.
As already mentioned, Alagappa Chettiars's daughter's
wedding was an unforgettable one with 23 musical concerts.

Thus, was his passion for music.
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LOVE FOR TAMIL - HIS MOTHER TONGUE
Alagappa Chettiar had great admiration for the Tamil lan
guage. Discussions about Tamil literature in his home would
last for hours. He never allowed business calls to interrupt
these occasions. He had contributed for the growth of his
mother tongue through various means. As mentioned earlier,
he instituted a Tamil Chair at the Travancore University with
an endowment of Rs. 1 lakh and donated Rs. 5 lakhs to estab
lish Tamil Higher Studies in Malaysia, Rs. 25,000 to erect the
statue of Tamil Professor U.V. Swaminatha Iyer, Rs. 10,000 for
the production of a Tamil encyclopedia and Rs. 10,000 to hon
our the great Tamil scholar, T.P. Meenakshi Sundaram.
As 1954 dawned, a request from the then Chief Minister,
C. Rajagopalachari, was received by the College. He urged
the College to take up the work of compiling a Tamil Lexicon
of technical terms and forms of art. This was a tribute to the
Department of Tamil headed by Professor A. Muthusivan.
Accordingly, a committee comprising Muthusivan; A.
Srinivasaraghavan, Principal, V.O.C. College, Tuticorin;
A.S. Gnanasambandam, Assistant Professor of Tamil,
Pachaiyappa's College, Madras; S. Meenakshisundara
Mudaliar, Chairman, Municipal Council, Erode; and Sa.
Ganesan of Karaikudi was formed to produce the Lexicon. It
was to work under the direction of the authorities of Alagappa

College and the work came out well.
In a letter dated 25th April 1954, to Thiru. Avinashilingam
Chettiar, President of the Tamil Academy (Tamil Valarchi
Kazhagam), Alagappa Chettiar said, 'I had the pleasure of a
long talk with Mr. Periaswamy Thooran over the Encyclopedia.
Subsequently I sat down for nearly two or three hours trying
to go through a few pages of it, here and there. When reading
through the scientific article in Tamil, though well rendered,
I feel as one between two worlds, the one dead and the other
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powerless to be born. But I must envy the young men and
women who are so fashioning their education in Tamil from
the start. For the country as such, and for the greatness and
the growth of our culture, you and your associates are doing

a very noble effort'.
Dr. Chettiar actually wept on hearing of the death of
Muthusivan. He later arranged for Raya Chockalingam to
be appointed as Director of the Tamil Research Department.

Such was the great fascination he had for his mother tongue!
GODLINESS
That face always was marked with vibhuthi (sacred ash) or
kumkumam on its forehead, no matter in what part of the
world he was or whom he was meeting; he hated to spot a
blank forehead. He always dressed neatly but simply, always
in white, and he insisted all those around him and the students
in his schools should dress just as neatly. But he also insisted,
according to the headmistress of the M.Ct. School, that Hindu
students should always bear vibhuthi, kumkumam or sandal
wood paste on their foreheads. Indeed, a former teacher in the
school, says, He was a deeply religious person.
He firmly believed in a supreme power above - Providence
was what he called the entity of God most frequently - and
would repeatedly state that everything was in the hands of
Providence. Typical of this belief of his was what he stated
in a postcard he sent to his daughter from London. All it said
was God's will. She didn't know what it meant, but when he
returned a month later he explained that he had sent it after he
had heard that the flight he was to travel on - and from which
he had opted out at the last moment, as already related - had
crashed, killing all aboard. Indeed, God willing was a phrase
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that would find itself in almost all his letters, according to his
personal assistant.
In one letter, Chettiar had written, 'I am getting an
ever-increasing faith in Him who knows how to arrange
our affairs'. In another letter, to a young man whom he had
helped to pursue his studies in England, he said, 'I recite daily
the song Naal en seyyum? Vinai thaan en seyyum? (What will
the day bring? What will fate bring today?) from the Kandhar
Alangaram. It gives me great strength, as I begin to realise that
all is done by Him'. Before he signed a letter, he would always
put the Pillaiyar symbol at the top of the letter. And when he
was bedridden he would ask his secretary every day whether
he had put flowers on the pictures of the deities in the office
before beginning work, a practice Chettiar had been following
every day after his dawn bath. For one so sophisticated and
forward thinking, for one who had led a life in London in his
youth and who had ever been comfortable in the West in the
years that followed, for one who enjoyed the company of such
non-traditionalists like Jawaharlal Nehru, Alagappa Chettiar
never felt uncomfortable about being traditional and wearing
his religion on his forehead.
In all his speeches and letters, he would thank Providence
for enabling him to serve humanity. The more he suffered, the
stronger was his belief. He strongly felt that the will of God
must be obeyed and we should believe in the power of the
Omnipotent. He would never say I found . . . . instead he would
use the wordsGod willed me to find ..............
.
He would repeat
edly say in the hands of Providence; God's will. He never blamed
God for his sufferings, instead said, But what is to be done; Life
has to be faced. The moving finger writes and having writ moves
on. During his last visit to Karaikudi, he wished to go to the

Sivan Koil at Kottaiyur. He was taken round the temple in a
stretcher and he applied the holy Vibhuthi on his forehead.
The last prayer on his native soil in February 1957!
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Yet, despite his religiousness - which included carrying
a box of small religious icons and pooja articles as part of his
baggage wherever he travelled, so that he could do his daily
poojas - he was neither a regular temple-goer nor were his
handsome donations made like most Nagarathars to temples
of worship; his temples were the towers of education and his
donations mainly aimed at helping the less fortunate. It was
a generosity that on occasions benefited the more fortunate
as well.
Manian recalled, when Jupiter Airways was flying high,
Chettiar bought eight Standard cars for the Company and
they stood in a row in his house. When friends, an affluent
couple called on him, the lady admired the colour of one of
the cars. Take it, it's all yours,Chettiar immediately offered and
arranged for it to be sent to his guests' house.

He saw such gestures as only an extension of the cour
tesy and hospitality with which he greeted every visitor. He
may not have been a grassroots type; but he was comfort
able with everyone and overwhelmed all with his charm,
generosity and courtesy. He was very particular about greet
ing everyone who called at the house and insisted that we
should escort visitors to their cars or to the gate when they
were leaving.
Born with an unbound generosity, Suffering when others
suffered and exulting when others succeeded was his unique
kindliness. Dr. Chettiar had expressed this message in his
speech in British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) Tamizhosai
program. On 19th July 1955, the voice of Dr. Chettiar that was
aired fascinated the people of London. He stressed on the
significance of unity, appreciating the oneness of the people
and their tendency to help each other in distress. He practised

what he preached till his last breath!
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It is obvious that the God-fearing humanity in him made
him a human-par-excellence. Ailments did not deter him; but
drove him to the cherished destination. In fact, his passion for
promoting education was the driving force, steering his steely

nerve all through.
All these activities as well as his unforgettable contri
butions resulted not only in university honours being con
ferred on Alagappa Chettiar, but also in State honours being

bestowed on him.
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Foray into Journalism

S .A.P. Annamalai Chettiar, (SAP) was an erudite editor of
the Tamil magazine Kumudham. Alagappa Chettiar's wife Valli
Achi, was the younger sister of SAP's mother Lakshmi Achi.
It was Lakshmi Achi who brought up Alagappa Chettiar's
daughter at her Santhome residence in Madras, during the
initial years, after Valli Achi had died.

Alagappa Chettiar, was theGaurava Asiriyar'(Honorary
Editor) of the magazine. He never missed reading the journal
and often commented on some of its content when talking to
SAP. The recognition was a mark of the respect and regard
SAP had for Dr. Chettiar, who had been in and out of his house
in Madras from the time he was a child. Till SAP's tenure, the
journal continued to remember Alagappa Chettiar with an arti
cle about him published on his birthday in April every year.
SAP remembered, 'When we handed the first issue to
him, he turned to the editorial on the last page and his face
changed. He said, "This is not enough; please try to do still
better". That is all he said. We learned a valuable lesson that
day. Every man has his strengths and weaknesses. To spot
the weaknesses and remedy them is his duty. Praising his

strengths should be left to others'.
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SAP. Annamalai Chettiar (Right)

SAP recalled a tea party at Krishna Vilas in 1955 when
Alagappa Chettiar had just returned from England. He sud
denly spotted me, took me to a corner, mentioned the name
of a political V.I.P. and asked what I had written about him. I
felt taken aback by his question, since I had written a pungent
article about the politician. He was well-known to Alagappa
Chettiar and he was also associated with Chettiar in a public
endeavour. Alagappa Chettiar sensed my unease and, before
I could reply, he told me, 'You write what you feel is right in
your heart. I have no objection. I could not read the article

as I was abroad at the time. He wrote to me a long letter. I
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just wanted to know what the issue was and what happened;

nothing else.'
'A year or two later, my mother wanted to celebrate a
traditional Chettiar function for my son. I kept refusing her.
Then she asked Alagappa Chettiar to speak to me. When I
met him, he said, "You should do everything to satisfy your
mother. So I will tell her that you have agreed to the cele
bration". This shows how Dr. Chettiar had great respect for
mother sentiments.

SAP's regard for Alagappa Chettiar was demonstrated
again in 1961 when he invited articles on Chettiar from the
public and announced that the best would receive a gold ring
weighing one sovereign with the picture of Alagappa Chettiar

engraved upon it.
Alagappa Chettiar may have had only a reader's inter
est in Kumudam, but he held strong views on journalism and
expressed these at a journalists' conference in Thanjavur in
the 1950s. He said: 'I am not a journalist at all - though I hold
the position of Honorary Editor of a Tamil weekly, Kumudam.
But as an industrialist, as one in furtherance of education, and
as one profoundly concerned with the welfare and progress
of our country, I am vitally interested in the role, which you
play in promoting the country's progress and welfare. On the
sound functioning of the press depends the sound functioning
of democracy in this as in other lands. On the sound function
ing of the working journalists, from the reporter to the Editor,
depends the sound functioning of the press... It is absolutely
essential that you should be constantly and clearly aware of
your functions and responsibilities of your indispensable and
essential role in the sound operation of the democratic institu
tions at all levels in the country.
I respect the spirit of self-effacement and the very noble
devotion, which generations of working journalists have
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shown to the public interests. It is of utmost importance that
the journalist, right from the reporter to the Editor, should
keep up the high conduct of ethics... May it never be said
of this great profession that when the trial came, they were
found wanting in their duty to the good of the society... You
are members of a profession - (whose) guiding consideration

is not profit but the service of an ideal'.
Alagappa Chettiar's interest in journalism was just
another aspect of his love for language, literature and expres
sion. It was his love for the literature that from his early years
made him rebel against the Chettiar tradition of initiating
their sons in business and propelled him to seek a liberal edu
cation of the highest order.
Books were his constant companions on his travels. He
would finish a book overnight on a train and do the same on
many a flight; it should be remembered here that in those days,
Madras-Delhi flight would take around 8 hours. T.V.S. Martian,
the Manager of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar Educational Trust, mar
veled at the speed with which Alagappa Chettiar read, recalled
that every book Chettiar read would be heavily marked in pen
cil. 'He would mark paragraphs and sentences that he liked,
memorise them and use them whenever a suitable occasion
arose, in a speech he was giving or a letter he was writing. If a
book specially interested him, he would talk about it for days
on end with whoever was visiting him', narrates Martian. A
voracious reader, he had a vast collection of books pertaining
to various fields. Being a post-graduate in English literature, he
had literary books too. A Bar-at-Law by professional education,
he had a pile of international law books. A conqueror of the
business world, he had a collection of industrial and commerce
books. And, the philosopher within him had acquired books on
philosophy and spirituality. Ramayanam, Shakespeare's dra
mas and the ideas of George Bernard Shaw were his favourites.
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Alagappa Chettiar's library at home had over 2000 books and
every book marked with his comments.
T.V.S. Manian, remembered, His indomitable spirit was the
epitome of the qualities which made him great. In 1956, when he

was in his sick bed, the famous historian, Dr. Arnold Toynbee,
delivered a series of lectures under the auspices of Madras
University, which were broadcasted by the All India Radio.
After listening to the broadcasts, Chettiar wrote a letter to C.P.

Ramaswami Aiyar, who presided on the occasion, 'your refer
ences and remarks were indeed admirable. Your reference that
Hinduism does not start with Shankara and no one is the father
of our religion in the sense other religions in the world are, is a
point that might appear simple to readers, but to you alone it
was given to make an appropriate reference at the proper time
in the presence of that world historian, Prof. Toynbee, whom
you have rightly classed in the line of Gibbon and Macaulay'.

Dr. Chettiar's letter elicited a fine reply from
C.P. Ramaswamy Aiyar. He wrote, 'That you should, from
your sick bed, turn your attention to the details of my com
ments on Dr. Toynbee's discourse and that in the course of
your observations you should embody not only your rare
genius for friendship, but also your profound reflections on
our philosophy, its genesis and import, furnish one more
proof, if proof were needed, of the marvelous resilience of

your spirit and the alertness of your mind'.
Alagappa Chettiar had a particular fascination for poetry
and literature, especially Tamil. SAP once described a peculiar
habit Chettiar had when reading Tamil literature. He liked
to have people around him when he was reading something
from Tamil poetry and to them he would read one sentence
of the poem at a time and discuss threadbare with them the
excellence and sweetness of the line. Only then would he go

on to the next line.
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His reading habits not only made many consider him
a scholar, but he was also much in demand as a speaker.
Dr. Chettiar was well known for his oratorical and conver
sational skills. His convocation address delivered at the
University of Madras on 18th August 1954 is a milestone in
the records of the University. A few of his special speeches like
his convocation address at the University, his farewell speech
to the students of Kuppusamy Naidu Hostel, Karaikudi, are
given in the Appendix of this book. They are the few exam
ples for his rich language and oratorical skill.

Alagappa Chettiar was an eloquent speaker and an enthu
siastic letter writer. He lived in an age of leisure - when the
gracious habit of letter writing was still in vogue, and speeches
were allowed to meander while communicating the thoughts
of the speaker, to allow for the beauty of language to be shown
off to its best advantage. He engaged himself in the spare time
as a writer. He wrote articles on banking in India and another
article titled Teacher, Education and the New Social Order.
To Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru (13.8.1947)

'It is just 12.01 hours. Exactly 24 hours later will emerge
a Free India - India led by Jawahar, the idol of millions, the
terror of the Imperialist, the architect of Freedom, Art and
Culture. May the Gods on high and the men on earth bless
you now and forever. It is bliss to be alive on 15th August. It

matters little if one dies one minute after.
Who lives if (India) dies
Who dies if (India) lives.'

To Rajaji (3.1.1957)

'Kindly permit your young friend to state what a
refreshing contrast your Convocation Address at Agra and
the Address at Hyderabad were to the usual tone and the
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platitudes of a normal Convocation Address. You have, as I

have had the privilege to say before, maintained your rep
utation as one who dares speak the truth, unmindful of the
following that you may not have when you trail clouds of
thoughts, which ultimately end in glory. In accordance with
that tradition you have given a proper emphasis to Religion in
the education of the youth in a State where it is a fashion, and
perhaps is the order, to talk of secularism, interpreting it, as
you yourself have beautifully said, as a 'negation of religion'.

To Rajaji (29.1.1957)
'I was delighted to hear from our good friend Sri
Sadasivam of Kalki of the tumultuous enthusiasm that is
created in Madura by your presence on the occasion of the
inauguration of the third edition of that immortal translation
Viyasar Virundhu. Even from my bed I am having passages
read out to me morning and evening by my devoted associate
and assistant Padmanabhan. I can easily understand the cause
for the enthusiasm in the hearts of thousands.

May I, Sir, offer my humble greetings on this great day
for Tamil Nadu and its citizens; the Socialistic pattern of
which so much is made is, in effect, according to me, achieved
and accomplished by such classics being made available to

the common man.'
Alagappa Chettiar's oratorical and conversational skills
even in English have been found to be remarkable. Truly did
words fascinate him and made him a man of letters. They
were also to lead him ultimately to the ideology thatknowledge
must be spread -

and educational institutions must be built. His

philosophy, his principles and his introspection came through

in his every speech and every letter.
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A Man for All Seasons

Allhis life, Alagappa Chettiar had a passion for the writ
ten word. When he was involved with his business activities
in the 1930s and early 1940s and with education in the later
1940s and early 1950s, every spare moment he had was spent
on reading a variety of subjects. But the spare moments were

not as frequent as he would have wished, for he had a plethora
of other activities outside his businesses and commitments to
education.

Certificate honouring Dr. Chettiar by the Government of Japan
during Pacific Relations Conference

The Ministry of Education, Government of Japan hon
oured Dr. Alagappa Chettiar during his visit to the country
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with these words: 'Dr. Alagappa Chettiar, President of two
textile firms in India is making a great contribution to the
development of Indian economy, while he has established
many a college and a Chemical Research Laboratory to rear a
younger generation. Being called upon to serve for the state,
being occupied with educational affairs, I have much to learn
from his altruistic activities. Needless to say India and Japan

have been connected culturally with each other for many cen
turies in the past. I wish Dr. Chettiar to bring outstanding
educational enterprises to success, and on the other hand, I
am confident that his visit to Japan this time will pave the way

for acceleration of cultural confluence of India and Japan'.
Dr. Chettiar had his successful part in various roles, asso
ciating with great leaders and philosophers from diverse fields,
across the globe, proving him a multifaceted personality.
He was the President of The South Indian Chamber of
Commerce for two years from 1945-46. He purchased a land
near the Madras Central Bus Terminus, Esplanade, and pre
sented it to the chamber. He also contributed Rs. 75,000 for
the office construction. Sir Arthur Hope laid the foundation

stone for the new premises of the chamber on 28th December
1945. Later, adjacent to this office, Raja Annamalai Mandram
came into being.

During his tenure, Dr. Chettiar was instrumental
in getting the Chamber to organise a conference to dis
cuss the future of Industry and Commerce in South India
and the hurdles they would have to overcome. With an
even greater sensitivity to what lay ahead, he invited
Sir M. Viswesvarayya, the pioneer of industrialization in
the South with his contributions to the princely State of
Mysore to preside over the Conference. He also invited
Sir R.K. Shanmukham Chetti, another pioneering industri

alist, but more importantly, as well-known in the worlds of
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Commerce and Finance, to unveil the portraits of the past

Presidents of the Chamber.

Dr. Chettiar as Chairman of All India Manufacturers Association,
New Delhi

Re-elected to serve another term as President, Alagappa
Chettiar's tenure in 1946-47

was marked by the Chamber
urging
that
electricity
should not be nationalized,
that chronic transport diffi
culties needed to be amelio
rated, and that there should
be early improvements on
canals to enable them to
serve as another channel of
transport. Dr. Chettiar urged
the Chamber to pay attention

Certificate by the Nagarathars
of Singapore honouring

Dr. Chettiar
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mills in order to promote development of the Khadi textile.
He also drew the attention of the Chamber to the problems
faced by Indians in Burma.
Dr. Chettiar was nominated as the only Indian
Representative by the British at the end of Second World War
to promote welfare schemes for employees in the year 1946.

He formulated various rehabilitation programs and imple
mented them successfully.
Dr. Chettiar participated in the Inter-Asian Relations
Conference as a Representative of India in the year 1946.

Dr. Chettiar in Commonwealth University Conference

He participated in the Commonwealth University
Conference held at Cambridge University in 1953, on behalf
of the University of Madras; during the same period, he par
ticipated in the Quincentenary Celebrations of Glasgow
University, Scotland. Again in 1954, Dr. Chettiar made his
gracious presence as a representative of India in the 12th
Pacific Relations Conference held at Kyoto, Japan.
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Pacific Relations Conference, Kyoto, Japan

Dr. Chettiar rendered his services in various roles; he
was the Chairman of the Governing body of the Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research; Chairman of the
Advisory Board of Central Electro Chemical Research
Institute; Syndicate Member of Annamalai University from
1946; Member of the Regional Statutory Committee for
Technical Education in the year 1946; Member of the Planning
Committee of Administrative Staff College in the year 1953;
Member of the Business Administration Committee as
appointed by the Central Ministry of Education in the year
1953; Member of the All India Science Research Organization

appointed by the President of India in the year 1953; Chairman
of Elementary Education Reform Committee, Govt, of Madras
in the year 1954; Member of the Madras University General
Supervisory Body from 1955. Two other organisations that
Alagappa Chettiar took a great deal of interest in - and some
how found the time to mark his presence - were Rotary and

Scouting. He was responsible for founding the Rotary Club
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of Karaikudi whose Charter was presented to it in the College
Hall on 13th September 1951. And was, at the time he passed
away, the President of the Madras Province unit of the Bharat
Scouts and Guides. He had also been chairman of a subcom
mittee of the Madras Provincial Welfare Fund, wartime Non

Government Organisation that contributed in making life eas
ier for all the troops, headed by Lady Colleen Nye.
Dr. S. Thiruvenkatachari,
who had been Principal
of the Alagappa Chettiar
Training College, once wrote
of Chettiar's views on educa
tion thus: 'Alagappa Chettiar
was not pro-Science
or
anti-Humanities. He looked
upon both the broad fields
complementary.
as
The
Dr. Chettiar with Dr. S.
Arts and Science College,
Govindarajalu, the VC of
the Training College, the
Venkateswara University
Engineering
College,
the
College of Physical Education, and the Polytechnic represent
his universe of education. The campus represents Alagappa
Chettiar's comprehensive view of education. If Alagappa
Chettiar did not care to consider the economic viability of
any course of studies, it was because he imagined that any
gap within the educational set-up would take away from the
true spirit of education. A course in Politics or Geology might
be considered luxuries in a rural college, but to Alagappa

Chettiar such courses are indispensable for obviating aca
demic imbalance.

His endowments for the cause of scientific and techno
logical education revealed his scientific mind. He was never

more eloquent or clear than when he underlined the need for
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India catching up with the developments in the field of tech
nology for the very survival.

In this age of teaching machines, audio-visual aids and
other impersonal techniques of the classroom, Alagappa
Chettiar set much score by the human personality of the
teacher. He would reckon it as a disaster for humanity if the
teacher were to be substituted by lifeless gadgets. In his defi
nition of education, the emphasis always used to be on the
interaction between the educator and the learner. Education,
in his elucidation, is the same as the personal influence of
teachers on the student. When he recruited teachers for his
colleges he made sure of the quality of the persons chosen. He

used to be proud of his handpicked men'.
Founder's Day of the Alagappa Educational Institutions
was celebrated for the first time on 13th February 1957. C.P.
Ramaswami Aiyar presided over the function and honoured
Alagappa Chettiar. Two months later, the physical travails
Alagappa Chettiar was undergoing came to an end. On the
second Founder's Day, S.Y. Krishnaswami, ICS. (rtd.) stated

in his Commemoration Address:
'Chettiar decided he would start a college at Karaikudi.
It was a great but sudden impulse. But from that moment,
planning and dreaming, he led a life, which was truly dedi
cated. It was a single-handed struggle, obstructed by every
conceivable man-made and God-made impediment. He had
to rise above the advice of well-meaning friends, who knew
several ways of employing his money in a better way. He

had to put up with irksome official delays and the indif
ference of the local public. He was not blind to the petty
black-marketing of the controlled materials that went on
around him. But a great task had been undertaken and it

had to be seen through'.
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'I do not know how to thank God for the happy accident
that made me promise to start a college. I shudder to think
what I would have made of my time and money if I had not
become interested in education. It has made even a life like
mine worth living', Dr. Chettiar said. He loved good clothes,
good food, good books, but there came a time when he devel
oped a reluctance to spend even a hundred rupees on himself,
because even a hundred rupees would make a small scholar
ship. What he gave was not the surplus of an ample income,
but the whole of his self, which was very often a mortgage
of his own physical and financial future. What sustained him
was the realisation that he was earning a staggering dividend

through the education of thousands of boys and girls.
During the last few years of his life, he liked to sit on the
steps of the stadium pavilion and watch the little children go
around the playing field on the bicycles that he had specially
purchased for them. No food he enjoyed so much as a meal in
one of the hostels and no speech so much as an address from
this pavilion.
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Dream of a University

A

lagappa Chettiar's passion for higher education was the
driving force behind almost all his endeavours from 1947.
In the brief stint before his premature death, he worked

with a single-minded passion, despite the handicaps of seri
ous illness. Though bedridden for most of the time, he was
directed towards founding institutions of higher education
near his hometown, upgrading them, and chasing a dream to see the institutions come together and be recognized as a
university. Death deprived him of the opportunity to make
his university dream come true, but he had laid the founda

tions for what became the State government-run 'Alagappa
University' in 1985, with the numerous colleges he had
founded in that decade.
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar's spontaneous response to Dr. A.
Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar's call, in Madras on 3rd July 1947,
seeking support for higher education has already been men
tioned. That was the shot that had him take-off from the start
ing blocks in the field of education. Indeed, if the events were
to be listed chronologically from that moment, there would be
some significant development to report almost every month
until his death.
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Dr. Chettiar with K.V.AL. Ramanathan Chettiar and
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur who laid the foundation stone
of Umayal Hospital

Dr. Alagappa Chettiar remained determined that his
institutions form the nucleus of Alagappa University in
Karaikudi. To this end, he took another step, to establish a
medical College and a hospital attached to it. Rajkumari
Amrit Kaur, the then Minister for Health, Government of
India, laid the foundation stone of the 'Umayal Hospital'
in the college campus on 3rd August 1954. In continua
tion, on 30th August 1954, Dr. Chettiar wrote to the Madras
Government requesting assistance to start a Medical College
at Karaikudi. The Government appointed a 'Karaikudi
Medical College Committee', with Dr. Lakshmanaswami
Mudaliar as Chairman, Dr. P.V. Cherian and Dr. C.K. Prasada
Rao as members, and Dr. K.P. Sarathy as Secretary, to report
on the proposed Medical College and its venue. In October,
the Trust applied to the University for affiliation to the
Medical College. In November, K.P. Sarathy visited the pro
posed site. On February 1955, Lt. Col. Sangam Lal, Director
of Medical Services, and members of the Committee, visited
the campus. In March, the Committee submitted its report to
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the Government of India, recommending that the proposed
Medical College be located in Karaikudi. On March 1955,
Dr. Chettiar wrote to the President, Dr. Rajendra Prasad.

'I do earnestly and prayerfully hope that the Government
of Madras will accept the recommendation of the Committee
which they themselves appointed and the Government of
India will help the Government of Madras and my College
Trust in the second Five Year Plan as they have promised to
do already in a general way'.
In June 1955, still displaying the same optimism, he wrote
to C.D. Deshmukh, the Union Finance Minister;
'The subject of starting a Medical College and a Hospital
attached thereto at Karaikudi is now before the Government

of Madras, and Government has before it the Report submit
ted by the Dr. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar Committee with
regard to the venue of the Hospital and the College in Madras
State. It has recommended unequivocally Karaikudi, and I felt
very happy indeed when you told me in compact and severe
economic parlance: "The non-recurring portion of the hospital

and the College could be done only by State Governments".
I was indeed very happy to hear such a precise expres
sion of an economic view. I do hope that when the subject
does come up to you either as Union Minister or as Member
of the Planning Commission, you will kindly give your full
weight to the proposal and enable the Medical College and
the Hospital also to be started alongside institutions which

have sprung up by the Grace of God in the Campus'.
Both the Central and State Governments due to 'finan
cial stringency imposed by the planning committee', could
not make the necessary contribution towards setting up the
hospital. And Chettiar, himself was financially strapped at the
time and could not go the extra mile that was needed.
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'Nobody came forward to help a man who did his best
and placed all his wealth for the common good of the people

of his area', recalled a Professor of the Alagappa Arts College.
As 1956 dawned, Alagappa Chettiar was still pushing for
a Central University (to be run by the Central Government)
to be developed from his colleges. On 3rd January 1956, he
wrote to Sardar K.M. Panikkar, I am confined to bed since the
6th of December. Doctors say that the diagnosis shows it to be
a case of T.B. in the bone. I have been ordered to lie in bed and
undergo treatment, which may continue up to February. God
is great, and I am bearing it meekly.
I was anxiously looking forward to come over to Delhi,
meet you, take your guidance and go about 'pursuing' the
progress of the Central University at Karaikudi. But that was
not to be, and I am in bed and have to be in bed for another
two months. However, I want to pursue the plan in a different
way by writing to good friends, and particularly to the friend
on whom I am relying so much - Sardar Panikkar.
In a later letter to Panikkar, he was to go further, saying 'I
cannot think of anyone better than your goodself to speak to
Shri Saiyidain, Secretary to the Ministry of Education, whom
you know very well, and Maulana Saheb and Panditji about
the case for Karaikudi being favourably considered by the
Indian Government'.
In the meantime, the University Grants Commission
(UGC) had made certain deliberations citing out a case against
Karaikudi on three grounds: (i) inaccessibility, (ii) inadequacy

of water supply and (iii) smallness of the town.
In August 1956, Chettiar replied to the above saying:
'It is difficult for me to appreciate the argument about

inaccessibility. There is an airport at Tiruchirappalli con
necting Bombay, Ceylon and Madras, and another airport at
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Chettinad hardly five miles away which is in sound work
ing order though just at present there is no scheduled flight
to that place; but the Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research is taking action to introduce regular services con

necting this airport with the main aerial routes. Karaikudi is
on the main railway line from Madras to Colombo and the
Boat Mail passes through it. There is also another airport at
Madurai, which is only 50 miles from Karaikudi. You will,
therefore, realise that Karaikudi is a day's journey from any
important place in India. You will pardon my surprise that
Karaikudi should, in these circumstances, have been consid
ered inaccessible.
The argument about water supply is a very old one and

was used unsuccessfully when proposals were under consid
eration many years ago to start the Central Electro-Chemical
Research Institute here. There are twenty tube wells in this
area and the supply is copious.
As to the size of the township, you will excuse my saying
that it is not advantageous to locate a university in or near
a gigantic city with its industrial and political atmosphere,
which affects the placid life of a university campus and dis
tracts the students into dangerous diversions. The big univer
sities of the world, like Oxford, Cambridge, Heidelberg and
Yale, are situated in towns of comparatively small size, whose
importance is due to the university itself and not to the size or
other activities in the city. Hence, Karaikudi is a town of the

right size and served with sufficient amenities.
Thus, Alagappa Chettiar made his explanations in defense of
the above cited drawbacks to form a Central University, run by the

Central Government, at Karaikudi.

All this was water on a duck's back. Deshmukh responded
that, it was for the Government to decide and not the UGC.

And the Government appeared to prefer Pondicherry, a Union
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Territory for a Central University. This only made Alagappa
Chettiar push harder his plans to transform his institutions

into a State University run by the State government.
He wrote to the State Governor Sri Prakasa, 'I am told
that the matter has been referred to the Madras Government
for their views. Your favourable words will have a vital bear
ing and personal blessing which I value very much indeed'.
Alagappa Chettiar thought that a State University could
be formed straightaway, since there already existed the
required nucleus - an arts college, a science college, and an
engineering college and a proposal to start a medical college.
The State Government would only have to pass an enactment
for constituting it into a University.
Alagappa Chettiar's dream of elevating the status of
the educational institutions in Karaikudi to a full-fledged
University, however, was not to be realised in his lifetime. By
then he had invested 30 million rupees of his own money in the

land and buildings of the campus - a huge sum for the times!

Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan and her grand
children with the then Chief Minister

Dr. M.G. Ramachandran
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Later, Dr. Alagappa Chettiar's daughter Mrs. Umayal
Ramanathan continued the proposal left behind by her
father. By her ardent efforts, Alagappa University came
into existence by a Special Act of Tamil Nadu Government
in May 1985, (without the necessary Medical College with
hospital, or Law College). It was later converted from
a unitary type into an affiliated type of university by the
Tamil Nadu Universities Act, 2002, bringing within its
jurisdiction the Arts and Science colleges in the Districts of
Ramanathapuram and Sivaganga, wherein the Government
colleges of these districts were the constituent colleges of
the University.

Alagappa University, Karaikudi - Entrance

The University has grown exponentially with the objec
tive of providing quality education and now offers various
programs in undergraduate degree, postgraduate degree
and diploma courses under regular and distance education
streams. It is a member of the Commonwealth Universities
and a member of the Association of Indian Universities. It is
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accredited with 'A' grade by the National Assessment and
Accreditation Council (NAAC).

Alagappa University, Karaikuidi

Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan thus fulfilled the dreams of
her father, proving the inherited zeal.
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18
Between the Scylla and Charybdis
It requires more courage to suffer than to die
- Napoleon

The life of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar was a saga of suffering
and sacrifice. He had solemnly stated during his last days
Between the Scylla of the skin trouble and Charybdis of my bone
affliction and the doubtful eye in between, I am just wondering

whether life really has any future for me.

His only prayer and hope was that the institutions that
he had been privileged to start at Karaikudi would continue
to be good centers of learning for years, shedding pleasant
experience and light to the thousands who would come to the
campus for their studies.

It has been said, 'Two of the notable traits that Dr. Chettiar
possessed were fortitude in distress and detachment in suf

fering. His health troubled him; despite, he moved towards
his goal. The mind soared; the flesh dragged him down; yet
his unshakeable faith in the will of providence gave him the
power of endurance'. If the art of life is the avoiding of pain,
as T. Jefferson put it, Dr. Chettiar's mastery of the art was
peerless.
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The first blow of fate - the death of his wife Tmt.
Valliammai Aachi in 1928, lasted in some way throughout
his life. Not ending with that, he had to face a sequence of
struggles in every phase of his life. But, he managed to over
come them with a strong will power, in spite of his indifferent
health. There continued a constant struggle between his ambi
tion and his worsening health.
It was when he travelled to London to take the Indian
Civil Service examination, in what would have been a first
for the Nagarathar, the rather thorough medical examination
revealed that he had fallen victim to the greatly dreaded lep
rosy. He probably got this disease from someone who looked
after him when he was a child - a common means of respira

tory transmission in India at the time where well-to-do chil
dren were looked after by domestic help who underwent no

medical testing.
Dr. Sripathi Rao, who attended Alagappa Chettiar in his
last couple of years, had no knowledge of the beginnings of
the disease or its subsequent treatment. By the time he came
into Alagappa Chettiar's life, it had done its damage, and been
arrested. Dapsone, a drug that successfully suppresses leprosy
and makes it non-infectious, was still a distant reality, coming
into use only in the 1940s. But Alagappa Chettiar used to get
some German medication, before he moved on to Dapsone.
Finally, the Hansen's disease left him after twenty years;
but it left his heels damaged and hampered his walking. The
thickening of ears and patches on his face could be seen even
in the photographs. In one photograph, he seems to have lost
some hair too. He was self-conscious about his appearance;
but he never let it show. The only time that any embarrass
ment was evident was when he hesitated to shake hands with
guests. But none seemed to care about it and treated him with

the utmost affection and respect for his kindness.
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Dr. Chettiar in his wheel chair

Besides this prolonged ailment, added was bone cancer
with few more cancer lesions in other parts of the body. In
the beginning stages, he was tested for TB of the spine and
an operation in the spinal column led to the diagnosis that it
was cancer. His flesh was weak and the pain was acute. He
was given a deep X-ray therapy treatment for the tumour in
the vertebra.
Further to the woe, Dr. Chettiar met with two accidents,
one in Cannanore and the other in Delhi. In 1952, during a
visit to his friend's factory in Cannanore, the handrail on a
flight of stairs broke, and he fell from a height of nine feet
and sustained head injuries damaging the eye and remained
unconscious for some days.
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In 1955, he went to London for an operation in his eye,
accompanied by his granddaughter Unnamalai. However,
the operation was not performed for various reasons, and the
eye remained a problem for the rest of his life.
His spirit was indomitable at that time. S.Y. Krishnaswami
remembers seeing him with a bandage on one eye. When he
sympathised, saying it must be painful, Alagappa Chettiar
said, Yes. But it has its advantages. I can see only one half of the
evils in this world. Both by long association with bodily pain,
and by a deliberate process of intellectual detachment, he had
trained himself to see his illness with a philosophical objec
tivity that seemed strange. One afternoon, when his servant
placed on his outstretched palm six or seven multi-coloured
pills, he contemplated the colourful collection for a minute,
looked up at Krishnaswami and said, 'As a lover of music,
you will see that these are like the raagamalika in a music
concert'.
M.S.A.V.A. Venkatachalam Chettiar recalled that 'Due to
his ill health, his movements were restricted. He was not able
to travel as before and manage his business directly. The real
decline in Alagappa Chettiar's health began after his return
from London. He now needed help to bathe and dress and,
particularly, tie his shoe laces'. A.N. Tampi said, 'He was a
changed man. Worsened health had made him dive deeper
into himself'.

From the latter half of 1955, there were a series of further
setbacks, of which he speaks in several letters, which record
the course of his falling health.

On 13th December 1955, he wrote to the Governor of
Madras, Sri Prakasa: 'Just nine days ago, I have been made
aware by a medical diagnosis of yet another handicap and
disability - TB of the bone. The result is complete rest in a
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sick bed for, I am told, three months, apart from the greater
consequence - the mental depression. I wanted to write to you
in my own hand a letter opening out my heart, but that has
now been denied to me because I can't even sit up in bed and
hence I have the next best satisfaction of just dictating a letter

to you'.
Two months later, he wrote to Dr. Harekrushna Mahtab,
the Governor of Bombay, 'I have been confined to bed from
December onwards. I have just returned yesterday from the
nursing home where I have been undergoing treatment and
this treatment will have to continue for some more time. I
am eagerly looking forward to resume before long any nor
mal movement and activities connected with my educational
institutions at Karaikudi'.
On 23 February 1956, Alagappa Chettiar wrote a letter
to Prof. Humayun Kabir, Secretary, Ministry of Education
that revealed why he had been confined to bed. 'I have now
been practically three months in bed', he wrote, 'and slowly
coming back to something like normal. I am very much struck
regarding the gap between the progress of medical science
and the progress of diseases. My case was first diagnosed as
TB of the bone and later as cancer. I got operated for obtain
ing blocks for pathological examination, and have been given
deep X-ray treatment for well over one month for one part of
the body or the other. I am just beginning to have some regu
lated movement and have been permitted by my doctors even
to come to Delhi by train on the 14th March for attending one

or two important meetings'.
In mid March that year, he made that journey to Delhi to
attend the Governing Body meeting of Council for Scientific
& Industrial Research, as well as to take up matters connected

with the constitution of his colleges into a Central University.
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During his stay in Delhi, he lost his footing and suffered a fall
which resulted in a fracture of his leg. It never healed fully well.

On 29th March, C. Rajagopalachari furious with him,
wrote, 'I am very angry with you for tempting misfortune
in this manner. I did not approve of your going out even in
the city. But you go to Delhi and get your bones fractured.
Why should you do this? It was shocking to read the news.
Anyway you are back in Madras and I hope all will be well
again. It requires a Bhagiratha's efforts to deal with you and

may you have Bhagiratha's courage and good fortune'.
Thus, his life continued with pains and sufferings. But he
claimed consolation in justification of the Hindu Karma the
ory. He prayed to Providence that the pain was not so intense.
On the one hand, his health troubled him physically;
meanwhile his educational projects strained him mentally on
the other. Adding fuel to the fire, on 30th November 1955, a
cyclone hit the district and damaged the entire town ravaging
the Alagappa campus. Despite the bad weather, Dr. Chettiar
managed to reach Karaikudi by car, rail and on foot with
the single-minded purpose of making it to his beloved soil.
When he arrived, he was almost in a state of collapse and was
shocked to see the damages. He rushed to Karaikudi to meet
the students and staff of his beloved institutions and it was
true that his presence greatly consoled and relieved the vic
tims of the rigours of the calamity.
Trees along the main road were uprooted and looked as
though a bulldozer was deliberately run through. The asbes

tos roofs were blown off and thatched sheds were collapsed.
The marble tables inside the dining halls were broken by the
fall of the sheds. The glass windowpanes were completely
broken and in some cases even the frames were ripped
off from the structure. The sheds were all in a dilapidated
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condition, leaking profusely. The Botany garden and the
Jawahar Park which were built and grown with a lasting
pride were mere scenes of sad memories. The lavatory roofs
were blown away and became useless. The hostel students
were allowed to go home. Most of them had no money for the
traveling expenses, and money was advanced for the trave

ling expenses.
Alagappa Chettiar wrote a vivid description of the
sad state of the campus ravaged by the cyclone to Thiru. K.
Kamaraj, then the Chief Minister of Madras. He appealed
for financial help from Government at that dark hour to tide
over the crisis. The government officials later visited the
campus and the surrounding areas to assess the extent of
damage. Government aid took its time to arrive. However,
Dr. Chettiar had immediately got the restoration effort under
way. Nevertheless, it took several months before the campus
was restored to normalcy.
Nature has always had more force than education
-

Voltaire

Thiru. M.C. Venkatram, later General Manager, Bombay
Telephones, a student at the time of the cyclone, remembered
Dr. Chettiar's concern for the students after the disaster. 'We
had been virtually marooned for three days. Dr. Chettiar
came down from Madras and reached on the third day. He

then went to Trichy and made arrangements with the Railway
authorities to run a special train from Trichy to Karaikudi for
the students. At Karaikudi station we were surprised when
the special train arrived from Trichy and Alagappa Chettiar
got down from it. He had travelled in it to check personally
whether the route was good and whether we could travel
safely to Trichy. His health was not good, but he did all this
traveling to ensure our safe return home'.
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AGONY DURING THE LAST YEARS
As Dr. Chettiar used to say, his was a one-man show. He
drove himself to implement his projects. 'Strive and thrive'
was his fashion; risk-taking was his passion. With physical
ailments, on one side, and draining financial resources unable
to match up to his ever-growing commitments, on the other,
the agony was worsened during the last days.

He had to borrow to manage his monetary needs. Once
he spent in crores lavishly; but after donating everything he
was totally exhausted. Even five thousand rupees had to be
donated in installment. Nevertheless, determined was he to
donate and stop not until there was no more!
He unburdened himself in a moving letter to T.V.S.
Manian who was many things to him ... secretary, agent - in
the Chettiar sense of the word, the one who managed and
handled all the family's financial dealings - friend and closest
confidante. Dr. Chettiar wrote:
'The clock strikes seven. The noise and the humming of
the motors is stopped for the moment. Workers rush out in
haste to enjoy their interval. I sit alone heavy in heart and
write to you in the hope that speaking out in silence thus in

this letter will relieve the pressure and give me some com
fort. One gets a little relief by weeping. That was the case with
Tennyson's poem 'Home they brought her warrior dead'.
How I wish I could have the liberty to shed tears. Life is much
too harsh and even the right to weep and shed a tear is denied
to one stricken with sorrow, all in the name of drawing room
manners. Rarely do I get a chance to withdraw into myself
and find my soul. I feel happy when I am really sad and when
I have cause to be sad.

My happiness is in the thought that our colleges are hum
ming with activity. No one can have any idea of my happiness
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when I see the bustle of the students. My health which is poor
and wealth which is poorer and energy which is limitless, are
all dedicated to this noble cause - the education of the young
and old. I am anxious to watch children run about full of joy.
The noise of the children gives me happiness and joy not a
whit less than what I get from the activity of students of the
Engineering College in the workshop.
Generations of students are all my children by adoption.
Despite all my suffering and mental anguish, I get happiness
even at the thought of the College. I am grateful to you for

associating yourself in this none too pleasant a task of man
aging these institutions. Believe me, you are taking a fair
load off my head by sharing my troubles. Well has it been
said that sorrow shared is sorrow halved. You must excuse
me for giving you this load ever. Though young, it is sweet
of you to be so generous. I pray for His guidance and bless
ings. Irrespective of consequences, which look frightening, I
have decided to march on with resolution, courage and faith.

I expect your sympathy and cooperation'.
The situation during that period when he encountered

great financial despair and yet, made an immense contribu
tion to education in the face of all odds, is best summarised in
the above letter that Alagappa Chettiar wrote to Manian.

This passage of Emerson from the book World Philosophers
inspired him: 'Be of good cheer! This world belongs to the
cheerful, the energetic, and the daring. Your birth into this
world has been no mistake. You are an invited guest to the
banquet of life. And He who has sent you the invitation is not
a ghost. Divine generosity is hidden somewhere behind the
mystery of creation. There is intelligence and good will at the
heart of things.'
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With health deteriorating rapidly, he resignedly stated
'God's will and has to be borne meekly'. In

July 1956, Rajaji wrote

to Dr. Chettiar; 'I wish I had the power to cure you or to give
you what God alone in His grace must give you - the strength
to see His will in all your trials. God has given you strength
but indeed He is trying you hard. Perhaps you are a favourite
of His. May the power of mercy that our forefathers called
Devi look after you and make you smile over your pains'.
27th August 1956 was the day the Maharaja of Mysore
was to inaugurate the Alagappa College of Physical Education
at Karaikudi. Alagappa Chettiar was very keen on making the
trip to attend the. function. In fact, until very close to the date,
he was hopeful of being there, albeit in a wheelchair and after
a journey, which would definitely be arduous for a person
whose health was so fragile. But in the end, his doctors vetoed

the trip, much to his disappointment.
On 27th November 1956, he wrote to K.C. Reddy, Union
Minister for Production, 'I am just continuing to lie prostrate
in bed, almost for a year now, without any movement and

with pain here and there and discomfort all the time through.
It was just three days ago pain was noticed in the left part
of the pelvis and the series of X-rays taken seem to have indi

cated that there is a cancer deposit in the groin of the left hip.
Doctors immediately decided on administering another deep
X-ray treatment for that portion of the body. I am passing
through that ordeal now. One has, perhaps, no right to probe
into the mysteries of Nature and try to know the future, but to
accept the revelations as they come. It is indeed most hard on

me to be compelled to see the continuous revelations of suf
fering that unfold themselves to me from day to day. Multiple

cancers I am suffering from have indeed been too many'.
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On 7th January 1957, he once again wrote to Pandit Nehru
about the deadly progress of the disease: 'I have been troubling
you with my letters conveying to you the news about my illness,
the foul disease cancer. Unfortunately, it has been almost a year
and what appeared to be cancer has now turned out to be mul
tiple cancer, and I am completely immobilised in bed, with no
possibility of turning left or right, much less sit up'.
In another letter on the same day to Sri Prakasa, he wrote,
'I feel grateful to Providence that the pain is not so intense and
continuous as it was a few months ago. But there have been a
few more cancer lesions in other parts of the body for which I

have been given deep X-ray therapy.
I do not know when God in His wisdom and mercy will
give me relief. But suffering seems to be my lot and perhaps
one has no right to grumble. God's will has to be meekly
borne. Whatever philosophical attitude one might attempt to
develop, either by reading or by contact with great personali
ties, philosophy breaks down when the flesh is weak and the

pain is acute. That is unfortunately my position'.
Recalling the period, Dr. Sripathi Rao recounted that he
would go to Krishna Vilas, usually in the middle of the night,
to give injections or administer drugs, as Chettiar would be in
'unbearable pain'.

'Bone cancer is really painful, and secondaries are as good
as primaries' - the midnight calls would occur two to three
times a week, but Alagappa Chettiar was always courteous
and friendly. He was concerned about the people waiting on
him. He was surrounded by people all the time, visiting him,
paying their respects, except on occasions when the family
would decide that he needed rest. Often someone would read

to Chettiar, as he was too exhausted to even read for himself.
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His attendants Periyannan, Pattu, Jacob and Madhavan took
care of him and the visitors as well.

Prime Minister Pandit Nehru
visiting Dr. Chettiar

Prime Minister Pandit Nehru

enquiring Dr. Chettiar's health

Dr. Rao recalled that when Pandit Nehru visited
Alagappa Chettiar, Chettiar made it a point to introduce all
his doctors and attendants to him and they were all so thrilled.
Remembering this very understanding, generous gesture on
Chettiar's part, Dr. Rao said, 'Imagine juniors like me meet
ing people like Nehru. It was such a big thing at the time,
something people like us could never aspire to. Our photos
came out in all the papers. Chettiar wanted to give us that
importance. May be this was his way of showing appreci
ation. Whenever he asked me to come in the middle of the
night to give those injections, he would apologise profusely
to me. "I am so sorry for pulling you out at this time of night",
he would say'.
Dr. Rao went on to add, 'He was so generous; more
money than I expected would come to me'.
Dr. Natarajan was an orthopedic surgeon who treated
Alagappa Chettiar. Dr. Chettiar was ever grateful for the ser

vices rendered by his physicians and he publicly thanked them
many times. One day while visiting with him Dr. Natarajan said
that he was looking to buy a house. Immediately Dr. Chettiar
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summoned his aides and told them to drive Dr. Natarajan to
Alagappanagar in Kilpauk, Madras, and that he could choose
any plot of land that he wanted and that would be his gift.
Recalling this, his son Dr. Mayilvahanan Natarajan, former
Vice-Chancellor of Dr. MGR Medical College University,
Madras said, 'such generosity was unheard of and his father
fondly recalled that incident over and over again. They still
live on that property'.
Providence gave him uncommon weakness in body and

extraordinary strength of mind with which he withstood many
a crisis in life. Though his movements were restricted physi

cally even within the house, the drained economy restricted
him financially, the colleges were uppermost in his mind. He
suffered from sleeplessness even after taking sleeping doze. He
wrote; 'My sleeplessness is the main trouble and every night
for the last nine months without a break I have got used to an
injection, either omnopon or pethydin, to induce sleep, but
even that at times does not work for the whole night and I am
compelled to take another injection somewhere between 2 or 3

a.m. It is indeed a most trying thing for me to get normal sleep
in this most abnormal manner but anyway that is God's will'.
Whenever the VVIPs visited him while he was bedrid
den, Alagappa Chettiar would not waste time talking about
his illness. He would steer the conversation towards the
Karaikudi educational institutions - and his dream of them
becoming a university. He also enjoyed the company of those
who discussed philosophy. Those visits and conversations
seemed to do him more good than the medicines.

In light of the above, one can understand how Dr. Chettiar,
though confined to bed and counting his last days, in physical

pain and mental agony, was still ardently passionate about
his aspirations. His last years were a period of excruciating
physical suffering, and yet he never lost sight of the goal he
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Prime Minister Pandit Nehru and Chief Minister K. Kamaraj at
Dr. Chettiar's residence

set himself - Education for as many as possible. He lived-up to
the words of John Wesley - Do all the good you can; in all the
ways you can; in all the places you can; at all the times you can; to

all the people you can - as long as ever you can.

A.N. Tampi, in many ways closest to Dr. Chettiar recalled
those days as a tale of rare courage in his article 'A saga of
Suffering and Achievement' - 'My last memories of him are
about his terminal illness. I recall him as confined to his bed,
undergoing physical suffering and yet keeping his courage
up and questioning the mystery of pain and grief. Could some
explanation be found for what he was going through? It is
the ultimate riddle before which wisdom - unless it be that
of saints or prophets - has to bow down in silence. When we
suffer from the sight of the anguish of those near and dear to
us, the flood of feeling overwhelms creeds and dogmas. But
we discover unexpected resilience of the human spirit - the
indomitable will, the courage to endure and achieve in spite
of the suffering'.
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President Dr. Rajendra Prasad visiting Dr. Chettiar

President Dr. Rajendra Prasad at Dr. Chettiar's residence
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Maharaja of Mysore visiting Dr. Chettiar

Mysore Maharaja enquiring Dr. Chettiar's health
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On the Republic Day that year, 1957, the President of
India conferred the Padma Bhushan on Alagappa Chettiar.
It cheered him up with no end. Like the candle that burns
brighter before being extinguished, Chettiar's health showed
a marginal improvement. The pain diminished in those last
few days, and was no longer as persistent as before.
He managed to get into the wheel chair for about an hour
in the morning and an hour in the evening, and thereby par
ticipated in many very important meetings and functions, like
the 16th Annual Conference of the Association of Principals
of Technical Institutions (India), College Day, Founder's Day
and the reception hosted for his Padma Bhushan.
On 15th February 1957, during Chettiar's last visit to the
Bhavnagar Stadium, he pointed to the basketball court (to
the east of Bhavanagar stadium) and told Professor Robson
of Alagappa Physical Education College, 'That is where I must
rest. I love flowers and birds'. And so it came to be.
That Dr. Chettiar was an epitome of perseverance, com
passion and sacrifice, that he lived a life of unconditional love
and kindness towards all beings is known and his life herein
chronicled stands testimony to the same. However, what is
perhaps most awe-inspiring about him and sets him on a level
with the great men of God who walk this earth from time to
time, is the relentless purpose with which he went on giving
and helping, despite his unremitting physical suffering and
the dark shadow of death looming over him.
Where men of less fine fiber would have grown bitter
and resentful, would have indulged in blasphemy against
the divine power that dispensed such physical anguish and
misery in return for a life spent relieving others in pain,
Dr. Chettiar took it all in his stride. He believed in the wisdom
of Providence; had unwavering faith in the will and justice of
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the governing force of the universe and embraced whatever
came his way, even if the reasons were not always entirely
clear to him. He considered his life's mission to be charity and
charity he did until his last breath.

Thus, fighting a life-long battle against his health, and yet
venturing in ever-new ways to make this world a better place,
Dr. Chettiar was a great soul whose stint on this eternal stage
was one of the best ever played. With ambition pushing him
up and health pulling him down, the two words Perseverance
and Sacrifice sum up the life of this Compassionate Father.
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T he Upanishads

exalted Charity as Not by action, not

by progeny, not by wealth, but by sacrifice alone does one attain

immortality. If so, Dr. Chettiar had time and again proved

irrefutably immortal. The mere possession of money meant
nothing to him. He felt its true purpose was realized only
when expended in a good cause. Till his last breathe, he sac
rificed himself - his copious wealth, health, life, even his
residence and everything he had, in the name of charity.
His acts of kindness were countless. But his priority was for
education.
Dr. Chettiar used to say, 'The mind of the intellect is a
perennial one, and the investment for working it is practically
nothing. Knowledge will keep expanding, and it is the only
area where there cannot be over-production even if every
individual born in the world should become an intellectual.
He used to identify different levels of knowledge. The range
between the two extreme levels is the range between Loukika
jnana and Paramarthikajnana.In his theory of the intellect he
would make intellect an eternal searcher, not a complacent
repository. There can be no ultimate revelation; and the lat

est knowledge is the spadework for further knowledge. By
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research he meant two things, representing two stages. The
first is the delving for the raw material, the ores of the metal,
and second is the refinement. No refinement is final. But
the process of delving and refining must go on forever; and
intellectual mining is not handicapped by the problem of
exhaustibility'.
He strongly believed the words of Webster: If you work
upon marble, it will perish; if you work upon brass, time will efface
it; if you build temples, some day those temples will crumble into
dust. But if you work upon the immortal souls of youth, if you imbue
them with spirit, give them a just fear of God and cause them to
love their fellowmen, you engrave upon those tablets something,

which will last through all eternity.His philosophy rested on this
immortality.

He knew that his health would let him work only for a

short period; that was why he planned his projects quickly and
expedited to implement by pulling out all the straws; he was
on his heels round the clock, though anguished at times; the
thought of the students and their education were uppermost
in his mind and continued till his last breath that even on his

deathbed he imagined himself to be in the college campus and

was giving instructions continually in a semi-conscious state.
The mumble lasted till he lost his consciousness at last. While
he was counting his last hours with intermittent unconscious
ness, during one of his brief spells, he asked for ice cream. As
doctors had advised that he be given whatever he asked for,
an ice cream was given to him.
A meticulous planner he was, that he had decided his
final resting place well in advance - just opposite (eastward)
the Bhavnagar Stadium. Furthermore, the day previous to his
last, he called his favourite nephew Rm. Nachiappan (elder
brother's son) and expressed his desire that he perform the
final rites of his funeral ceremony. He used to say about
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himself: Has neither an heir nor anything left for the heir;but gen
erations of students are his heirs.
Mr. Nachiappan recalls: 'He telephoned me that night
and asked me to meet him immediately. When I got there,
he told me that he would pass away in a day or two and
requested me not to go anywhere but to stay at his side till
then. And then he told me that I should perform the last rites
for him'.

When Providence felt that Karaikudi had attained a sat
isfactory position in the educational arena, He called back
His favorite herald. Alagappa Chettiar breathed his last at
Krishna Vilas, Madras, on 5th April 1957 at 11.15 am. His
daughter, son-in-law, nephew Mr. Nachiappan and other
family members were present by his side. All his physical tra
vails finally came to an end. The light of his life, which served
as a towering beacon to many others, flickered out at last. His
zeal consumed him. An irreparable loss to the mankind. The
terrible news hit the headlines in every media.

Dr. C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar and Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami
Mudaliar were the early callers. Governor Thiru. A.J. John,
Chief Minister Thiru. K. Kamaraj, Ministers Thiru. C.

Subramaniam and S.R. Sethupati called in the afternoon
to pay their respects. Rajah Sir Muthiah Chettiar, Thiru.

R. Ramanathan Chettiar, Thiru. M.A. Chidambaram, Mayor of
Madras Thiru. K.N. Srinivasan, Commissioner of the Madras
Corporation Thiru. D. Balasundaram and a large number of
officials paid their respects to Dr. Chettiar.
Among other callers at his residence include Mr. R.E.
Castell, former Sheriff of Madras and Thiru. Chokalingam
Chettiar, president of the Ramnad District Hindustan Scout
Association, Mrs. Mona Hensman, Principal of Ethiraj
College for women, teachers of Muthiah Chettiar High
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School for boys, Lady Muthiah High School for girls and
M.Ct.M Preparatory School. The staff of Kumudam, the
Tamil Journal, also came to offer their respects.
Thiru. V. S. Ratnasabapathi, State Secretary of Bharat
Scouts and Guides and Thiru. Gopalaratnam, State
Commissioner for Guides, paid their homage to Dr. Chettiar,
who occupied the chair as President of the organization.
Wreaths were placed on behalf of the Council of
Scientific and Industrial Research, Ramanujam Institute
of Mathematics, M.Ct. Muthiah Chettiar High School and
Madras University.
The office of the South Indian Chamber of Commerce and
the Tamil Chamber of Commerce, for which Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar was an Ex-President of the former and a life mem
ber of the latter, remained closed. The office of the Bharat
Scout & Guides of Madras state for which he was president
also remained closed. M.Ct. Muthiah Chettiar High School
for boys, Lady Muthiah Chettiar High School for girls and
M.Ct. M Preparatory School at Purasawalkam, were all closed
as a mark of respect.

The Central Office and its Madras Banking Department
of the Indian Bank also remained closed during the afternoon.
Dr. Chettiar was a former Director of the Bank.
It was the last journey of a true son of the soil to his native

land. All the long way, from Madras to Karaikudi, a sea of
humanity gathered with wreaths and garlands, anxious to
pay their homage to the great philanthropist and outpoured
the grief. His body was brought to 'Srinivas', Kottaiyur, and
kept for the public to pay their respects before taken for the
cremation.
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Heavenly Abode of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar

All the educational institutions in the campus including
the Central Electro Chemical Research Institute were closed
as a mark of respect. The principals, staff and students wore
badges. The flags on buildings were lowered to half-mast.
The Merchant's Association of Karaikudi took out a
procession from the town to the Campus grounds. The local
Congress organization of the Postal Union, the railway work
ers and other representative's organizations garlanded the
body of Dr. Chettiar paying their last respects.
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Grief-stricken people flooded the town, with tears trick
ling down their cheeks, craving one last glimpse of their dear

departed hero. Shops and offices remained closed, as every
one had rushed to pay homage to the dynamic builder of
the town. The students - the beloved children of Dr. Chettiar arranged a jeep and the coffin was placed atop. The jeep
was wholly decked to its roof with garlands, wreaths and
bouquets. Colourful flowers strewn all over the jeep softly
touched its passenger on his last ride, fell to the ground and
lay there pitifully, collapsed with a sense of attaining fulfill
ment. They pulled the jeep with heavy heart, accompanied
by a colossal mass of anguished faces from various cad
res and corners, bidding adieu to their beloved founder. A
procession from Maharanom to Agraharam passed through
the important streets of the town late evening, terminating
in Gandhi Chowk. When the jeep entered the vicinity of
Alagappapuram, the roaring cry of intense pain filled the air
grimly; reverberated with sorrow; it was the cry of souls of
those whose lives he had touched, had forever changed for
the better. Would there be anyone unmoved? No, definitely
not; it was the Father of the Town arriving in his last journey for
good and not a soul was unmoved. The burst of the firecrack
ers set alight in his honour sounded like the deep rumble of
the cracked hearts, mourning the loss of their beacon of light.
A soul-stirring sight!
The revered jeep was pulled to the Bhavnagar Stadium the place that was already chosen by him for his eternal peace
ful sleep. The body was cremated on April 6, in a great load of
sandalwood at the site he had pointed out. His nephew Rm.
Nachiappan lit the funeral pyre and performed the last rites,
as desired by Dr. Chettiar. The Great Spirit soared high into
sky, leaving behind the mortal remains.Regrettably, the cre
mation day coincided with his birthday. Alas!
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Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan and Shri. Ramanathan Vairavan at
the Vallal Alagappar Memorial Temple

The college campus was the haven of peace for
Dr. Chettiar, to which he returned from the trials and tribula
tions of the external world. His soul remains diffused in the
air, blessing the generations of students receiving education
in the vast Alagappa Campus.
Today, his Samadhi stands there for all posterity to see
and remember a life well lived.

Vallal Alagappa Memorial Temple
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Rajaji's words, written several months earlier, are prob
ably the most fitting epitaph for Chettiar:"These bodies of ours
will go into smoke and ashes; our works only remain and Alagappa
Chettiar's works will remain all the more glorious for the trials he
has borne." To these words, an Amen may be added, from

the words of his lifelong friend S.Y. Krishnaswami. When he
recalled Dr. Chettiar a year after his death, said: 'Those who
liked him, those who wanted to put over him in business,
those who came to borrow, some who came to lend, several
who came to beg, subordinates who were disgruntled at the
insufficiency of the nefarious pickings, friends, strangers,
eminent men who began with the preamble that they could
spare only a few minutes, all of them came to see him again
and again after they had seen him once. There was a magnet
in his mind, and it broke through every fault of character and

temperament and drew the focus towards the essential per
sonality.... When he suffered, he suffered alone. When he was
happy, he insisted on sharing it with others'.
The speakers at the cremation ground paid eloquent
tributes to Dr. Chettiar for the promotion of education in
South India, his munificent philanthropy and selfless dedi
cation. Thiru. C.V.Ct.V. Venkatachalam Chettiar, Secretary
and Correspondent of Alagappa Educational Trust, Mr. T.V.S
Manian, Manager of the Trust, Mr. Roya Chokkalingam,
Mr. A.N.Tampi, Mr. Venkanna, Mr. Robson, Mr. Duraisamy
Mudaliar, Mr. M.A.Muthiah Chettiar and others paid trib
ute to the services of Dr. Chettiar. Mr. A.R. Arunachalam,
Municipal Chairman paid homage on behalf of the Municipal
Council.
The Ecclesiastic verse, Make little weeping for the dead, for
he is at rest, may well be the only consolation for the numerous

souls who deeply bemoan the peerless Dr. Chettiar. May his
soul rest in peace!
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ALAGAPPA: ICON OF EDUCATION
'There is a world of difference between an educated person
pursuing wealth and an uneducated one doing it. The pursuit
of wealth by the educated assumes social importance because
what is earned is invested back into social weal. The educated
philanthropist effaces himself and imagines that the wealth
acquired by him is a social trust; whereas his opposite num
ber sees in an act of philanthropy a means of self-pampering',
wrote Dr. S. Thiruvenkatachari, the then Principal of
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar Training College, Karaikudi, while
explaining Dr. Chettiar's Philanthropy. Yes, as Bhagavath
Gita says, What is brought by you and what will go with you?
Dr. Chettiar earned a lot and spent it all for the welfare of
people and for the cause of education.

At the early age of 48, he had single handedly revolution
ized his native place and altered the course of history, before
succumbing to his illness. By the time his premature demise
befell, Dr. Alagappa Chettiar had redefined philanthropy and
contributed more to the betterment of education in Tamil
Nadu than any other person of eminence had done until then.
Rajaji once remarked: 'Dr. Alagappa Chettiar had given
away freely. Students should develop that quality; namely giv

ing money earned for charity. Here is a book of life and students
can learn from him how one can give to a good cause and culti
vate courage, and emulate the spirit of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar'.
Dr. Chettiar did not expect any returns or advertisement
for his services, as he himself was a Karmayogi. He was an
exception; an oasis of mercy and kindness in this materialis
tic world. He won a prominent place in the educational and
technological Map of India; he proved to be a Lighthouse of
education. Lack of funds in the later years was an obstacle
to his projects. Worried by this, he often asked himself as to
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why he did not address himself into these ventures earlier.
His Secretary recalls this in his article; 'Dr. Chettiar regret
ted on many occasions, that the idea of starting a college had
entered his mind so late in his life. If it had been early enough,
he would not have been lavish in his benefactions outside the
college campus, which depleted a considerable portion of his
wealth. In later years, he was even trying to reduce his per
sonal wants'.
It is true that he had set the wheel of progress on his
shoulders just as Jesus Christ burdened himself with the
Holy Cross, for the good of mankind. Today, the people
have a university in his honoured name. Had he been spared
by Providence for a few more years, we might have had a
Medical College and a Law College at Karaikudi.
The Rajpramukh of Mysore stated: 'As a consequence of

changing trade policies in foreign countries, younger gener
ation of Nagarathar have taken to university education for
finding employment and as a result, Karaikudi, which was
the abode of Lakshmi, has now also become the abode of
Saraswathy'.
Shakespeare wrote:
Solong as men can breathe, or eyes can see
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee;
Age cannot wither him;

Nor customs stale his infinite variety...
Definitely, the educational institutions established by
Dr. Chettiar will live as long as men can breathe and eyes can

see! They are the noble monuments of his wisdom and fore
sight. 'Men may come and Men may go; but the name and
fame of Dr. Chettiar will go on forever in the educational his
tory of India'.
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Shyam Rangnathrao Ghandeker (Ranji), California USA,
an alumni of Alagappa Institutions remembered : "I joined the

Alagappa Arts & Science College in June 1955. My three older
brothers also attended Alagappa College. It was always a priv
ilege and pleasure to see and hear Dr. Chettiar at college events.
He was eloquent and he encouraged students to develop per
sonal skill sets other than just studies. He motivated us to
broaden our outlook on life and embrace national and inter
national participation. When he spoke it was always about
positive aspects of life and he reminded us how one could con
tribute to society and the nation. His messages always echoed a
pathway to success - success for a prosperous life.
My father was orphaned at a young age with the sudden
death of his father. So at 18 years he went to Trivandrum and
started his life as a postal clerk. He raised four sons through
adverse economic conditions and sacrificed his whole life.
We were however fortunate as he managed to send us to
Alagappa College. I graduated with a First Class in the then
two-year Intermediate course with mathematics, physics
and chemistry. I wanted to join the Alagappa Engineering
College. Admission to the College was very difficult (over
8000 applications for 120 seats). However, Dr. Chettiar ena
bled the alumni from Alagappa Colleges who got first class to
get admitted into the Engineering College. I was fortunate to

get admitted and that became a turning point in my life.

I anxiously awaited an opportunity to meet him in per
son and express my gratitude for giving me an opportunity
to further my life. It was every student's desire to get an
opportunity to meet with Dr. Chettiar as he emanated love
and demonstrated true affection for each student. My oppor
tunity to meet him came in early 1956 when he was disabled
and driven in a special vehicle to the Bhavnagar stadium. I
followed the vehicle and saw Dr. Chettiar sitting in a wheel
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chair and greeting students. The students were his wealth.
Even in his failing health, I recall vividly his cheerful face - a
face which radiated nothing but love, benevolence and bliss.
When my turn came, I conveyed my gratitude to Dr. Chettiar
and told him that if it was not for that opportunity I got to

study in his institution, my future would have been dim espe
cially under the dire conditions of my family.
I would like to recall his words as he said that "real suc
cess comes out of hard and painful pursuit". He was abso
lutely right. As I graduated with a B.E. (Hons) degree in
Mechanical Engineering, struggled in India for a couple of
years with unchallenging work. Later, I pursued advanced
graduate engineering science education in the U.S and
recently retired as corporate manager after 40 plus years at
General Atomics (a leading nuclear think tank) at La Jolla,
California. I happened to be present at Dr. Chettiar's funeral
at the Bhavnagar stadium in April, 1957. It appeared as
though the entire Chettinad was gathered there with scores
of people, young and old, students, boys and girls, faculty
and staff, all mourning the loss of a great soul, as he certainly
touched their lives!! Dr. Chettiar holds a special place in
my heart."

As a matter of fact, to bear his initials for the continuity
of his family, Dr. Chettiar's relatives had compelled him to go
for adoption, which is very common in the community. His
friends and relatives advised him that a family such as his
with its considerable status ought to have a male heir. But he
wondered how he could possibly do so, having given away
everything to education, saying How can I adopt? I will have
nothing to give him. The boy will feel he got nothing. Close kith
and kin told him that his name was associated with charity,
that he was given the title Vallal (great philanthropist) and
the name alone was enough inheritance. However, he had
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objected for adoption until he lived and suggested that it
could be made after his death, if needed. He also wished that
his granddaughter Unnamalai, would marry the boy who
would be adopted.
He loved all his students like his own children. Wherever
he was, whatever he was doing, he was always thinking of the
students and their education. That was why, though insisted
several times, he objected for adoption. Hesaid: Generations
of students are all my children by adoption.Years after he
died, his wife Mrs. AL. Lakshmi Achi adopted Shri.AL.
Ramanathan, the second son of the A.K.Rm.M.N family of
Kottaiyur.
Mrs. Unnamalai Achi remembers, 'Aiyyah (grandfather)
was always keen that the man whom I would marry should
first be adopted as his son. He had chosen him and mentioned
his name. He said clearly "the second boy from this particu

lar family". He chose my husband before he passed away'. She
added, 'From the time I was a child he would say that I would
be going away after I got married, and that wouldn't happen
if I became his daughter-in-law. "Why shouldn't you become
my daughter-in-law?" he would ask. "I will", I agreed to his
request. By God's grace, I did indeed become his daughter-inlaw ten years after his death'.
Honouring the great educationist of the state, the
University of Madras unveiled the portrait of Dr. Chettiar in
the year 1957.
As a mark of respect, the Corporation of Madras,
named the road where his residence stands in Madras as
Dr. Alagappa Road. During the Silver Jubilee celebrations
of Alagappa Arts College in 1973, the then Prime Minister
of India, Indira Gandhi, unveiled the statue of Alagappa
Chettiar in the campus. The Government of India, in honour
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of the great educationist of India released the Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar Commemorative Indian Postage Stamp in the

year 2004.

Postage Stamp released in honour of Dr. Chettiar -

Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan receiving the first stamp cover from
the then Chief Minister of Tamilnadu Dr. Kalaingar

At the Centenary Exhibition of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar
that was held at Anna Arivalayam in Chennai in 2007,
a stamp was released in his honour. Prominent national
and state leaders were present and spoke highly about his
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contributions to the cause of education in the state and about
his philanthropy. In one speech it was said that the world
today believes Bill Gates to be the greatest philanthropist of
our times. However, it remains to be seen if Bill Gates' ges

ture of philanthropy will extend to him giving up his own
palatial residence and moving to simpler means.' Through
this gesture of donating his residence for a societal cause,
Alagappa Chettiar had re-defined the meaning of philan
thropy. A man who once earned millions, owned bunga
lows, hotels, and was well-diversified in multiple market
segments gave it all away and was content to just to sleep
in the locker room of a cricket stadium. This dimension of
donation showed his extreme generosity. Thus, Dr. Chettiar
came to be Kodi kodutha kodaingan, kudi iruntha veedum
kodutha vizhu theivam (a man who donated millions of
rupees and also his residence where he lived).
Beyond all these tributes, the population of Karaikudi
and its neighbouring villages, the student community and
the teaching community are ever grateful to him and remem
ber him fondly, seeking his blessings in all their endeavours.
On 6th April of every year, Founder's Day is celebrated
not only by the members of Alagappa Institutions but also
by the general public at large. On these occasions, a deep
silence would prevail when the procession begins early in
the morning amidst bursting crackers. Dr. Chettiar's beloved
daughter Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan would lead the march,
followed by the heads of the institutions with their staff and
students in order, from the Bhavnagar stadium to Alagappar
Memorial temple. After paying homage with floral tributes
and bhajans, the founder's family members would distribute
sweets to all those present, in memory of the sweetness of
Dr. Chettiar's days. In Kerala, homage is paid to Dr. Chettiar

on the 5th of April every year.
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As a tribute to his educational services to the nation, the
Gnana Saraswathi temple has been built at Mayiladumparai,
Kundrakudi near Karaikudi, by Dr. Alagappa Alagappan, the
one who received scholarship from Dr. Chettiar for his higher
studies in the United Kingdom and had later became a UN
official. The stone inscription in the temple reads that it has
been solely dedicated to Dr. Alagappa Chettiar, the educa
tionist who turned the scrub jungle Karaikudi into a temple
of education.

KARAIKUDI GNANA SARASWATHI

STONE WORK

Gnana Saraswathy Temple in memory of Dr. Chettiar
The Centenary celebrations of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar
was celebrated on 6th April 2008 at Karaikudi. The then
Honourable Finance Minister Thiru. P. Chidambaram made
his august presence and paid tributes to the dedicated ser
vices of Dr. Chettiar. The film fame music director Thiru.
Gangaiamaran and his orchestra added a musical touch to
the occasion.
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Union Minister Thiru.P. Chidambaram addressing the Centenary

celebrations of Dr. Chettiar in the year 2009

Musical concert by film fame Musician Thiru. Gangaiamaran and
his troop at the centenary celebration
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One of the most difficult things to give away is kindness it is usually returned. This nugget of wisdom proved abso
lutely right in Dr. Chettiar's case. Everyone fondly remembers
him and pays floral tributes to this day. What more is needed?
"Never Bom, Never Die."Dr. Chettiar had stated in a Rotary
meeting: When the portrait of someone who had done a good work
is unveiled, the idea is that those who look at it should derive a cer
tain inspiration from it. It is a symbol only of the service he has
done. Yes. Indeed Dr. Chettiar has his own portrait in the form

of his educational monuments. They are not mere buildings
of bricks and mortar but they are the eternal symbols of his
philanthropic services, standing tall and proud, serving as a
rousing inspiration for the generations to come.
The first spark that emerged out of Dr. Chettiar during
the Annie Besant Centenary Celebration has lit the lives of the
people of Karaikudi. The town is blessed with the greatest gift
of all - a gift that would ensure its progress and prosperity for
all the years to come - the gift of educational illumination, by
Dr. Chettiar.
The bottom-line is that, in his name Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar - Alagappa, has becomean icon of education and a
symbol of perseverance.On the whole, his name has become
synonymous with boundless generosity and his life, a mes
sage for the entire student community.
How we wish great bards such as Keats or Kannadasan
were still alive so they could immortalize the beautiful mind
of Alagappa in their divine verse!
The ray gets bright, when it touches;
The water gets delight, when it drops;
The air gets purified, when it blows;
The blossom gets blessed, when it reaches;
The heart gets divine, when it bows; All to
The resting soul high above the Campus
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Amongst the chirping birds in praise of the Founder;
And praying the Providence to give back our Alagappar!

May his tribe increase!

A Memoir Published in the Newspapers
A pioneer in more fields than one Dr. Alagappa Chettiar
was bom in a family of financiers on April 6 1909. After a
bright academic career at the Presidency College, he went to
London, where he joined the Middle Temple and became one
of the earliest members of his community to be called to the
bar. While in London, he underwent training for two years at
the Chartered Bank and also got trained as a Pilot.
After returning to India, he launched his career as an
industrialist and his activities were characterized by driven
principles. To begin with, he started a textile mill in the for
mer Cochin State just before the Second World War and fol
lowed it up with a handloom-weaving factory in Malabar, to
relieve the unemployment, which was rife at the time. Very
soon he made a mark in the industrial sphere and his con
cerns saw a spell of all-round development. It was during this
period that he began to take a special interest in industrial and
scientific research.
Quite early in his career, Dr. Alagappa Chettiar began to
devote attention to the cause of education to which he had
made a remarkable contribution. He made a donation of Rs.15
lakhs in cash and 300 acres of land to establish the Central
Electro-Chemical Research Institute at the place. The educa
tional trust founded by him runs the Alagappa Arts College,
the Alagappa Chettiar College of Engineering and Technology,
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the Alagappa Chettiar Training College, the Alagappa Chettiar
College of Physical Education, the Alagappa Polytechnic, the
Alagappa Model School, the Alagappa Montessori School and
the Alagappa Primary School.
In addition to the starting of many educational institu
tions on his own. Dr. Alagappa Chettiar made substantial
donations to the extent of one crore of rupees for the cause of
education.

He represented the Madras University at the Conference
of Associations of Commonwealth Universities held in U.K.
in 1953 and headed the Madras State Elementary Education
Reforms Committee in 1955. On behalf of India, he also
attended the Pacific Relations Conference held in Japan in 1954.
Within a rather limited span of active public life that was
less than two decades, Dr. Alagappa Chettiar made his influ
ence felt on the social and cultural life of the community also.
He played a prominent part in effecting the merger of the
scout organization in the country, which had been working on
parallel lines for a long time before and he was till his death
President of the Bharath Scouts and Guides in Madras State.
As an employer, he was keenly alive to the value of labour wel

fare and donated a sum of Rs. 1 lakh for a Maternity Hospital
attached to the Alagappa Textiles in Cochin. He actively asso
ciated himself with many philanthropic and social welfare
organizations, besides the Madras State Welfare Fund and the
Indian People's Famine Trust.
The Ramanujam Institute of Higher Mathematics
located in his residence at Vepery, is a standing monument
to Dr. Alagappa Chettiar's love for research. In recognition
of his services to the cause of education and research, he was
awarded the honorary degree of D. Litt. by the Annamalai
University and LL.D, by the Madras University. He was also
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a life member of both the universities. He renounced his
Knighthood in 1947 on India's attainment of Independence.
During Dr. Alagappa Chettiar's illness for the last some
months, President Rajendra Prasad and Prime Minister
Pandit Nehru, and other distinguished visitors, called at his
residence and enquired about his health.

Tribute of Words
Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, the Vice President of India in his condo
lence message deeply grieved of the passing of Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar and said that the well-known industrialist and friend
of all good causes for education will be long remembered.
At a meeting held in the Committee Room of the Central

Leather Research Institute, a resolution mourning the death of
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar was passed. Mr.Sundaram, Secretary

and Financial Adviser of CSIR and Dr. Nayudamma, Assistant
Director-in-charge of the Institute were present.
At a meeting of the staff and students of the Alagappa
Chettiar College of Technology, Guindy, held at the College
campus, a condolence resolution touching the death of
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar was passed.
The Southern Regional Committee of the All-India

Council of Technical Education met at the University Buildings
and Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar presided and passed
a resolution mourning the death of one of its active members
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar. The Committee resolved to convey its
sympathies to the members of the bereaved family.
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Thiru. K. Kamaraj, then Chief Minister, in a tribute to
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar, said that by his great munificence,
Dr. Chettiar had raised a number of educational institutions

at Karaikudi and Madras for promoting arts, science, techno
logical and engineering studies. He was largely responsible
for the starting and locating of the Central Electro-Chemical
Research Institute at Karaikudi. He continued working with
unremitting zeal for the institutions even when his health was
failing and attended to details of their work from his sick bed.
Thiru. Kamaraj expressed his confidence that the Trustees
in charge of the institutions would continue Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar's good work for the institutions with the same zeal.

Thiru. Rajagopalachari said: "I came to know
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar only a few years ago. But I then came
to admire him greatly for the rare understanding and sense
of values that I found in him. He was so cruelly tried in the
flesh that now that his crucification is over and the universal
mother has taken him to her bosom. I am glad, his courage as
an example that he has left behind for all of us".

Dr. C.P. Ramaswamy Iyer remembered, "Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar was not merely a far-sighted industrialist and a
financial genius, but one whose generosity was unbounded
and whose thirst for the spread of education among young
and old was measureless. He has left behind the permanent
monuments of his philanthropy and his one pre-occupation
was to spread technological as well as primary and second

ary education. In order to achieve this end he devoted all
his talents, time and resources. The institutions that bear his
name in Karaikudi and in Madras will serve to enshrine his
memory among his follow-countrymen.
Dr. U. Krishna Rao, the former Minister of Madras said,
"In the death of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar, India has lost one of
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the greatest citizens. As an educationist and industrialist he
had few equals. The Colleges and Polytechnics started by him
are standing monuments to his great services. I am sorry he
should not have left us when great developments are taking
place in our country. May his soul rest in peace!"
Mr. T.M. Narayanaswami Pillai, the Vice-Chancellor of
Annamalai University, said that Dr. Alagappa Chettiar was
a great friend of all good causes, himself a person of liter
ary eminence, was a patron of arts and letters and had done
much towards restoring Tamil to her pinnacle of glory. As
an Industrialist, he had helped the industrial progress of
Cochin. He would always be remembered with gratefulness
by the Annamalai University for his generous donation of Rs.
Five lakhs.
Mr. T.S. Avinashilingam Chettiar said that Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar was a great man in many ways. The institutions that he

had founded in Karaikudi and Madras would be a permanent
memorial for his great interest in education in the State. It was
his desire that the institutions in Karaikudi should be developed
into a full-fledged university. That apart, it was necessary that
they must become a national trust and should not be allowed to
languish for want of one who had given his life for them.

Several speakers paid tributes to the services rendered by
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar for the cause of education and scout
movement when Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar unveiled
his portrait at Triplicane.
Mr. K. Venkataswami Naidu, State Chief Commissioner for
Bharath Scouts & Guides recalled Dr. Chettiar's association with
the scout movement during the last two decades and the help
he had rendered in spreading the scout movement in Madras.

Describing Dr. Chettiar as a prince among philanthropists,
Dr. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar said, "Dr. Chettiar's interest in
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the scout movement was abiding. If they were able to integrate
the two scout organizations, which had been working on paral

lel lines in the country, it was to a large extent due to his efforts.
The Vice-Chancellor said he had come across a very few Indian
educationists, who have started institutions devoted to spheres
ranging from children's education to scientific research. If the
Madras University could today boast that quite a number of
colleges were affiliated to it in recent years, it was in no small
measure due to the initiatives taken by Dr. Alagappa Chettair.
If Karaikudi was today well-known throughout the country, it

was because of the monumental munificence of Dr. Chettiar for
the cause of educational institutions there".
Mr. V.S. Ratnasabapathy who proposed a vote of thanks,
read the messages received from Dr. K. Giridhara Rao, the
District Scouts Commissioner, who had presented the por

trait and Mr. N.D. Sundaravadivelu, the Director of Public
Instruction.
Thiru. Muthiah Chettiar paid a tribute to Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar for his services in the promotion of the south by found

ing a chain of institutions at Karaikudi from the Montessori
stage to industrial research. He referred to the great services
of the Nagarathar community in the past in building temples
and choultries. He expressed the hope that other Nagarathars
would also follow the example of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar for
the spread of education and medical facilities in the country.
Mr. Muthiah Chettiar recalled the first big donation of
Rs.5,00,000 to the Annamalai University for technological
studies in 1946 by Dr. Alagappa Chettiar. He added that due
to the creation of several educational institutions in Alagappa
Campus during a short space of nine years, Karaikudi had
become a temple of learning in the South. He also stressed the
urgent need for construction of a big hospital at Karaikudi.
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He hoped that the group of colleges at the Alagappa
Campus be welded into the Alagappa University, thus realiz
ing his life's ambition.
The Chief Minister of Mysore, Mr. S. Nijalingappa in his
message said: "This is most unexpected shocking news. We

lose a great benefactor and an educationist. The whole coun
try mourns the loss".
Dr. Ramakrishna Rao, the Governor of Kerala said,
"The country has lost a great industrialist, philanthropist
and a princely donor to the cause of education in the death
of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar. His unbounded enthusiasm for
the promotion of technical education inspite of his continued

illness was something remarkable. I offer my deep condo
lences to the bereaved family".

Mr. K. Madhava Menon, the President of Kerala Pradesh
Congress Committee, said: "I am deeply grieved to hear the
news of the sad demise of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar. In his death
the country has lost one of the most cultured citizens. He was
a pioneer in many respects. He was a successful industrial
ist and all the money he made, donated for public charities,
particularly in the field of education. There is no educational
institution in south, which has not received any munificent
donation from Dr. Chettiar".
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Alagappan

DOB : 14.04.1974

Lakshmi

DOB : 08.09.1969

Son (Adopted):
Ramanathan Chettiar

Wedding : 19.01.1929

Spouse 2 : Lakshmi Achi
Town: Karaikudi

Spouse 2 : Vellachi Achi

Spouse 1: Nachammai Achi

Ramanathan Chettiar @
Sethu Chettiar
Town: Kandanur

DOD: 05.04.1957

DOB : 10.04.1980

Anand
DOB: 24.05.1981

DOB : 15.09.1987

Wedding: 31.01.1977
Devi

DOB: 04.01.1951

Anita

Valliammai (late)

Vairavan
DOB : 11.04.1948
Spouse: Alagammai
Town: Avanipatti

Unnamalai

DOD: 03.12.1998

DOB : 03.09.1928

Son :
Ramanathan Chettiar

Town: Kandanur

Kasiviswanathan
Chettiar

Spouse:

Valliammai Achi

DOB : 13.04.1945

DOB: 04.10.1928
Wedding : 10.09.1943

Daughter:
Umayal Achi

Wedding: 01.04.1918

Town: Kottaiyur

Spouse 1: Valliammai Achi

Unnamalai Achi
Spouse: Vairavan Chettiar

DOB:06.04.1909

Alagappa Chettiar

Spouse: Umayal Achi

K.V.AL Ramanathan Chettiar

Kottaiyur/Mathur/Arumbakkurudaiyar

K.V.AL Family

Branches of the Berevolent Banyan
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The Legacy Continues...
Kindness gives birth to Kindness
- Sophocles

D r. Mrs. UMAYAL RAMANATHAN, the beloved daugh
ter of Vallal Dr. Alagappa Chettiar had a dual role in her life.
First as a wife to her husband Ramanathan next as the daugh
ter of a visionary. It was a
tough act to balance and
her father understood that
well. He got her involved
only to a certain extent
and requested her to give
speeches on his behalf
as his health would not
permit him to attend
functions with various
dignitaries. At the same
time she had to play by
the books and be a caring
wife according to tradi
tion and take care of her of

Mr and Mrs Ramanathan
with their sons family

husband and his needs.
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Following the death of her father Mr. CV.CT.
Venkatachalam Chettiar assumed the role of secretary and cor
respondent of the trust. But the job was demanding as pending
projects had to be completed, staff had to be paid and the funds

were dwindling as there was not sufficient income with tuition
fees. It was some years later that Mrs.Umayal Ramanathan
became the secretary of the trust. In 1973, she accomplished a
major coup by inviting the then Prime Minister of India, Smt.
Indira Gandhi, as chief guest for the Silver Jubilee Celebrations

of the Alagappa Arts College in Karaikudi.

Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan with the former Prime Minister
Mrs. Indra Gandhi

It was a grandiose event that rivaled the visit of Nehru
when he visited Karaikudi years earlier. Her goal was to fulfill
the dream of her father namely to make these institutions a
University. She actively pursued to have the State Government

make this a University and sought the help of the then Chief
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Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan with the former Chief Minister
Mr. M.G. Ramachandran

Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan with the former President

Dr. APJ. Abdul Kalam
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Minister Mr. M.G. Ramachandran. In 1985, she had persuaded
the Government of Tamil Nadu to pass a Special Act for the
formation of the Alagappa University at Karaikudi.

Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan with the former Chief Minister
Dr. J. Jayalalitha

Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan and Shri. Ramanathan Vairavan
with the former Chief Minister Dr. Kalaingar Karunanidhi
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To accomplish this she handed over 450 acres of land with
functioning institutions and a buoyant student population with
faculty. The legacy of philanthropy thus continued in the family.

Being passionate about education she continued to
enhance the educational infrastructure for school students
and added on secondary education to institutions in Chennai
and Karaikudi. She also founded the Umayal Play School and
Day Care center in Chennai. An able administrator and a role
model for women in the community, she has come a long way
in the educational and social service arenas.
The institutions that she founded include:
Alagappa Matriculation Higher Secondary School,
Chennai
Umayal Play School and Day Care Centre, Chennai
Alagappa Matriculation Higher Secondary School,
Karaikudi
Umayal Auditorium, Karaikudi
Ramanathan Chettiar Kalyana Mandapam, Kandanur
Dr. Umayal Ramanathan College for Women, Karaikudi

Alagappa Schools, Chennai
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Alagappa Matriculation HSS, Karaikudi

Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan College for Women,
Karaikudi

To fulfill yet another wish of her father, she founded
the Dr. Umayal Ramanathan College for Women (URCW)
in 2006 and had it affiliated to Alagappa University. Nestled
in a 15 acre serene campus URCW is located in the heart of
Karaikudi and is easily accessible. The opening of URCW is
a culmination of a dream that Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan has
passionately pursued to meet the emerging needs of women
in the community and better prepare them to address the
challenges of modern society. The college is committed to
imparting holistic education and fostering disciplined pursuit
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of academic goals in women. The college offers a wide spec
trum of academic discipline that includes turnkey academic
programs such as Information Technology and Biotechnology
and provides state of the art infrastructure to become a center
of academic excellence.
Her other services include:

Syndicate Member of Alagappa University

ManagingTrustee of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar Educational
Trust, Karaikudi
Managing Trustee of Asoka Charitable Trust, Chennai
Member of Social Welfare Board, Ramnad District
Chairperson of Gangadeeswarar Temple, Chennai
Accolades include:

Doctor of Letters Degree from the Government of
Tamil Nadu
Honorary Doctorate Degree from the University of

Madras

Indira Priyadharshini Award from the Government of
India

Indhira Priyadharshini Awarded to
Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan
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Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan receiving the Indhira
Priyadharshini Award

Dr. Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan being awarded doctorate

by the University of Madras
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Mrs. Unnamalai Ramanathan, the granddaughter
of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar and daughter of Mrs. Umayal
Ramanathan obtained her graduate degree at Stella Maris
College in Chennai. She married Mr. AL. Ramanathan, a
graduate of Alagappa College who ventured into his own
business.

Daughter Tmt. Unnamalai Achi with her family

They are blessed with a daughter and a son. Daughter
Mrs. Lakshmi was the Administrator of the Umayal Play
School and Day Care Center in Chennai. She is married to
Mr. Narayanan, a businessman and has a son named Ashwin
who is now pursuing Architecture at the Alagappa College

of Technology in Chennai. Son Dr. Alagappan is an ortho
pedic surgeon practicing in Chennai and is married to
Ms. Kannamai.
Mr. Ramanathan Vairavan, the grandson of Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar and son of Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan, who planned
the publishing of this biography, continues the services ren
dered by the Alagappa family.
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Son Thiru. Ramanathan Vairavan with his family
Married to Alagu Vairavan in 1977 they have three chil
dren. His eldest daughter Anita, a practicing Cardiologist in
the United States is married to a hospital executive Chocku
Radhakrishnan and has two sons - Suriya and Shivah. His
son Anand is a marketing executive with a Swiss based phar
maceutical company, Novartis and his youngest daughter,
Devi Alamelu is studying law in New York.

Vairavan has been passionate about education and has
been actively supporting his mother in managing the insti
tutions. He was instrumental in setting up the Alagappa
Institute of Information Technology (AIIT) in 1999 provid
ing educational courses in information technology for the stu
dent community. The courses offered by AIIT is recognized
by leading universities in South India such as the Alagappa
University. Pondicherry University, Tamil Nadu Open
University, Anna University and Madras University.
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In 2005 he founded ALAGAPPA PERFORMING ARTS
ACADEMY (APAA) to enable students of Indian classical
performing arts to obtain a Bachelor's degree in performing
arts. Developing a specialized structured learning program he
has designed a comprehensive curriculum in performing arts
to demonstrate the repertoire of culture that is embedded in
Indian classical arts. With text books and interactive DVDs the
four year program accredited through Alagappa University
has more than 500 students enrolled worldwide. The program
offers students to obtain a Bachelor's degree in Performing
Arts (Bharathanatyam, Vocal Music, Instrumental Music) and
Vaasthu Science.
In 2014 he established the Alagappa Academy in
Karaikudi to offer a CBSE based academic program from LKG
to 6th Standard to supplement the Matriculation and Higher
Secondary School. The standardized CBSE based curriculum
focuses on skills like critical thinking and problem solving
through interactive events, activities and role playing games
in the classrooms.
In 2015 he established the ALAGAPPA GIRLS SCHOOL
in KARAIKUDI to meet the needs of society where education
needs to be focused on girls to surface their skill sets and get
empowered. The school is focused to cultivate leadership
skills in every young woman and promote the importance
of service to others, both within and beyond the community.
Research confirms that graduates of girls' schools achieve
greater success both in the academic and professional worlds.
He played a key role in the establishment of the
Dr. Umayal Ramanathan College for Women at Karaikudi.
He undertook major efforts in the release of the Dr. Alagappa
Chettiar Commemorative Indian Postage Stamp.
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His goal and mission in life is to establish a Medical
College in Karaikudi and fulfill the dream of his grandfather.
His focused efforts to bring out this biography of his grandfa
ther Dr. Alagappa Chettiar which represents a multi-dimensional perspective is to motivate and inspire students to never
give up when the tides rise but to brave them and surpass
their set goals.
Thus, the offshoots of the legendary Alagappa Banyan
have stayed true to their roots, which were firmly entrenched
on the highest moral ground by their forefather who first
sowed the seeds all those years ago. They have all proved to
be chips off the old block, giving back to society more than
what was given to them. The same traits of altruism and mag
nanimity that were embodied by Dr. Chettiar have manifested
themselves in his able progeny, thus rendering them worthy
of bearing his noble name and carrying his legacy forward.
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Conclusion

Today in the heartland of Chettinad, a mere mention of Barat-Law or Vallal, has a direct connotation with Dr. K.V.AL.
RM. Alagappa Chettiar. There are many Bar-at-Laws; there
are many philanthropists (Vallals); yet how does such a title
stick to only this legendary figure even after he passed away
more than half a century ago? That is the magic of his selfless

ness and his un-quenching desire to serve the community. His
name is now permanently etched in history. There will never
be an article that describes the community or the community
that does not pay obeisance to him.
His life is a shining example of the exemplary character
that he was with attributes that clearly profiled him as a vision
ary. With humble beginnings he usurped every opportunity
to advance himself through education, his vibrant enthusiasm
and initiatives profiled him as a dynamic industrialist diver

sifying his business portfolio across many facets of industry.
His intuition and empathy for societal welfare took him on
a journey where he transformed a small village into a tem
ple of education. He believed in synergizing education with
social advancement. With his hallmark trait being to spend
passionately for public causes, his foresight was astounding
as he catered to every single need of the wide cross section of
the community, with nursery, primary and secondary schools
for children; collegiate and post graduate education in diverse

disciplines for youth; vocational and professional training for
adults to enable them to get employed. He worked furiously
for the renaissance of communal prosperity.
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Conclusion

His life is an inspiration; his memory a sanctification. His
failing health did not let him deviate from his vision of trans
forming his community as his will power and perseverance
lead him to pathways of success. The message that one and
all should take away from this book is to not let go off ide
als, stay focused, brave the tides of challenges and overcome
them one wave at a time. This legend has shown us the inside
of A BEAUTIFUL MIND!
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Establishments by Dr. Alagappa Chettiar

Donation made by
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar

Year

1943-56

Travancore University

1943

Town Improvement Scheme,

1943

Kottaiyur

Raja Ravivarma maternity

1943

hospital, Cochin.

Madras Seva Sadan, Vepery

1943

Magalir Illam,

1943

Amaravathipudur

Meenakshi Club at Kandanur

1943

Higher Secondary School in

1943

his birthplace, Kottaiyur
Sri Meenakshi Sundareswarar
Vidhyasala old student
Alumni

1943

Alagappa College of
Technology, Madras

1944

Midday meal scheme for
school children in Cochin

1945

Maternity Ward in the Mill
hospital at Alagappa Nagar

1945

To fund students of Cochin to
study abroad

1945
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Maharaja College, Emakulam,
Kerala

1945

Geological Research by the
Travancore Government

1945

H.M.I.S Fund, Cochin

1945

Thakkar Bapa Industrial
School, Madras

1946

South Indian Chamber of
Commerce, Cochin

1946

South Indian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry,

1946

Madras
Cyclone Relief Fund

1946

Inter-Asian Relations
Conference

1946

Central Electro Chemical
Research Institute + 300 acres
land

1948

Annamalai University,
Chidambaram

1948

Tamil Higher Studies in
Malaysia

1948

Thakkar Bapa Industrial
School, Madras

1948

South Indian Educational

1948

Society, New Delhi

Lady Doak College, Madurai

1948

Statue of Tamil Professor UV
Swaminatha Iyer, Presidency
College

1948

Tamil scholar T.P. Meenakshi
Sundaram

1948

Tamil Academy - Tamil
Encyclopedia

1948
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Ramanujan Institute
for Advanced Study in
Mathematics

1951

M. Ct. M Chidambaram
Chettiar Memorial Prep School

1954

Shanmukham General Library,

1954

Chennai

Alagappa Nagar Polytechnic

1956

at Cochin

Other unrecorded donations
estimate
Estimated Charitable
Donations

Building of Institutions

Purchase of 1000 acres of land
to build institutions

1946

Dr. Alagappa Chettiar College

1947

Educational Trust

Alagappa Arts College at
Gandhi Maligai

1947

Alagappa Arts College

1948

Building Inauguration
Alagappa Chettiar Training
College - Foundation

1949

Bhavnagar

1949

Stadium - Foundation

Alagappa Chettiar Training
College Inauguration

1950

Umayal Hostel

1950

Visalakshi Hostel

1950

Alagappa Model High School

1951

Rotary Club of Karaikudi

1951

Bhavnagar Stadium
Inauguration

1952
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Alagappa Chettiar College of
Engg.& Tech. Established

1952

Alagappa Chettiar College of
Engg.& Tech. Buildings

1953

Jawahar Park

1953

Alagappa Montessori School

1953

Veerappa Amman Hostel

1953

Mankompu Aundy Iyer Hostel

1953

Alagappa Montessori School
Hostel

1954

AC Colleges' Co-operative
Tenancy Housing Society Est.
Alagappa College for Women
at his residence in Kottaiyur

1954
1954

Alagappa Elementary School

1954

G. Kuppusamy Naidu Hostel
for Engg. & Tech. College

1955

Dewan Bahadur Murugappa
Chettiar Hall at Eng. College

1955

Hobby Centre at Alagappa
College of Engg. & Tech.

1955

Alagappa Polytechnic

1955

Alagappa Basic School

1955

Alagappa Preparatory School

1955

AC Colleges' Co-operative
Tenancy Society Buildings

1955

Alagappa School of Music

1956

Alagappa College of Physical

1956

Education

1956

Staff Club

Other unrecorded expenses
Estimated Institution Building
Expenses Total
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Operational Expenses
(1948-1957)
Estimated Total Institutional
building & Operational
Expenses
Estimated Charitable
Contributions
Replacement Value in 2015
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Distinguished Positions Held by Dr. Chettiar

President of South Indian Chamber of

1945 - 47

Commerce

Indian Representative at Inter- Asian Relations

1946

Conference
World war to Promote Welfare Schemes

1946

Syndicate Member of Annamalai University

1946

President, Bharath Scouts & Guides, Madras

1949

At Commonwealth Conference, Cambridge
University
Quin-Centenary Celebrations of Glasgow
University
Member of the Planning Committee

1953

Central Govt Business Administration
Committee Member
Member, All India Science Research
Organization
Organized Inter-City meeting of Rotary Club

1953

1953
1953

1953
1953

Indian Rep. in 12th Pacific Relations Conf.,
Japan
Chairman, Govt. Education Reform
Committee
Tamil Speech in Tamizhosai, BBC, London

1954

Member, Madras University General
Supervisory Body

1955
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Honours Received by Dr. Alagappa Chettiar

D.Litt., from Annamalai University

1943

LL.D from Madras University

1944

Knighted by the King of England

1945

Renounced Knighthood when India got
independence

1947

Padma Bhushan from the Govt, of India

1957
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List of other Establishments by The Family

THE LEGACY CONTINUES
DAUGHTER Dr. Mrs. UMAYAL RAMANATHAN
Alagappa Matriculation Hr. Sec. School, Chennai

1982

Formation of Alagappa University, Karaikudi

1985

Alagappa Matriculation Hr. Sec. School,
Karaikudi

1985

Umayal Auditorium, Karaikudi

1992

Ramanathan Chettiar Kalyana Mandapam,
Kandanur

2001

Umayal Play School and Day Care Centre,
Chennai

2002

Dr. Umayal Ramanathan College for Women,
Karaikudi

2007

GRANDSON Mr. RAMANATHAN VAIRAVAN
Alagappa Institute of Information Technology,
Chennai

1999

Alagappa Foundation Inc, California, USA

2001

Alagappa Performing Arts Academy, Dance
Program

2005

Alagappa Performing Arts Academy, Music
Program

2008

Alagappa Performing Arts Academy, Vaasthu
Science

2012

Alagappa Academy (CBSE Program), Karaikudi

2014
2015

Alagappa Girls School, Karaikudi
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Memorable Speeches

WELCOME SPEECH OF
Dr. Chettiar
On the occasion of the inauguration of Alagappa College
of Physical Education by His Highness the Rajpramukh of
Mysore on 27th August 1956.
(Though Dr. Chettiar was sick, he managed to be present in
the College campus. His speech was read by his daughter,
Mrs. Umayal Ramanathan)

It has been the will of Providence that I should add one
more institution to those already on this Campus. This time it
is a College of Physical Education. It was my cherished desire
to start it for a long time, but naturally and for many obvious
reasons, the other Colleges had to take precedence.
Time was when many looked askance at Athletics,
Sports and Physical Education. The athlete, sportsman, the
wrestler and the mile-runner were held in no regard by the
academic bookworm who set his nose to the grindstone of
University prizes, medals and grindstone I must confess, I
was one of those that gave the go-by to sports. But I am in
the illustrious company of eminent leaders like Mahatma
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Gandhi. But there were some amongst us even then that
patronized on the sly sports and athletics. Our fathers too,
who, on the whole, inspire of Alexander Pope, must be
considered wiser than we, would not countenance entrance
into and distinction in the sports field. The whirling of
time has brought about a salutary change. Now Sports and
Physical Education have not only assumed a national but
international importance. To my mind it seems that such
activities are a sure means of hastening the fulfillment of
the concept of one world - the ardent desire of most of our

leaders, especially of Panditji.
Sports will level distinctions and bring about good feel
ing and a sense of brotherhood. Plato wished for a philoso
pher to be the King of his Utopia. May I modify it by saying
that a sportsman should lead a nation, I daresay time will be
when this happy state of things would be ushered in.

I need not stress the importance of physical education any
further. Mahatma Gandhi says in his autobiography Today I
know that physical training should have as much place in the cur
riculum as mental training.We

have heard of the Englishmen's
pride that the battle of Waterloo was won on the playfields
of Eton. Swami Vivekananda said that religion could be best
propagated by able bodied hen. And there is the Upanishad
saying that the realisation of the Atman could be achieved
not by those weak in body but by those physically strong.
Patriotism is not enough. We want love of humanity if we
wish peace in this world, which is so sorely distracted today.
The 'Olympics' is a step in the right direction. And if India
which preaches the gospel of Panch Sheela or Co-Existence
is to lead the West, I have no doubt that colleges of physi
cal education will have to play a great part. The Y.M.C.A.
College of Physical Education has been doing excellent work.
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But one swallow cannot make a summer. If athletics should
develop towards the direction I have envisaged that we want
quite a number of such institutions. Happily the Government
of the States and the Central government have begun to see
the need for them and are giving proper aid to their being
started. May I hope that when the allocation of funds for this
purpose is made, this College, which is being inaugurated
by His Highness, will get a preferential share by the Central
government?
That is my defence for bringing into being this College.
I am happy that is to be inaugurated by Your Highness, an
illustrious scion of an illustrious family of Rulers of one of the
most enlightened States in Bharat. Your Highness has won
our regard and affection in many ways. Only recently we
had the rare honour of enjoying the literary and philosoph
ical treat you gave to Madras. I refer to the superb lectures
on Aesthetics. We are all happy that a scholar, and Prince by
birth, a distinguished University man and a practical phi
losopher is now associating himself with the Baptism, shall
I say, of this infant? Under such benign auspices I am sure,
the College will flourish and earn a honourable place in the
educational map of our country.
Let me strike a very personal note. It is God's will that I
should be confined to bed and incapacitated from being pres
ent in the pandal which is being hallowed by the presence of
His Highness. It is my prayer irrespective of what may hap
pen to me, that this College of Physical Education which is
being inaugurated by Your Highness and the other institu
tions on this campus inaugurated by the eminent leaders and
great savants would soon together form a full-fledged univer
sity and fulfil the hope expressed by our revered Rashtrapathi
in his speech on 15th November, when he graciously declared
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open the Alagappa Polytechnic. Need I say that consumma

tion will likewise be the realisation of my fond hopes and Your
Highness' inauguration of this college is a certain augury of
the University to come in the very near future? Let me end
with a silent prayer to the Almighty that shapes our ends may
help my dream come true.
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Speech of Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar,
President, Dr. Alagappa Chettiar Educational Trust,
Welcoming Dr. B. Ramakrishna Rao, Governor of Kerala, to
lay the Foundation tablet for the Alagappanagar Polytechnic
at Alagappanagar, State of Kerala on 17th March 1957

[Smt. Umayal Ramanathan, daughter of Dr. Alagappa Chettiar
read the speech, in the absence of Dr. Chettiar]

Your Excellency, Distinguished friends, Members of the staff
and the students of the Polytechnic and workers of the mills:
My father, Dr. Alagappa Chettiar wishes me to convey
to you his apologies for not being able to be present here in
person. He had commissioned me to read this address on his
behalf, and I have the honour now of reading his address:
At the outset, I must tender my most humble thanks
to the President, Prime minister, Vice President, Rajaji and
Governors of States and many distinguished education
ists and other well-wishers who have been kind enough to
send me their messages of good will on this most auspicious
occasion.
To justify the ways of God to man has ever been the
effort of all thinking men through the ages. Despite my seri
ous illness there were little patches of no pain and suffering
and some happiness. I had programmed and God was mer
ciful enough in enabling me to fulfill the programme to go
to the Alagappa College Campus at Karaikudi for nearly a
fortnight last month. I had similarly planned a week's stay
at Alagappanagar to look around this new infant educational
institute and my textile mills and simultaneously take great
pride and happiness in participating in today's function, in
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making a welcome speech to our distinguished Chief Guest,
the Governor of Kerala, Dr. B. Ramakrishna Rao and oth
ers. But God in his wisdom had planned otherwise and that
plan has debarred me from coming over to Alagappanagar,
and I am now pinned to my bed with anguish and suffering.
Inscrutable are the ways of Providence.
I am asking my young daughter Srimathi Umayal
Ramanathan, to read on my behalf the small welcome
address, which I have dictated to welcome our distinguished
Chief Guest and the other guests and also to pay my tribute to
Dr. B. Ramakrishna Rao.
The people of Kerala are one of the most intelligent
groups of people known for their skill, intellectual vigour,
scholarship and cleanliness in daily life and yet unfortunately
are bound up with problems of one kind or the other which
have upset the harmony of society in Kerala. To my mind,
it appears, large numbers of industrial undertakings and
training technical personnel will to a certain extent solve the
major problems of unrest. That is why I, with my experience
of nearly two decades in Kerala, have made bold to start this
Polytechnic early last year and that was inaugurated by Shri
P.S. Rau, the then Adviser to the Rajpramukh of Travancore
Cochin. Now, the second stage has started, in that we are
not merely starting off the building operations, but what is
more, thanks to Government of India and to the State govern
ment and the Southern Regional Committee we are adding
mechanical and electrical group of subjects to be taught in this
Polytechnic from the next academic year.
To have the Polytechnic with young earnest men, eager
to learn and anxious to do the work with their hands, along
side of a textile mill engaging thousands of workers where the

spindles keep turning round almost for 24 hours, is indeed a
sight, which gladdens my heart and enthuses me immensely,
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I have already made provision for preference to the children
of the mill workers in the matter of recruitment of students to
the Polytechnic. I also look forward to the day when the bulk
of the students of the polytechnic in civil, mechanical and
electrical and, in due course, textiles as wells will be the sons
of the workers. Everyone working in the mills or learning his
work at the Polytechnic will be adding to the wealth of the
country and greatly help to raise the standard of life of the
mass of the people.
Little did I dream last year that I will have the privilege
of starting this institute, though I was brave enough to request
the President of the Republic of India, Dr. Rajendra Prasad
to make the announcement in November 1955 at Karaikudi

that a Polytechnic at Alagappanagar is intended to be opened.
God has been most merciful and kind to me though not in the
physical sector. I appeal both to the common man as well as to
the leaders of society in every field to assist me in the growth
of this new educational adventure, as some people call it, and
co-operate with the Trust to build up one of this finest edifices
of technical institutions in this part of Kerala.
I neither wish to inflict a long speech on you nor to tire
my young daughter who has gracefully agreed to read my
speech. His Excellency Dr. B. Ramakrishna Rao, Governor of
Kerala is a seasoned administrator in that he was the Chief
Minister of Hyderabad, a State with many problems and he
has done remarkable work and I am told by the Southern
Regional Office that his work in the field of technical educa
tion has not been small. With his affection towards me and
steadfastness in bringing equilibrium to Kerala with all its
upheavals and loyalty to the Nation, is now the main task of
our Governor. I wish him all God-speed in this great work
and I sincerely tender my most genuine thanks for his having
come over to lay the Foundation Tablet of the Alagappanagar
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Polytechnic alongside of my Alagappa Textiles (Cochin) Ltd.,
I pray to Providence that it be given to me before long to
come over to Allagappanagar, see the workers whom I have
known very intimately for a long period of years and culti

vate the acquaintance of the students of the Polytechnic and
play my part in guiding them aright. My God bless this infant
institution is my prayer. I thank the Governor most sincerely
once again.
JAI HIND
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WELCOME SPEECH OF
Dr. Chettiar
Reproduction of the Tape Recording of Dr. Chettiar's
Farewell Speech to the Students at the
Kuppusamy Naidu Hostel
Friends,
I was just telling you that right through my life, it has never
been my habit to take things lying down. I have always stood
up to my rights, fought for them and pleaded for them. But it
has now become the Will of God that I should be confined to
bed, lying down for the last eight months and God knows for
how many months more.
Friends, I am deeply overwhelmed with the elaborate
arrangements that you have made and what is more with
the great enthusiasm that you have shown, in asking me to
be present at least for a few minutes, just before leaving for
Madras.
As I first start speaking to you, I must first tender my
heartfelt thanks naturally to Providence, but later, imme
diately after, to the instrument of Providence, that is to my
Doctors who have been unremittingly attending on me
through day and night, through thick and thin, irrespective
of and despite the great hardship I have been causing them
by making such undue demands on them. I am most grateful
to them and I wish to publicly, in the presence of my fellow
students, acknowledge the great debt that I owe to them and
the great kindness that I have received from them, and I will
continue to receive from them, for the rest of my life.
Friends, it was Tennyson who sang,

My strength is the strength often, because my heart is pure, I

may for a moment make a little amendment even to the great
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Tennyson's line, and tell you that my happiness, despite my
physical pain and unhappiness - my happiness is boundless,
limitless, because my happiness does not consist naturally in
my own happiness, but my happiness consists in the happi
ness of the thousands of students young and old, boy and girl
that read in our vast educational campus. Friends, it is that
thought that has been keeping me alive even during these ter
rible months, seven or eight months, and during the course of
this foul disease to which I have fallen a victim.

Friends, I do not propose to talk to you anymore except to
tell that any individual credit that you take, or the happiness
that comes to any one of you individually or collectively - I
consider it as my own happiness, whether I know you indi

vidually or not. I think of this campus as one indivisible unit
both of staff and students and I take such unmixed happiness
from their own happiness and it is THAT, that keeps me alive
as I just told you a little earlier.
Friends, through you all I wish to convey both to you and
also the other students of the campus, naturally who are not
here, my sincere good wishes for your personal happiness,
not merely during the tenure of the few years that you will
be studying in this campus but, what is more, for the rest of
your life in the wider amphitheatre, where you will be play
ing your part later, after you leave the College Campus.God
bless you is my sincere prayer and I hope God willing, if it is
God's Will, I will come back and see you, or in any event I
pray to God that everything be well with you and everyone of
you will be alright. Thank you.
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Speech of Dr. Chettiar on the occasion of Unveiling the
Portrait of Rtn. Tampi at the Rotary Club of Karaikudi.

I have great pleasure in unveiling the portrait of my friend
and fellow Rotarian Sri A.N. Tampi. Normally, I should have
hesitated to undertake this task in the present state of my
health. But when I was approached by my friend Rotarian
Dr. Jabbar and Secretary, Alladi Natesan, I gladly undertook

this task because it is an opportunity for me to give expres
sion to my happy relationship with Mr. Tampi, ever since the
time that he came to Karaikudi and accepted the office of the
Principalship of the College here.
During these seven or eight years, Mr. Tampi and I have
had occasions to meet very frequently. We have agreed on
many issues and have also agreed to differ on certain occa
sions. But at no stage has there been any disparagement on
either side. Mr. Tampi, as you know, is what he looks, that
is, he is a strong man in the proper sense of the word. But
his strength is not mere obstinacy, but determination to see
a thing done properly. So much so, while he has always pre
sented his point of view and stated his case with vehemence,
he has shown an equal capacity to listen and to be convinced
by others. This is particularly, so as far as I am concerned,
because there has been many a question on which he and I
have held long discussions and on which I have had to pres

ent my own point of view. Perhaps, some of you may think
that I am also an equally obstinate person and have the habit
of presenting my point of view forcibly. But the results have
been pleasant and constructive and I cannot remember an
occasion when we did not arrive at a solution, which made
both of us satisfied.
Mr. Tampi held the onerous office of the Director of
Public Instruction in Travancore State, a state as you know
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which teams with problems in spite of its high literacy or
perhaps, because of it. I should not be misunderstood at this
stage as saying that education is harmful but merely as stating
a fact. After his successful tenure of office there, we were able
to persuade Mr. Tampi, with the help of my revered friend
Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, to accept the doubt less
important office of the Principal of the Alagappa College. The
Arts College was the original nucleus around which the other
colleges have sprung. I say this is in the literal sense of the
word, that is, all the institutions were originally housed in the
Arts College in the early years of their life and then only they
had their own separate habitation. So, Mr. Tampi can claim
in a way the fatherhood of all the institutions here. I am sure
that seeing the children grow up and develop an independent
family life of their own, Mr. Tampi feels like a father observ

ing gladly what is happening all around and taking a natural
pride in the activities of this college campus.
After coming over to Karaikudi the amount of interest
that Mr. Tampi has been taking in these institutions is known
to all of you and it is hardly necessary for me to repeat them.
But I may take this opportunity of mentioning to you that his
labours for the welfare and development of the institutions
here have been constant and unremitting, and have been
inspired by his desire to make all these institutions something
of which anyone can be proud. So much so occasionally he has
been impatient of opposition or even difference of view. It is a
well-known trait of the common run of men to stick to a path,
which has already been laid, and to shun any new change
as far as possible. The extent of a man's robust thinking and
determination is shown by his fearless disregard of all obsta
cles and not by the way in which he is overwhelmed by them.
I consider this a safe test by which to judge the capacity of a
person, and judging by the standard, Mr. Tampi has brought
with him something of the quality of the stream roller, which
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crushed the small stones and, makes the road comfortable and
easy for others to walk on. We need such men, and during the
early years of the building up of institutions such men alone
matter; and from this point of view we should all be thankful,
and I particularly, to Mr. Tampi who has been with us during
these formative years.
The ideal of rotary is service. Though I was the founder of
the branch of the Rotary at Karaikudi, for various reasons my
part in it cannot be compared to his. He has been the main

stay of the organization in Karaikudi. Inter-city meetings
have been held here and Karaikudi bids fair to become an
important center of rotary activities. This is mainly due to the
interest that Mr. Tampi has taken in this matter. He inspired
the organisation of the social service camps on various occa
sions, especially during the time of cyclone and other natural
calamities and the work that has been done has been directed
by him.
I am not unveiling this portrait only in order to honour

our friend. There is more behind it than that. When the por
trait of someone who has done good work and is continuing
to do good work, is unveiled, the idea is that those who look
at it should derive a certain inspiration from it. It is a sym
bol only of the service he has done, and in this sense, I have
no doubt that all the Rotarians and all the students and staffs
here will considerably benefit by this portrait. I have great
pleasure in unveiling this portrait.
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Speech of Dr. Chettiar at a
Journalist Conference in Thanjavur
I am deeply thankful to the organizers of this gathering for
inviting me to declare this conference open and to partici
pate in your deliberations. I am not a journalist at all though
I hold the position of honorary editor of Tamil weekly, the
KUMUDAM, but as an industrialist and as one in the fur
therance of education and as one profoundly concerned, as
I know all of you country, I am vitally interested in the role
which you play in the country in promoting its progress and
welfare. On the sound functioning of the Press, depends the
sound functioning of democracy in this as in other lands. On
the sound functioning of the working journalists including in
this category, every type of worker in the field of journalism,
from the reporter to the Editor, depends the sound function
ing of the Press. You are the men - I hate to use the word
'machinery' in contexts like this, thought it is common - who

make the press function in this country. It is well for us, mem
bers of the public, to be aware of this, and I feel that it is not
merely proper but absolutely essential that you should be
constantly and clearly aware of your functions and responsi
bilities of your indispensable and essential role in the sound
operation of democratic institutions at all levels in this coun
try. In you Chairman, my friend Mr. N. Raghunatha Iyer you
have not merely the doyen of south Indian journalism, but
one who brings a depth of culture, as intellectual integrity
and professional of competence, altogether beyond compar
ison and estimate. It is fortunate that South Indian journalism
has one like him functioning - it will be ever more fortunate if
men like him could always be attached to the profession. But,
if we cannot all of us achieved that detachment, judicial dispassion and insight and mastery of affairs of Mr. Raghunatha
Iyer we can keep these ideals before ourselves always, and by
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steady, sincere and earnest striving seek in some measure to
be worthy of a profession led by him. It is a special piece of
luck that at this second conference of South Indian Journalists
I am addressing, Mr. Raghunathan is in the chair. It lightens
my burden, which I should also have shuddered to shoulder,
and gives me confidence.
I have already referred to the need for a clear recogni
tion by the Press and the Public alike of the important role
that the Press plays in the effective functioning of democratic
institutions. I am aware that many of you feel acutely con
scious of a very considerable lack in the public's realisation
of the importance of your role. You are naturally looking for
some tangible proof of this realisation - in the shape of sta
tus and emoluments appropriate to your important functions
and onerous responsibilities. Even the rather exhaustive - and
exhausting too - Press Commission report of Rajadhyaksha
has, I fear, failed to give complete satisfaction. I am not sur
prised. The report seems to me to concern itself in less than
due measure with the role of the working journalist, who is
the vital base of the pyramid. Its recommendations are not
knave- proof. Your working journalists are apprehensive that
(1) either the implementation of the recommendations will be
delayed indefinitely - by Government hesitating or (2) they
will be defeated or evaded by owners and managements in
ways now no longer unfamiliar to us. But speaking not as a
representative of big business but as a member of the public,
I venture to tell you that these apprehensions should have no

place in your minds at all. You have it in your power to compel
the authorities, on the one side, and the owners, on the other,
to deal justly with you. Organisations like the South Indian
Journalists Federation, to which you are affiliated, enjoy an
intangible but nonetheless effective power to influence on
policy and administration. Naturally enough, except at these
annual gatherings, you do not refer to your own domestic
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problems. The habit of concerning yourselves with the prob
lems affecting the future as a whole - a most healthy habit
and one for which the public cannot be too grateful - as bred
in you a certain relative indifference to your own. I respect
this spirit of self-effacement and the very noble devotion,
which generations, of working journalists have shown to the
public interests in utter disregard of the conditions in which
they had to discharge that task. The limitations of pay, leisure,
privileges, opportunities and status under which you labour
today grievous enough in all conscience - are, I dare say you
know as nothing compared with the conditions in which your
predecessors of a generation ago had to function. But they
were comforted by a sense of vocation, by the inexpressible
joy of duty well done, by the spiritual content bread by a con
sciousness of serving the public interest. Pray remember that
numerous occult as well as open obstacles were strewn on the
path they had to tread. And beyond all doubt, without parad
ing themselves as martyrs, they served their day and genera
tion and built up the unique institution that we know today,
the Indian Press. True, money power and sectionalisms of
various obnoxious kinds have penetrated the field of Indian
Journalism to some extent. This, however, is not a local, or a
national problem, but a world problem. But believe me, noth

ing in the technical advances of today on the side of produc
tion and distribution of newspapers displaces the working
journalist. The reporter on the spot has to bring his sense of
fact, his sense of relevance, his sense of proportion, his sense
of duty, his sense of the public interest (in all the senses of
that term), his sense of duty no less than the highest degree of
professional competence, to bear on his task - and so too, all
the various functionaries through whom news is channelled
to the public in the form of a crisp half column of news. I do
not have to stress to you the need for keeping unpolluted the

stream of information, news of which you are the guardians.
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The great C.R. Scott had for his maximComment is free, facts are
sacred.Today however, tendentious reporting to some extent
the result of the normal appetite for tabloid presentation of
facts and views, which has unfortunately grown in India - is
taken to be inevitable by many. Perhaps, it is. But I venture
to think that it is your duty not to accept the inevitable but
to fight it. Fight it, with all your resources behind you. Pray,
do not mistake the present mood of the public for 'interesting
presentation of news' as one favouring the varying degree of
distortion that news suffers at the hands of partisan journal
ism. For, be it from me to say that you should not serve a pol
icy or an ideal. But the service of the ideal of your choice need
not - unless it is a low ideal and unworthy one and will not
involve any dishonest selection of facts or distortion of their
context or setting.
It is rather unwise if not dangerous to measure the devel
opment of one country by the standards of another except
in matters fundamental to human nature. The comparison
of one country to another is certain walks of life may not be
quite correct. Hence, I feel a certain hesitation before I am
tempted to measure the growth of the Press in India with
the standards of other countries. India has got her own spe
cial problems, particularly that of language. It does no good
to compare the extent of circulation of a paper in England
or America with that of a paper in India. One has to realise
that whether it be in England or America or in Japan, lan
guage for the entire country is just one and only one. India is
faced with a network of language though for the time being
English occupies a dominant role. I do trust that the owners
of the English dailies and certain major language dailies will
take advantage of their present accumulated strength and so
run the papers for the common good of the general mass of
the country and not merely of the sections whose need is lan
guage of the paper.
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Only by such a voluntary realisation of their sacred duty
can these newspapers be of good to the general good of the
country.
As I talk of journalism I am naturally led into the subject
of 'the journalist'. It has been unfortunately freely assumed in
certain sections of the society that when one is not properly
equipped for any one specific trade or profession the safest
way out into useful employment for a person would be to
become a journalist. This you will agree with me is a most
unhappy assumption of the requirements of the noble profes
sion of a journalist. To my mind, a journalist requires a capac
ity so vast to observe, so deep to realise and so educated as
to properly react. News unlike linier measurements can con
note different views in different backgrounds. Technical cor
rectness is not necessarily rectitude. A temptation to pass of
seemingly correct statements as true statements should ever
be resisted by a true journalist.

Society today is fast becoming a very complex organisa
tion. The factors that inconvenience society for good or evil
are increasingly becoming more and more. Amongst the facts
that influence the society of today the newspaper plays a very
vital role. The over-emphasis to a statement, or the complete
ignoring of an important statement, the passing reference to
something of vital interest to the society are indicators of a
likely abuse of this potent instrument - the newspaper. It is of
utmost importance that the journalist, right from the reporter
and right up to the general editor should keep the high con

duct of ethics always with a full realisation that the technolog
ical advances of the modern day have placed in him the vital
weapon which he can easily use as a surgeon's knife to heal
or as a murderer's sword to wound. May it never be said of

this great profession that when the trial come they were found
wanting in their duty to the good of the society.
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Remember above all that you are members of a profes
sion, not of a trade; it is the characteristic of a profession that
its guiding consideration is not professional profit but the ser
vice of an ideal. Yours is the task of educating, fashioning and
organizing public opinion into an effective instrument of gov
ernment. Democracy, after all, is government by public opin
ion, government by discussion. This can proceed only if you
function as you should. May you realise the supremely vital
role you do play in ensuring that 'government of the people,
by the people, for the people, does not perish from the earth'.
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BANKING IN INDIA (Article)
In this short article, I propose to discuss or rather outline one
aspect of the problem of credit, namely, the gap that exists
between borrowing and lending and the need for bridging
this gap.
It is well known that a bank performs the double function

of receiving deposits on which it pays interest and lending
funds on which it collects interest. Generally, in discussing the

problem of credit, the tendency is to invite attention to the
need for providing cheap credit to agriculture and industry, to

remove the rigour of repayment policy such as disfigures the
loans given departmentally, the provision of long term credit,
and the like. Rarely, do even experts spend time in discussing
the more important and definitely antecedent problem of pro
viding the funds out of which the loans are to be given.
This problem is always important, but it is all the more
so at the present time. The accepted policy of the State is to
fix a ceiling on land. Efforts are also being made to distribute
land to the landless through voluntary land gifts. This policy
is creating a large class of men who are in possession of land
without the means to carry on the profession of agriculture. A
person to whom land is given requires seed, implements, bull

ocks and funds to tide over the period till the next harvest. As a
labourer, he had no such problems. As tenant, these expenses
were either borne by the landlord, or at least the necessary
credit was given by the landlord. Today he stands independ
ent, and the entire scheme of Boodhan will be wrecked for
want of credit to the new owner of land. Besides, the country
is embarking on a gigantic plan of capital investment, involv
ing thousands of crores, and the success of the plan depends
on the extent to which savings can be stimulated. The second
Five year plan proceeds on the assumption that the rate of
investment which now stands at 7% of the national income
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will be stepped up to 11% during the next five years. It is thus

seen that the problem of stimulating savings and the prob
lem of using these savings economically and to the maximum
advantage is one that calls for thought.
Certain facts and figures are relevant in this connec
tion. The Reserve Bank's annual report for the year 1954
gives the following figures. During the last year, deposits in

banks increased by 91 crores. But there was no correspond
ing increase in the ratio of advances to deposits. The volume
of currency was increased by 129 crores, i.e., by more than
10% of the total in circulation. The index of agricultural pro
duce stood at 113.5 as against the base of 100 for 1952-53.
These three facts should be read together. Normally such an
increase of money as has taken place should have led to infla
tion. But it is very dangerous to be complacent that it has
not done so. The reason is obvious, and is nothing else than
the glut of agricultural produce. Any student of economics
knows that the products of agriculture have a notoriously
inelastic demand. Added to it are the poor holding powers of
the small cultivators, and the inadequate provisions for stor
age on credit. It is, therefore, safe to say that the present arrest
of inflation is largely due to the good and plentiful harvest;
and in a country which depends so much on the vagaries of
nature one had year is likely to create sudden problems of
inflation. The increase of deposits in the banks will, with a
drop in the quantity of agriculture produce will, be soon con
verted into spending money. It seems as if we are banking for
more on the possibility of good harvests than we should, in
calculating future investments.
Further, the primary function of a bank is to provide
credit for industry and trade. The huge institutional invest
ment in government loans is certainly not the sign of a sound
credit economy. It shows, on the other hand, that the credit
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institutions are full of surplus funds which they have to invest
cheaply. This means that the margin between the interest that
the bank has to pay to its depositors and the interest that it
earns on its own investments is narrow. It also means that for
some reason or other it is unable to utilise its resources more
profitably and one may add, more legitimately. Can we say
that the credit needs of the country are so fully satisfied with
the money invested by the banks is surplus? That is not the
position. The credit needs of the country are far from being
satisfied. Why then does this anomalous position exist?
A probable explanation is to be found in the fact that the

credit needs of the agriculturist and the period of the depos
its in the banks do not harmonise. The agriculturist has to
borrow for such necessary expenses as the digging of wells,
levelling of land, purchase of bullocks, and ploughs of an
improved pattern for conversion of land from dry to wet and
such like investments. These expenses are of a semi-capital
nature. They recur, say, once in five or six years, and the loans
that he requires are for about the same period. But the depos
its in banks are for much shorter periods.
This is one of the major credit problems that this coun
try has to face, i.e., to create a credit structure that attracts
medium period deposits. At present, the towns deposit, and

the villages borrow. The villager looks to someone else to pro
vide the money. Unless we are able to make the rural surplus
flow into banks this problem will exist for ever, and the credit
available will not be fully utilised.
This can be done by means of small banks that cover
areas of ten or twelve adjoining villages. Whether these small
banks should be co-operative or joint stock is a different ques
tion, but it is not likely that the villagers will deposit their
moneys in large and impersonal institutions that remind of
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a government office which he generally dreads, and whose
ramifications of procedure frighten him. Further, village
credit has an intensely personal element; and if the rules of
credit worthiness are strictly followed several persons will
not be entitled to any loan. Especially so with respect to the
new landlords created by the goodwill of the Boodhan move
ment, no State Bank will be able to introduce the personal
element that calls for risks. Nor will it attract local deposits
as it should. The problem is thus to provide village credit
with a large proportion of village funds and to supplement it
with other funds which latter should primarily be utilised for
short-term crop and other advances.
Perhaps I have over simplified the problem, but within
the compass of a short article it is not possible to do anything
more than indicate the problem and a suitable approach
in solving it. The subject needs detailed study and a bold
solution.
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EDUCATION AND THE NEW SOCIAL ORDER
(Article)
Few people realise the important role which a Training

College has to play in the education of a nation. Unfortunately
in India, the recognition given is even less than in other
countries. Teachers reflect the opinion of the general public
on matters relating to education. Possibly this remark was
made to deplore the absence of recognition on the impor
tance of teacher education, If one goes 'through' the reports
of education at all levels, one can find that teacher education
is given insignificant consideration. Schemes of expansion
of education are planned without taking into account the
requirements of teaching personnel. The constitution makes
provision for free and compulsory education and our State
Government have made education free up to the end of the
middle school stage. No doubt, elaborate statistics have been
prepared of the number in the various age groups of boys
and girls, but hardly any mention is made of the number
of teachers that would be required to man the schools that

would spring up.
Both the public and the officials consider that any per
son could be entrusted with the teaching of the young. In

no other profession, there is such utter disregard of profes
sional qualification. In all ranks of the medical, engineering
and legal professions, they insist on a technical qualification
as a condition precedent to employment. When you want to
stitch your coat, you send for the qualified tailor, when you
want a driver for your car, you insist upon a qualified man
for you are in fear of your life or your car but when our chil
dren are to be educated the State uses the occasion to solve

the unemployment problem thinking more of the unem
ployed than the helpless child - and still we preach that the
children are the wealth of nation. When a child is physically
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ill, you try to get the best Doctor and the best medicine but
with regard to its mental health, very little attention is paid.
This sad state of affairs is due to the fact that education
takes time to show its results but they little realise that even
when the results show themselves to be bad, it will be too
late to be mended. When the public complain with careless
indifference and blame the education system, they should
realise that they were themselves responsible for the sorry
state of affairs. So any attempt to improve education should
start with the teacher and of the recognition of the impor
tant role he has to play in the shaping of the future of the
nation. The enthusiasm to start a school in the locality begins
and ends with the pro-vision of accommodation and equip
ment and the teacher comes in only as an after-thought. So
if education should play its proper role in the reorganisation
of society, the selection and the training of teachers should
assume importance much more than what is given today. It
should be obvious therefore that the training colleges should
become the hub of the educational machinery for the pro
gress of the nation.
The training colleges of today stand isolated from the

teaching profession. So far as collegiate education is con
cerned, the colleges stand on a high pedestal by themselves
looking with lofty contempt and even with hostile scorn
on the training institutions. Even the members of the staff
of the training colleges consider it as an achievement if they
can get out of them to join other faculties, while the schools
consider the training colleges with little affection and often
with hostility; because they feel they are not taken into real
partnership in the shaping of the future teacher. The training
colleges condescend to confer their recognition and patron
age by sending their pupil trainees for the mockery of an
apprenticeship while the teaching staff of the schools views
the situation with subdued amusement and silent derision.
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What an unhappy situation! The alumni of the training col
lege who are to join the ranks of the teachers today or tomor
row occupy the position of step children neither the training
colleges taking pride in shaping them as teachers nor the
profession itself taking a delight in inducting them into their
ranks. It is time the authorities thought of setting aright the
unfortunate situation and saved the calumny attached to the
poor teacher. Apprenticeship in other professions like med
icine, law, commerce, etc., has meaning and a purpose; but
here it is done to the annoyance of the one and the indiffer
ence of the other. Should we not pay more attention to this
aspect of teacher education especially as it concerns the rising
generation.
In ancient India, the teacher led society. Today the society
ignores him and treats him with contempt as a wage earner
and of no consequence in shaping society. If society has to
improve, it can only be on the proper education of its mem

bers. The teacher is more than everybody else, a social worker
and he must be given his legitimate place as a community
leader in recognition of his potentialities. Instead of ignoring
him, he should be given opportunities to utilise his talents.
For this purpose, the teaching profession should be made suf
ficiently attractive to the talented section of the people. The
state should take up the responsibility of giving sufficient
security and peace of mind to the teacher to enable him to put
forth his best effort. In the past, the 'Guru' was kept in such a
state by the State and the Community. Today will it be impos
sible to bring back such a stage of affairs under the present
circumstances?
At the same time, the teacher of today has even greater
responsibilities than the 'Guru' of old times. He is the chan
nel by which our heritage passes onto the rising genera
tion. He should be the torch bearer of our culture. With the
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development of atomic power and the crave for material
prosperity, the need for realising the spiritual values of life is
greater than ever before and if the teachers in our school fail
to place these ideals before the rising generation they would
hardly justify their calling.
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Memorable Letters

LETTERS BY DR.RM. ALAGAPPA CHETTIAR
Letter to Prime Minister Shri Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru

'Krishna Vilas'
Vepery
Madras 7
14th August, 1946.

Dr. RM.Alagappa Chettiar

My Dear Panditji,
I have great pleasure in acknowledging receipt of your let
ter of the 30th July addressed to Madras and received by me
here yesterday. I consider it a great privilege to be addressed
by you and that on a subject of great importance as the Inter
Asian Relations conference. I have not had the good fortune of
meeting your personally and am looking forward to the day
when I could be introduced to your great and noble person
ality. Your achievements are great, your sacrifices are greater
and the country as a whole adores you. As the President of
the Inter Asian Relations conference opportunities of a mag
nitude unimaginable lie before you and I am sure you will
rise equal to the occasion and earn the lasting gratitude of the
millions not only in India, but of whole Asia. I do not want to
spoil this letter by the outburst of my admiration or enthusi

asm but shall content myself only by informing you that it is
my proud privilege to respond to your great call. I have great
pleasure in enclosing a cheque for Rs.10,001.
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I wish you all good luck in forming the new National
Government.

With kind regards,
Yours very sincerely
Sd.. .RM. Alagappa
Chettiar
Enel: IOB Cheque for Rs.10,001
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'Krishna Vilas'
Vepery
Madras 7
11th March, 1948.

Dr. RM.Alagappa Chettiar

My Dear Panditji,
Subsequent to my talk with you I conveyed the gist of the
conversation to the Hon'ble Mr. Sitaram Reddiar (Minister
for Industries and Member of the Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research). I have just had a telephone from the
Hon'ble Minister today that the Hon'ble premier of Madras
Mr. Ramaswami Reddiar has sent a letter to you conveying
the request of the Madras Government inviting you to the
Madras Province and also to lay the Foundation stone of the
Electrochemical Research Institute at Karaikudi. As I told you

in person, the entire province is looking forward to your visit. I
need hardly add that I look forward to it with pride and delight.

Dr. Bhatnagar is expected here on the 174th instant and
he will be accompanying me to Karaikudi to look round the
site and come to a final decision. He will of course make his
report to you and to the Council.

I shall close the letter with the prayer that providence will
guide the destinies of our great country in a manner that will
give you the much needed relief and leisure to enable you to
build up the New India that is to be.
Yours very sincerely,
With best wishes and kind regards,
Sd..RM. Alagappa
Chettiar
The Hon'ble Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
Prime Minister of India
New Delhi
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Madras
1st May 48
My dear Panditji,
I was delighted to see. Your letter of the 6th April, 48 giving
me the Joyous confirmation of your visit to the south as well
as your acceptance of my request to associate yourself with
the Electro Chemical Research Institute.
Dr. Bhatnagar's "difficulty" regarding water sup
ply at Karaikudi had been overcome. The Madras Minister
for Industires Mr. Sitarama Reddy who is now in Delhi for
Labour Conference, will satisfy Dr. Bhatnagar on this point.
I understand from Lieut N.K. Jain, Secretary to the Nehru

Central Fund, who met you at Bombay recently that you are
due to visit Ooty in the 1st week of June. It is the desire of
Mr. Sitarama Reddy and myself that this visit of yours must
be taken advantage of by us to have the foundation stone
laid at Karaikudi by you. I shall be most grateful if you could
squeeze in this engagement in your programme and satisfy
South which is literally in hunger to see you.
Yours very sincerely,
With best wishes
Sd. RM. Alagappa
Chettiar
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Letter to the President Dr. Rajendra Prasad

Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar

'Krishna Vilas'
Vepery
Madras 7
11th March, 1955.

Dear Sir,
I tender my sincere felicitations and kind greetings to you,
Sir, and I further wish to express to you that I was very
much delighted indeed to have taken up your kind sugges
tion to write to that Swamiji Gurudev through the Advocate
General of Patna. I am exceedingly happy to inform you that
the replies that were received by me from the Swamiji were
in consonance with the high expectations aroused in me by
your goodself. I had asked some questions and enclosed
those questions in a cover which was properly sealed in
accordance with the suggestion of the Advocate General and
I sent that cover enclosed in another cover to the Advocate
General at Patna.
Within a week or so I got the cover duly returned to
me by the Advocate General, Patna, saying that the answers
were recorded inside without the cover being opened at all. I
opened the cover and found to my happiness and astonish

ment that the answers were there and the seal on the cover
was inact and not tampered with at all.
I had mentioned as one of my major questions inside
the cover about the possibility of a Medical College and
General Hospital the entire scheme costing nearly a crore of
rupees coming into existence at Karaikudi taking its proud
place along with the chain of Educational Institutions here
in this campus. I was awaiting anxiously the result because
the Government of Madras had appointed a Committee with
Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar as chairman to decide the
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venue whether it is to be in Karaikudi or in any other cen
tre. I am very happy, Sir, to inform you that the prognostic
of the Swamiji has come true. The committee appointed by
the Madras Government had recommended Karaikudi as
the suitable venue for the opening of the hospital and the
Medical College. I do earnestly and prayerfully hope that
the Government of Madras will accept the recommendation
of the committee which they themselves appointed and the
Government of India will help the Government of Madras
and my College Trust in the second five year plan as they
have promised to do already in a general way.

One of the important reasons I am writing this letter to
you is that I am very genuinely excited over the prospects of
not merely the Medical College coming in, but more of your
goodself coming here and staying for a couple of days or three
days in my college campus, i.e., Bhavnagar Stadium which
has all the modern facilities and beautifully situated in the
midst of the very inspiring campus. You may remember, Sir,
you were kind enough to promise me that you would stay
at Karaikudi in my College for a few days next time when
you come down South. I had the privilege of meeting you
at Mysore and later Sri K.Kamaraj Nadar, Chief Minister of
Madras Railway Station that Karaikudi could be considered
as the venue of the Indian National congress, the Session that
was later held at Avadi, Satyamurthinagar.
I shall be most grateful to you, Sir, if you could kindly
keep in mind genuine request of mine to your coming and
arranging to allot two or three days for your stay at Karaikudi.
Rumours in the papers say that you are likely to come in the
next few months to South. I leave it to you, Sir, to make your
own choice whether this time or next time according to your
convenience. I shall be indeed very happy and the students of
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this campus a very blessed lot if we can have your darshan in
this College campus at least for a couple of days.
With kind regards,
Yours sincerely,
Sd... RM. Alagappa
Chettiar
Hon'ble Dr. Rajendra Prasad,
President,
Republic of India,
Rashtrapathi Bhavan,
New Delhi.
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'Krishna Vilas'
Vepery
Madras 7

Dr. RM.Alagappa Chettiar

15th April_ '56.
Dear Rashtrapathiji,
I beg to offer my humble greetings and sincerest thanks to
you from my sick bed. It was indeed very noble of you to
have written to me enquiring about my health and wishing
me rapid recovery. I was indeed looking forward to call on
you and pay you my respects at Delhi between the 16th and
24th March while I was there; but it was being mentioned
that I could meet you somewhere about the 23rd or 24th
March. Unfortunately, this tragic happening overtook me
on the morning of the 23rd. It was only fifteen days earlier
that I was permitted by the doctors to move about after a pro
longed illness of nearly three months. It has indeed been very
unhappy of me to have these continuous bouts of prolonged
illness. God's will has to be obeyed and borne meekly, and I
cannot take better courage and hope than from you, Sir, who
is a symbol of Faith in God. For me to be in bed for nearly well

over six months, with complete immobilization and no move
ment is indeed most harsh, but, as I said, that is my destiny.
Shri Bhaktavatsalam, Minister for Agriculture, Madras,
while calling on me yesterday, told me that you have pro
grammed to be in Madras about the last week of May and
the first few days in June, to participate and preside over a
Basic Education conference at Conjeevaram when Acharya
Vinobhaji also will be present. My regret lies in the fact
that I shall not be fit enough even to move out of the house,
much less to call on you either at Raj Bhavan or, still less, to
come over to Conjeevaram. I shall rest content myself with
the thought that I have your best wishes not merely for my
recovery from the present illness, but for my general welfare
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as well. Anyway, I am looking forward to meet you some day,
by God's Grace, soon.
I am happy to inform you that the educational institu
tions in the Campus which you blessed by your sacred vis
its are all progressing well, and the students are still happily
reminiscent of the great event of your visit.
With kindest regards,
I remain
Yours sincerely,
Sd...RM. Alagappa
Chettiar
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Letter to Vice President Dr. S. Radhakrishnan

Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar

'Krishna Vilas'
Vepery
Madras 7
28th January 55.

Dear Sir,
I have very great pleasure in enclosing two invitations for

two functions, one immediately after the other at my col
lege campus. The first function is being presided over by our
dear Chief Minister of Madras and the Hostel is named after
Mr. Kuppuswami Naidu of reversed memory, a friend who
was exceedingly nice and kind to me while alive and who
courageously promised assistance to me while I was fairly
down and out but which assistance happily I did not need
later nor did I actually receive any.
The other function is in memory of the late Dewan
Bahadur Murugappa. Chettiar, another great elder of mine,
who was a shining light of my community in many ways. His
son, Sri Murugappa Chettiar, a member of our Trust and the
Head of T.I Cycles and members of his family are contribut
ing nearly 2 lakhs and over being 50% value of the proposed

Murugappa Chettiar Hall. I may inform you, Sir, that this is the
first time in the history of the college that any big sized dona
tion is being received. Sir A. Ramaswami mudaliar, brother of
our distinguished Vice Chancellor, Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami
Mudaliar is laying the foundation stone. This is the only hall
in the campus where all students and staff members of all the
colleges can meet.
I shall be grateful if you could kindly send messages for
the functions which I could have the honour and privilege of
reading on the respective dates. I need your messages which
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are not messages to me, but are evidence and indication
of your deep affection in me and my institutions and your
blessings.
Yours very sincerely,

With kind regards,

Sd...RM. Alagappa
Vice president of the Republic of India, Chettiar
New Delhi.
Hon'ble Dr. S. Radhakrishnan,
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Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar

'Krishna Vilas'
Vepery
Madras 7
28th January 55.

Dear Sir,
I am grateful for the letter from your Secretary to my office
conveying your very kind enquiries of my health.
It might be of some little interest to you, sir, to know
that for the last week or so I have had passages read out from
"Contemporary Indian Philosophy" so ably and beautifully
edited by you. You will kindly forgive me for quoting one of
your striking passages which has given much food for good
thought:
"There is, however, a tragic divergence this exalted ideal
and the actual life. In the first place in our anxiety to have no
temporal possessions and spend our days in communion with
spirit, the essential duty of service to man has been neglected".
Passages like these and the spirit underlying the state
ments point out a great ideal. I feel really happy in dwelling
on such thoughts, which have been gathered from the arti
cles and speeches of contemporary philosophers like your
goodself. Day after day passes and I stay where I am, with my
mind wandering round and making my grief all the gether.
Life has to be lived and there is no escape from it until god in
his mercy gives deliverance.
With kind regards,

Yours very sincerely,

Hon'ble Dr. S. Radhakrishnan,

Sd..RM. Alagappa
Chettiar

Vice president of the Republic of India,
New Delhi.
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Letter to Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu Sri K. Kamaraj
Alagappa College
P.O.

Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar

Karaikudi
14th December, 1955
Dear Sir,
I am writing this from my sick bed. I proceeded to Karaikudi
on the 3rd by plane, blissfully ignorant of the catastrophe that
I was to face in our college Campus. No doubt I had some
slight idea of the damage that must necessarily have been
caused by the cyclone described in the papers. The adventur

ous journey I had from Trichy Airport to Karaikudi by car, rail
and on walk exhausted me completely both in physique and

in mind that I was just in a state of collapse when I reached the
Bhavnagar Stadium. What I heard and what I subsequently
saw with my own eyes gave the finishing shocks to my frail
frame both of body and mind that I continued to remain in
Karaikudi for another day just a helpless person with dou
ble impression of the sudden demands, for rehabilitation
alongside of the ever growing demands for maintenance and
expansion of the institutions.
Despite my definite weak health on the 5th, and the
sad picture of the Campus I was leaving behind, I left for
Madras on my intended journey for Delhi to preside over the
Central Electrochemical Advisory meeting and call officers
of the Govt, of India with regard to the proposed National
College of Physical Education, the extension of the Science
Block of the Alagappa College for Women and much dreamt
of Medical college. The moment I arrived in Madras I was
fit not to pursue my programme of activity but ready only
to be delivered to the care of Doctors. As a result of medi
cal advice followed by a thorough diagnosis I am now in my
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sick bed with an enforced rest for treatment of bone T.B. You
can easily understand my anguish in the background of my
responsibilities for the colleges already established and the
glowing vision for their planned future. To cut the unhappy
story short I should like to give here under a rough account
in seriatim of the damages wrought to our fair college cam
pus by the cruel slings of cyclone.
1. Avenue trees all along: Avenue trees which have taken
not merely continued enthusiasm and love but also a long
stretch of nearly seven years for their growth and thousands
of rupees have now been uprooted and the site appears to be
one as though a Bull Dozer deliberately run through.
2. Dr. Alagappa Chettiar Training College: It is indeed on
irony of nature that what one built with assiduous care and
never failing speed to give us a feast of the completion before
the year and has been mercilessly beaten and dealt with by
the cyclone. The asbestos roof of the newly built blocks have
been blown off. One temporary shed put up for the Model
High School attached to the Training College has collapsed.
The thatched roofs of the buildings of the Alagappa Basic
School and Alagappa Preparatory School have to be renewed.
3. Alagappa Collapse and the attached Hostels: The Hostels
in our campus and the amenities for students in the shape of
dining hall, bath room and kitchen which were our pride, now

lie almost literally floored. The marble tables inside the din
ing halls have been broken by the fall of the sheds. The roofs
of the three kitchens have been severely damaged. The glass

window panes of the Five blocks of the Alagappa college have
been completely broken and in some cases even the frames
have been ripped off from the structure. Fortunately we were
able to save the files, though most of them got submerged in
water. The staff sheds nearby are all in a dilapidated condi
tion leaking profusely and there is even the danger of their
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collapsing, if some further slight shocks of nature are unhap
pily experienced.
Chemistry Block: Part of the roof of the B.Sc., laboratory
has been blown off, and the gas house is in a miserable con
dition as considerable damage has been done to the roof. The
cellar room of the Chemistry Block is flooded. In front of the
Zoology and Botany block cement slabs which were deliber
ately built round the trees to provide amenities for students
particularly during midday recess have all been smashed by
the trees which have fallen on them.

College canteen, the Students' Co-operatives Stores and
the General Stores of the Hostel have all sustained heavy
damage and we had to remove articles worth ten to fifteen
thousand rupees to the Zoology block. Most of the articles are
in a damaged condition. The Botany garden and the Jawahar
park which were built and grown with a lasting pride are now

mere scenes of sad memories. It will take months and a large
sum of money to restore them to the former condition. The
pump sets installed in the gardens have all come under water
and in some cases the foundation gave way and the machine
is under 26 to 30 feet of water. Salvage operations are going
on. Even if these pump sets are taken back they may not be of
any use immediately.
4. Staff Quarters:In the staff quarters the bathrooms and
lavatory are rendered useless, the roof having been blown
away. The fuel, which was stocked, all got completely wet
and in view of the fact there was no light and no water we
were compelled to close the colleges. We are getting anxious
enquiries from the parents after reading the news of the havoc
in the papers. So, we
Thought it best to allow the boys to go home. Most of
them had no money for travelling expenses, and we advanced
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money for the travelling expenses. If this had not been done
we would have had to face a very difficult situation, but for
tunately we were able to send away all the boys by the 3rd
December, we have informed them that they would be inti
mated as when the Colleges will resume normal work.
We wish to inform you that we owe a responsibility for
the care and well being of nearly 2500 persons - staff and stu
dents of the various Colleges with the campus. Every moment
after the eventful and tragic happening our staff of the college
and our office have been straining their nerves to rehabilitate
the campus in the various sectors. We have already spent well
over Rs.50,000 with the full possible particularly in view of
the fact that 50% of the Arts college students and the 100%
of the Engineering College students have to face the ordeal of

University examination in March. We have now issued notices
that the Colleges will be reopened on the 19th December and
Students will have to report themselves to their respective hos

tels on the 18th.
May I in this dark hour solicit your sympathy and kind

co-operation? This appeal I am making on behalf of the staff and
students of the colleges. I do hope that your large-heartedness,
you sympathy for the distressed and your genuine kindness for
suffering humanity will respond to our humble call for help and

assistance. Financial help from Government at this dark hour

has become a necessity and we do hope we shall get a substan
tial contribution from Government to tide over the crisis.

With kind regards,
Yours sincerely,
Sd...RM. Alagappa
Chettiar

Sri. K. Kamaraj
Chief Minister
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Letter to Shri Sri Prakasa

Dr. ALAGAPPA CHETTIAR EDUCATIONAL TRUST

ALAGAPPA TEXTILES (COCHI) LTD.

Alagappa Nagar
Kerala
10th August, 54

Dear Sir,
I saw in the papers this morning that you are touring in
Travancore - Cochin for about a week and that on the 28th
August you will be proceeding from Trichur to Emakulam. I
shall feel grateful if you could manage to spend about an hour
en route, to look round my mills at Pudukad, which is about
7 miles from Trichur on the Trichur - Emakulam road. As
you might know, I have two spinning mills in T.C. State, The
Alagappa Textiles (Cochin) Ltd., at Pudukad and The other, the
Ashok Textiles Ltd., in Alwaye. It will give me great pleasure to
welcome you to my Pudukad mills. We have in it a hospital, the
maternity ward which was blessed by Dr. Rajendra Prasad who
laid its foundation stone in 1946. Rajaji came to this mill in the
course of his tour of Travancore - Cochin. Panditji also visited
us. We have in the premises a neat little Sri Krishna Temple.

I shall be happy to receive your kind acceptance of my
invitation and look forward to the pleasure of receiving you
at the mills.
With kindest regards,
I am,
Yours sincerely,
Sd..RM. Alagappa
Chettiar.
Shri Sri Prakasa,
Governor of Madras,
Madras.
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Letter to Hon'ble Sir. C. Rajagopalachari

'Krishna Vilas'
Vepery

Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar

Madras 7
27th January 52.
My Dear Rajaji,

I wrote a week ago to your chief Secretary about the visit of pres
ident, Dr. Rajendra Prasad to Karaikudi to lay the foundationstone for our Engineering college on the 11th January, 1953.
Dr. S.S. Bhamagar told me this morning that he had already
requested you to kindly make it convenient to visit Karaikudi
on 14th January when Dr. Radhakrishnan is expected to declare
open the Central Electro-Chemical Research Institute.
It is needless for me to explain the significance of the
above two visits. My happiness will be complete only when I
get the privilege of your kind presence and blessings in either
of these two occasions. I am well aware that I am making this
request to you at a time when your normal heavy pressure of
work has taken on fresh burdensome additions in the shape of

the after-effects of the Tanjore Cyclone, and the pangs of the
partition of Andhra Desam. Still, take the liberty of address
ing this communication completely basing my faith in your
personal kindness to me and interest in the earnest efforts that
are being made at Karaikudi. I shall be grateful affirmative.
I shall be grateful for your early reply in the affirmative
Yours very sincerely,
With Kind regards,
Hon'ble Sir C. Rajagopalachari
Chief Minister
Government of Madras, Madras
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'Krishna Vilas'
Vepery,
Madras 7

Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar

20th August, 56.
My dear Rajaji,
Your message "These bodies of ours go into smoke and ashes,
work alone remains" cheered me up as no other thought did.
I am just continuing to be alive and from my bed I keep
ever doing something which is after my heart to develop the
campus and the student life at Karaikudi. In this process I
am busy with the arrangements for the inauguration of the
Alagappa College of Physical Education by the rajpramukh
of Mysore on the 27th August. I am not a message gath
erer but yours is not just a message in the normal way but
an Upanishedic truth so crisply and beautifully expressed.
Hence this letter and my respectful greetings. The invitation
is enclose.
-"The moving finger writes, and having writ Moves on; nor
all they piety nor wit shall lure it back to cancel half a line

nor all thy tears was out a word of it-"

This is not the whole truth, though it seems to be the counter
part or another aspect of Karma. To me Sir, as you have often
written, prayer has a meaning and power all its own. It might
not be given, nor is it necessary, to get longish life and physical
prosperity. But prayers can and do 'wash out' man's dirty spots

and makes one pure and happy. In that statealone I am happy.
Kindly excuse this long letter with bad handwriting. I am
not fit physically to write,
your young friend,

With respectful regards

Sd..Alagappan.
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From Dr. P. Rama

Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar

Rao's Nursing Home,
Madras - 7
22nd October, '56

My dear Rajaji,
I am deeply grateful to you, as ever before, for your most
affectionate, loving and prayerful letter. I am now back in the

nursing Home, for the nth time - this time because of a sudden
cancer lesion (observed because of severe pain) in the right arm.
Already my two legs are as good as paralysed, with no control
whatever. Now the right arm had been invaded by cancer, and
that also has been put under splint and completely immobilized.
There is sever pain all the time. The only limb that god has given
me which is now mobile and able to perform its function is my
left arm. You can imagine the handicaps and the severe pains
both in the legs as well as in the arm and to a certain extent in
the spinal column as well, you, Sir, out of abundant affection for

your young friend, say:" As I said to myself I shall pray for you
that your pain may be relieved once again as was often before.
My prayers are feeble in potency". Out of your goodness and
greatness you talk of the light, degree of potency, but you will
kindly permit me, Sir, to say that there is no quantity in quality.
I am pleased indeed by your very affectionate and loving senti
ments pointing out to my goodness and my deserving of God's
grace. I only hope and prayerfully wish that I be really deserv
ing of God's grace not only by my previous conduct but what
further opportunities are still left to me, though within narrow
limits. God is great and that is my basis for some relief from my
pain, though, sir, I have nearly been in bed for ten months. Your
affection for me is my greatest treasure.

Yours very sincerely,

With kind regards,
Sir C. Rajagopalachari
Madras

Sd...Alagappan
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Letter to the secretary, Ministry of Education, India

15th October, 56.
Dear Mr. Saiyidain,
For some time an idea has been resolving in my mind that I
should establish a public school at Madras. I need hardly say
that this has been a necessity for such a long time, nay particu
larly in the present juncture when the Regional language has
become the medium of instruction. In madras, as you know,
there is cosmopolitan population drawn from all parts of the
country who are speaking, different tongues. Apart from this
quite a large number of Government servants are transferred
from place to place and therefore education of their children
has become an acute problem for them. Only two or three

institutions in the City of Madras are permitted to offer for one
section in the high schools English as medium, and it is found
insufficient to cope with the demand for the English medium
section. There is also another disadvantage that most of the
High schools in the city provide both accommodation and
boarding to the children. My trust is contemplating to estab
lish a public school with facilities for hostel, playground, etc.
in the same Campus. In a colony established by me recently
known as Alagappanagar in the City of Madras a plot of 26
grounds is now readily available for this purpose and we
should like with your co-operation to establish such a public
School. If such a school meets with your approval it is possi
ble in that we may be able to have affiliation to the University
of Madras in the matriculation standard which will provide
not only a good standard of instruction but also a recognized
standard accepted by all the Universitites throughout India the English medium.

I am therefore venturing to write this letter so that you
may kindly clarify or ask your office to clarify as to what facil
ities the Center could offer for encouraging such a venture.
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I should like to mention in this connection that no facilities
or grant will be available from the State as it is wedded to
financing secondary education in the Regional medium and
any deviation from it will not find favour with the State. I am
looking forward to receive a reply from you.

With kind regards,
Shri K.G. Saiyidain,
Secretary, Minister of Education,
Government of India, New Delhi.
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Yours sincerely,
S.d...RM. Alagappa
Chettiar

Appendix VI

Letter to Sri. M. Visvesvaraya
Alagappa College P.O.
Karaikudi.

Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar

3rd May 1955.
Dear Sir,
I tender the heart-felt thanks of the members of the Elementary

Education Committee including myself for the pleasant half
an hour that you so kindly spared for us, including your
refreshing and vigorous thoughts on that subject. It was
indeed and exciting thing for us to hear the words of one of
your age and eminence on Elementary Education, that is, for
kids of 5 and above. You have by your remarkable determi

nation and devotion marked out a new chapter in your life
which should be most encouraging and inspiring to everyone
who cares or who is privileged to read it. Kindly accept our
sincerest thanks.
I must tender for the second time my sincere thanks for
the very delightful dinner that you gave me that night in the
presence of your young nephew Mr. Krishnamurthi and his

wife. More than the dinner, naturally I enjoyed your company
and precise thoughts and plans for the future. As far as you
are concerned, though you have been telling me that you have
come to the end of your life, you have a real heroic manner of
planning for the future because what in fact you plan in not
merely for yourself but for the entire country. Only people
who know you and your work can really properly admire the

great asset the country possesses in you.
I cannot close my letter better than by repeating my
request to you that I made that night, i.e. you should kindly
so arrange as to be away for a few hours from Bangalore at
Karaikudi to visit my various institutions and particularly the
Engineering college. Arrangements have been made to take
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you from Bangalore by plane on the 23rd June morning arriv
ing at Chettinad airport within an hour or so. You spend a
few hours with the students and the staff and, what is more,
with me and, later in the evening to get back to Bangalore
by plane about 5 o'clock. I have conveyed all details to
Mr. Krishnamurthi. I shall get into touch with him further
with regard to this little but devoted plane of mine.
Sri M. Visvesvaraya,

Yours very sincerely,
Sd..RM. Alagappa Chettiar

Uplands, High Ground,
Bangalore
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LETTERS TO DR.RM. ALAGAPPA CHETTIAR
Letter from Collen Nye

GOVERNMENT HOUSE,
GUINDY,
MADRAS.

Collen Nye

18TH April 1948

Dear Dr. Alagappa Chettiar,
I wrote to you on the 18th January asking you if you would
very kindly send me your plans for your Sub-Committee of
the Madras provincial Welfare fund of which you are chair
man, so that they might be included in the annual report to be
read at the meeting on January 31st.
That meeting was, as you know, postponed owing to
the assassination of Mahatma Gandhi. It is now to be held on
the 30th April at 6.15p.m. and Her Excellency the Countess
Mountbatten has agreed to attend and address the meeting.
I hope that as three months have elapsed since our talk,
you will now be able to give me your plans in their final form.
I do hope that you will find this possible as I must tell you
quite frankly that I am very disappointed that we have not
been able to achieve more in the way of personal donations,
and I know that you share my wish to do what we can in this
direction. I found your ideas and suggestions very encourag

ing and do hope that you will be able to implement them now.

Yours sincerely,
Sd..Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar
61, Lawder's Gate Road,
Vepery
Madras
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Letter from Edwina Mountbatten of Burma
Government House,
New Delhi,
15TH April, 1948.

Dear Sir Alagappa,
May I presume, as president of the Tuberculosis Association
of India, to write to you on the question of funds for extension
of the present building of the Lady Linlithgow Sanatorium at
Kasauli, and the New Delhi Tuberculosis clinic.
As you perhaps know, the Sanatorium at Kasauli has at
the moment 210 beds, only six of which are endowned ones -

the cost of each endowment being about, Rs.50,000. In addi
tion to the persistent demands for more beds, the immediate

needs of the Sanatorium are extension of staff quarters and the
main hospital. During the years of the last war and up to the
present time, the drain on the resources of the Sanatorium and
the Association has been heavy and unless more funds were
received in the immediate future, the work of the Association
and consequently the Tuberculosis patients who seek the aid
of the body and the Sanatorium, will suffer. Knowing of your
magnanimity and great sympathy and interest in humanitar
ian activities, I venture to approach you for adequate funds to
put in hand the construction at the Sanatorium at Kasauli and

the New Delhi T.B. Clinic. It may be possible to get some relief
from other sources which will leave the Association to make up
a shortage of Rs.2 lakhs for the Sanatorium and Rs.50,000 for

the New Delhi clinic. Any help that you could give us in tiding
over our immediate difficulties will, I know, be deeply appre

ciated by the Association and all those interested in the work.
Yours sincerely,

With best wishes,
Dr. Sir. RM. Alagappa Chettiar
"Krishna Vilas", Vepery, Madras.
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Appendix VI

Letter from Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru

Prime Minister of India

63/2 Daryasanj

Chairman

Delhi

Indian Council of World Affairs

30th July 1945

Dear Dr. Alagappa Chettiar,
The Executive Committee of the Indian Council of World
Affairs has endorsed my suggestion of an Inter Asian
Relations conference, to be held early next year at Delhi or
some other suitable place in India. The proposal has already
had an encouraging response from prominent leaders in
Syria, Indonesia, Burma and Ceylon The main object of the
conference will be to exchange ideas regarding the common
problem which all Asian countries must face in the post
- war era. The final agenda cannot be prepared in details
without previous consultation with the participating coun
tries. Tentatively, however, the following topics have been
approved by the Executive committee of the Indian council
of World Affairs (a) national movements for freedom in Asia
(b) racial problems with special reference to the root causes of
racial conflicts (c) transition from colonial to a national econ
omy, dictated primarily by national interests, but with due
regard to international cooperation (d) inter Asian emigration
and the status and treatment of immigrants; (e) welfare prob

lems with special reference to public health and nutrition; (f)
problems of industrial labour and industrial development; (g)
culturals problem with special reference to education, art and
architecture scientific research and literature; (h) the status of
women and women's movements in Asia.
Each participating country will be invited to send a certain
number of delegates and observers, to be selected by organi
sations having objects similar to those of the Indian council of

world affairs. Invitation will shortly go out to representative
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leaders in the different countries of Asia, so that we may have
at the conference a full and satisfactory discussions of the
problems and agenda. It is hoped that one result of the confer
ence may be the periodical summoning of similar gatherings
at suitable intervals at different centers in Asia.

India as a host, will have to arrange for the accommo
dation of the delegates who will attend the conference.
Adequate preparations must be made for the reception of the
delegates from other countries and facilities afforded to them
(to the extent that Funds permit) to see something of India
during their stay in the country. An approximate estimate of
the expenses of the conference is Rupees two lakhs.

I have accepted the invitation of the executive commit
tee of the Indian council of world affairs to be Chairman of
the committee entrusted with the task of organizing the con
ference. I would be grateful for a generous contribution from
you to meet the expenses of the conference. Cheques may be
drawn in my favour and send tome at the above address.
With best regards,

Yours Sincerely,

Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar,
Krishna vilas,
Vepery,
Madras 7.

Sd..Jawaharlal Nehru
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Sakina Mansion
Carmichael Road,
Bombay
August 15,1946

Dear Sir Alagappa,
On arrival here I have just received your letter or the 14th
August together with your cheque for Rs,10,001 to be used
in connection with the proposed Inter Asian Relations con
ference. I am grateful to you for this generous gift and I am
very glad that you appreciate a importance and significance
of representatives of the various Asian countries co-operating
together for their common advantage.
Yours Sincerely,
Sd. Jawharlal Nehru.
Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar,
Imperial Bank Building
Bank Street, Fort, Bombay.
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Sakina Mansion
Carmichael Road,
Bombay

Prime Minister of India
Dominion of India

23rd August 1947
My dear Dr. Chettiar,
Thank you for your letter and your good wishes. It is indeed
a great privilege to witness the day of India's Independence,
but this has brought so many problems and difficulties in its
train that we have to work our hardest.
Yours sincerely,
Sd.. Jawaharlal Nehru.

With all good wishes,
Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar,
Vepery
Madras
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New Delhi
PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA

6th April 1948

My dear Dr. Alagappa Chettiar,
I am sorry for the delay in answering your letter of the 11th
March. I am anxious to go to Madras, as I have not been there
for a long time. I should like also to associate myself with the
Electro Chemical Research Institute, which you are building.
But it is a little difficult for me to fix any time for this visit yet.
Dr. Bhatnagar informed me that there was some diffi
culty in obtaining sufficient water at Karaikudi. I do not know
if this has been overcome.
Yours sincerely,
Sd.. Jawaharlal Nehru.
Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar,
Krishna vilas
Madras.
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Letter From Dr. A Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar
University of Madras,
2nd January, 1952

Dr. A.L. Mudaliar
Vice Chancellor
My dear Dr. Alagappa Chettiar,

I received your kind New Year message and was very glad to

go through it contents. I wish the year will bring you all hap
piness and prosperity and that you would win fresh laurels
from a grateful public.
I have always held that the progress made in the
University and the achievements during the last six or seven
years are due to your great initiative. Whether in the college
of Technology, or in expansion of Arts & Science colleges or
in furthering colleges of Teaching your initiative led others to

follow your lead. And now your endeavors for an Engineering
college is making us all feel more and more beholden to you.
If sometimes those who are not fully conversant with the pic
ture, express sentiments appreciative of my contributions, I
cannot forget that I owe it to a great deal for all the success
that has attended our labours.

It has been a great source of pleasure to me to be associ
ated with you in all these endeavours and I wish that you may
ever be blessed with long life, happiness and all prosperity to
continue your noble work.
Yours most sincerely,

With kind regards,

Sd..A.L. Mudaliar

Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar,
Krishna Vilas,
Vepery.
Madras 7.
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Letter from Rajpramukh of Mysore

RAJPRAMUKH OF MYSORE

The Palace,
Mysore.
7 September 1956

My Dear Dr. Alagappa Chettiar,
I am sincerely grateful for your very kind telegram of the
28th August. I can assure you that my visit to Karaikudi was
a most enjoyable one and that it will remain green in my
memory. The extent and the nature of the unique educational
experiments which you have started in your home town

become apparent when one goes round and sees at first hand
the working of the several institutions on the great Campus
there and notes the enthusiasm and spirit in which this great
service to the youth of the country is being carried on. May
I extend to you once again my warmest congratulations on
the forethought with which you have showered your munif
icence on Karaikudi and wish you every possible success in
the culmination of your most liable efforts in the constitution
of a separate University at this seat of learning.

Hoping that this letter will find you in much improved
health and
with kindest regards,
Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar, M.A., D.Litt., LL.D.,

'Krisha vilas', Vepery, Madras

Visit Alagappa.org for recorded speeches
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AT A GLANCE...
With more than 3,000,000 students graduating from the various Alagappa institutions since its
inception, the life story of the founder Dr. K.V.AL.RM. Alagappa Chettiar is an inspiration to
millions in India. He has brought smiles on the faces of students and their families by bringing
primary, secondary, tertiary and professional education to the doorstep of a rural community
in Tamil Nadu. His generous donations have led to the establishment of a string of educational
institutions, which formed the basis for the establishment of the Alagappa University in 1985 by

the Government of Tamil Nadu.
Born in 1909 in Kottaiyur, tutored by Dr. Radhakrishnan (later the President of India) at the
Presidency College, he became the first Indian trainee at the Chartered Bank in London and
qualified for the Bar at Middle Temple in England. With honorary doctorate degrees conferred
upon him by both Madras and Annamalai Universities, his passion for education knew
no bounds. His stellar record as a business entrepreneur was acknowledged by the British
Government when he was knighted in 1945 at the age of 37. He renounced the prestigious
knighthood when India attained independence. The President of India conferred the distinction
of Padma Bhushan upon him on January 26,1957.

Within a span of 2 decades, he demonstrated his versatility as a successful business tycoon
and an intrepid academician with a vision to change the mere scrub jungle of 1000 acres
in Karaikudi to an educational hub. When he passed away prematurely at the age of 48,
Dr. Alagappa Chettiar had redefined the meaning of philanthropy and contributed more to the
betterment of education in Tamil Nadu than any other person of eminence had done until then,
with an estimated replacement value of more than USD 3 billion.
This is a saga of perseverance as he braved the tides of financial and health constraints that
confronted him throughout his life. His compassion to enhance societal welfare led him
to sacrifice all that he owned for the betterment of the community. His was a tenacious

journey and a lasting legacy - a timeless inspiration to mankind - a must-read for anyone to
find out what it truly means to have not only an ingenious mind but also a beautiful mind.
Alagappa, an icon of education has become synonymous with boundless generosity and his life
is an inspiration to all.

Dr. K.VAL.RM. ALAGAPPA CHETTIAR
M.A, D.Litt, L.L.D, Bar-at-Law

06.04.1909-05.04.1957

